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t is very frustrating to not
be able to produce enough to
meet
demand.
This applies to
everyone: those
who build campers and caravans
as well as those
who supply accessories and components. There is a lack
of raw materials at the moment, and a situation that is already complicated has been
also hit by extraordinary events, such as the
exceptional cold that hit the United States
in Texas and Louisiana that caused considerable damage to the petrochemical industry.
Result? The production of resins and additives, such as propylene oxide, used in the
production of foam cushions for seating

used in RVs, stopped. This is an exceptional
situation overlapping an already difficult period for the chemical industry due to the increase in prices and the lack of raw materials
for the production of paints, polyurethane
foams, sealants and construction adhesives
(silicone, acrylic, hybrid and polyurethane).
For different reasons, the growth in demand
for raw materials, especially from the Chinese domestic market, has recovered from
the COVID-19 outbreak and has restarted at
full capacity. But it is also the world of microchips that makes the automotive world
tremble. The motorhome and automotive
segments are experiencing slowdowns and
stoppages in production, including the Ford
Transit plant in Turkey. This is a result of a
fire at a Renesas plant, the world’s largest
automotive semiconductor manufacturer.
And if the car makers stop, then the motorhome manufacturers have to stop as well -

just when demand is skyrocketing. The pandemic has affected the entire supply chain.
A large demand for raw materials also generates a reckless increase in prices. Suppliers
in the RV sector have to pay much more for
raw material and transport between China
and Europe which we have heard has even
increased by as much as 400 percent in
some cases. Many have hired more staff to
meet demand, but because they are always
struggling with a lack of raw materials, they
fail in batch optimization and shipping costs
increase. And let’s not forget the dealers,
who have run out of used vehicles and have
no new products to sell. And what they sell
today will not be actually delivered to the
customer for a very long time. Some would
say: if the market pulls, these are happy
problems. Maybe, after all, that’s how it is ...
Antonio Mazzucchelli
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Roberto Fumarola will now manage all the
Stellantis brands in the EMEA RV sector
On May 2021, Stellantis’ Enlarged Europe
LCV (Light Commercial Vehicles) division was
born, including the Citroën, FCA, Opel and
Peugeot brands. Within this division, Roberto Fumarola, formerly head of the EMEA FCA
Recreational Vehicles sector department, will
now manage all the Stellantis brands and becomes head of the Recreational Vehicles department for Enlarged Europe region. Aboutcamp BtoB has spoken to
Roberto Fumarola about
his new role achieved after
4 years spent in this sector
working with passion and
motivation. Roberto confirmed that he will continue the same customer
care policy that has been
part of the winning formula in the management
Barbara Galvan
of the Fiat Professional RV

sector in recent years. Despite the broadening
of his responsibilities, he says his approach to
customers will not change, as satisfying every need will always be at the forefront of his
mind on the basis of transparent relationships
and mutual trust.
Also Marketing, Commercial and Communication functions, formerly reporting to Roberto Fumarola will now also broaden their
perimeter assuming the role for the European
Recreational Vehicles department of all the
Stellantis LCV brands. In a short phone call
Barbara Galvan, now head of Communications for the European Recreational Vehicles
department of all the Stellantis brands, told
Aboutcamp BtoB that she is glad about this
opportunity, as it will allow her to capitalize
on the experience gained over the years and
to face a stimulating new challenge with all
Stellantis brands engaged in the Recreational
Vehicles sector at a European level.

Roberto Fumarola

Editorial

Aboutcamp BtoB helps professionals in the caravan/RV and leisure industry around
the world keep up to date with all the latest business news and market trends in this
Editor in Chief: Antonio Mazzucchelli
sector. It’s the most well informed source of B2B information in the caravan industry,
direttore@aboutcamp.eu
with a unique global perspective and an international team of correspondents delivering daily news online at www.AboutcampBtoB.eu, a bi-monthly e-newsletter, and
Art director: Federico Cavina
a high quality print magazine delivered (free) in Europe, the United States, Australia,
Editorial team: Renato Antonini - John Rawlings
New Zealand, South Africa, Japan, China, Korea, Argentina, Brazil, Chile. The AboutTerry Owen - Enrico Bona - Peter Hirtschulz
camp BtoB magazine is published four times a year with features including exclusive
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interviews with senior management from the industry, reviews of the major exhibiBartek Radzimski - Irene Viergever - Giorgio Carpi
tions around the world, and reports about the latest market trends, plus in-depth
profiles of OEM suppliers who specifically manufacture components for this sector.
Web team: Maurizio Fontana - Gabriel Lopez
With all the recent acquisitions, new technological developments and more and more
consumers buying leisure vehicles around the world, Aboutcamp BtoB is essential
reading for everyone working in any business related to the caravan industry. While so
many flock to the internet, and have
Fuori Media srl - Sales International
an inbox full of emails, Aboutcamp
direzione@fuorimedia.com
BtoB decided to print a paper magazine so that it gets more noticed,
Giampaolo Adriano - Sales Italy
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Aboutcamp BtoB is also a website updated daily with news and information dedicated to RV builders and OEM producers. The website is supported by a professional newsletter sent monthly to the
professionals in the RV sector. We also strengthened our presence
on LinkedIn, where we manage the business page of the magazine
but also the group “Caravanning Professional” which allows us to
develop direct and informal relationships with decision-makers in the
RV industry.
On our website is possible to read online the print edition of all
Aboutcamp BtoB issues at:
www.aboutcampbtob.eu/read-the-magazines
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LWRT technology for Your next
innovative project
AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN THE RV INDUSTRY

LWRT (Light Weight Reinforced Thermoplastic); a technology
that allows to obtain thermoformable composite products of a
thermoplastic nature with not too expensive investments, with high
aesthetic quality on one side and on the other, having interesting
technical characteristics such as excellent acoustic insulation and a
ratio between rigidity and weight up to 5/7 times less than traditional
technologies. The weight factor, intended as a reduction in the weight
of the products, while maintaining a sufficiently solid structure, has
always been for us a key factor of which we are strongly convinced,
also in view of the European directives for the reduction of CO2. We
are continuing to invest in new production lines and robotic areas to
increase efficiency and productivity.
Don't hesitate to contact us for your next innovative project.
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Erwin Hymer Group: new digital strategy and traditional trade fairs
The Erwin Hymer Group has announced a new digital and trade fair strategy. It will be increasing its
emphasis on new digital and live formats instead of
exhibiting at traditional trade fairs. For the two key
shows (Caravan Salon Düsseldorf and CMT Stuttgart), this means the Erwin Hymer Group will aim for
representation there only every two years from now
on. “Over the past 12 months, we have experienced
very positive outcomes from strategically orienting
our sales and marketing initiatives towards digital
formats. Our focus in this process is very much on
the inclusion of our dealerships and retail partners,”
says Martin Brandt, CEO of the Erwin Hymer Group
(EHG). “We have successfully used digital channels

to attract thousands of new customers and, together with our local
retail partners, engaged their enthusiasm for our new products and
offerings. Our aim of participating in the key shows every two years
means we will maintain our contact with those customers for whom
a visit to a trade fair is an indispensable factor in their purchasing
decision. At the same time, we are adopting a rhythm for trade show
appearances that has long been standard practice in other sectors.
We will be showcasing our new products at the key shows again
next year”. Future participation by the Erwin Hymer Group in trade
fairs abroad will be considered on individual merits. This evaluation
will then form the basis for deciding whether or not to participate.
For example, the company will participate in the Salone del Camper
in Parma (I) in September 2021 and in the Caravan, Camping and
Motorhome Fair in Birmingham (GB) in October 2021.

North American camping report points to greater diversity, first-time buyers
Changes in the RV market are among a number of new trends identified by Kampgrounds
of America Inc (KOA) in the organisation’s
2021 North America Camping Report. The annual review of the recreational camping industry by the largest campground operator in the
US, notes that RV buyers are changing rapidly
as increasing numbers of millennials enter the
market, highlighted by growing numbers of
first-time buyers and greater diversity among
RV campers. According to KOA the number

of first-time campers in 2020 was five times
higher than that seen in the previous year,
with 10.1 million households having taken
their first camping trip last year. The organisation found that 26% of millennials and 28%
of Gen Z campers surveyed in 2020 identified
as being new to RV camping within the previous 12 months, compared to just 15% of baby
boomers. Coincident with the rising number
of younger campers, KOA found 54% of
campers in 2020 were families with children,

compared to 46% five years ago. The KOA
study also revealed the ethnic makeup of US
campers is also changing and falling more in
line with overall population profiles. According
to KOA’s study, a full 60% of first-time campers in 2020 are from non-white ethnic backgrounds, the highest rate since the inception
of the report. Among first-time campers last
year, 39% identified as Caucasian while 24%
identified as black, 15% identified as Hispanic/
Latino and 14% identified as Asian.

Sandwich
Panels
FOR PASSION
since2003

Palomar is currently spread across four production facilities, a short distance from each other,
covering a total of around 10,000 square metres. Over the last few years significant investments have
been made to improve the company and its product, but also to increase production capacity. Over
the course of 2018, the company has purchased new machinery, meaning Palomar now benefits
from the most cutting-edge technology. Now the production department boasts seven machining
centres and four bonding lines (one with liquid polyurethane and three hot melt), while the sawmill
department has both machining centres and optimising saws available.
All of these efforts for a new achievement, now Palomar is ready to produce also Sidewalls.
Palomar s.r.l. • Via Milano, 2/20 • 50052 Certaldo (FI) • Italy • +39 0571 664573 • www.palomaritaly.net
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Lippert acquires Wolfpack and Ranch Hand Equipment
Lippert Components, Inc. (Lippert™) has acquired the assets of Wolfpack Chassis, LLC (“Wolfpack”), a chassis manufacturer in Kendallville,
Indiana, to add to its ongoing expansion of chassis production capacity. The demand for increased manufacturing capacity is attributable
to the industry seeing tremendous growth in new RV buyers, largely
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. In addition, Lippert is also undertaking
some developments at two of its plants in Indiana. The acquisition of
Wolfpack’s expansive resources will immediately help to accommodate
customer demand. Wolfpack will supply nearly 60,000 square footage
of chassis manufacturing, more than 40 additional team members, and
will provide Lippert the ability to immediately increase chassis production to meet the growing industry demand. Lippert is excited to welcome the new team
members to its family and is looking forward to having the
additional capacity
as more RVers enter
the market and the
demand for RVs increases.

CMT organisers and Hamburg
Messe to work together to make
oohh! The Leisureworlds show a
bigger platform for caravanning
Two of Germany’s most experienced show organisers, Messe Stuttgart (who organise the annual CMT show, and others) and Hamburg Messe und Congress, will jointly organise the next ‘oohh! The
LeisureWorlds’ show to make it an even bigger and better platform
for the tourism and caravanning industry. It will take place in Hamburg, Germany from Wednesday 09 – Sunday 13 February 2022.
The oohh! The LeisureWorlds show comprises the individual brands
REISEN HAMBURG, CARAVANING HAMBURG, RAD HAMBURG,
KREUZFAHRTWELT HAMBURG and FOTOHAVEN HAMBURG. This
partnership will enable both trade fair companies to strengthen the
position of their own holiday exhibitions and to further expand the
offer for the tourism and caravanning industry. The event’s new
organiser, Messe Stuttgart, has already proved its competence in
the field of holiday exhibitions as it is responsible for the CMT in
Stuttgart and CMT China in Nanjing, as well as Touristik & Caravaning in Leipzig. “Messe Stuttgart has been the holiday specialist
in the German trade fair business for more than half a century.
Our CMT has been a success on various locations for many years.
It is great to contribute our know-how to this event in the northern German tourism metropolis. I am very much looking forward
to the partnership with our Hamburg colleagues”, states Roland
Bleinroth, President of Messe Stuttgart and responsible for CMT.
“This cooperation will make oohh! even more interesting and create additional growth potential on our Hamburg venue by using
synergies. The Stuttgart colleagues have many years of experience
and excellent connections in the sector”, says Bernd Aufderheide,
Chairman of the Management Board of Hamburg Messe und Congress. The oohh! LeisureWorlds attracted around 77,000 visitors
to the Hamburg exhibition halls in 2020. 770 exhibitors from 37
countries presented their offers in the sectors of travel, caravanning, cycling, cruises and photography on five show days. Guido
von Vacano, Member of the Board of Management of Messe Stuttgart, is excited about the new project: “oohh! The LeasureWorlds
are a real crowd-puller and it is impossible to imagine the northern
German trade fair scene without it. We are convinced that all our
trade fairs will profit from this partnership and that we can thus
offer our visitors and exhibitors even better events in the future.”

Lippert Components, Inc. (Lippert), has also acquired Kaspar Ranch
Hand Equipment, LLC (“Ranch Hand®”), a South Texas based manufacturer of custom bumpers, grill guards, and steps for the automotive aftermarket. Prior to the sale, Ranch Hand was a subsidiary of the
Kaspar Companies. Ranch Hand was founded in 1986 was one of
the first manufacturers in the heavy-duty truck accessory market that
designed and engineered custom equipment specifically matched to
the owners’ vehicles. “Protected from the unpredictable” is a motto
Ranch Hand uses for its products as they not only enhance the look of
the vehicle but also serve as highly engineered steel barriers that help
protect that vehicle’s passengers in a head-on accident. Ranch Hand’s
full line of custom fit bumpers and accessories accommodate OEM
sensors without compromising
the truck’s safety features, making it as functional at work as it
is on the road. “The CURT Group
acquisition in 2019 began our
official entry into the automotive
accessory aftermarket, and with
the Ranch Hand acquisition,
we are further supporting our
dedication to becoming a large
player in this space,” said Jamie
Schnur, Group President of Lippert’s Aftermarket business. Rock Lambert, President of CURT, has long admired the Ranch Hand brand:
“We are extremely pleased to add Ranch Hand to our portfolio of premium brands. Ranch Hand is synonymous with front-end protection
and has enjoyed a leadership position in the automotive accessory
aftermarket industry for years. We believe that our design, manufacturing, and distribution expertise will help the brand to continue to
expand its reach and pursue long-term success.”
“We have worked hard to grow the Ranch Hand brand over the last
20 years and are glad that it is in the hands of a company with the
success record of Lippert,” said Jason Kaspar, Chief Executive Officer
of the Kaspar Companies.

Caravan Salon Düsseldorf 2021
will incorporate TourNatur fair
In 2021, the Caravan Salon Düsseldorf will again showcase the world’s
biggest selection of the latest motorhomes and caravans. This year, to
celebrate the synergies of caravanning and outdoor activities, it will be
incorporating the TourNatur fair, normally held over three days during
the Caravan Salon, into the show itself.
“People who spend their holidays in motorhomes or caravans, of course,
also love outdoor activities and sports. In the past, these were already
featured in corresponding ranges over the three days of the TourNatur fair held concurrently with CARAVAN SALON. In future, the travel,
nature and outdoor themes will not only be presented to all visitors for
the duration of ten days, but the TourNatur portfolio will be completely
incorporated into the themed worlds Equipment & Outdoor as well
as Travel & Nature of CARAVAN SALON,” explained Project Director
Stefan Koschke. Starting this year, the suppliers of caravanning and
camping accessories as well as outdoor wear and gear will therefore
be presenting their ranges jointly in the
aforementioned themed worlds. Likewise,
the segments caravanning and outdoor
tourism will exhibit their diverse destinations together. Visitors can look forward to
a comprehensive portfolio and the entire
panorama of RVs ranging from compact
campervans and family-friendly caravans
to motorhomes and spacious luxury mobile homes. This range is rounded off by
the segment of Technology & Components, where European and international
accessories vendors and upstream suppliers are presented in an exhaustive fashion.
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Germany reports
strong first quarter
The CIVD (Caravaning Industrie
Verband), the association for the
caravan industry in Germany, has
reported that despite the difficult business environment and
the ongoing Corona pandemic,
new registrations of motor caravans and caravans increased by a
strong 12.6% to over 24,000 vehicles in the first quarter of 2021.
A significant contribution was
made by a strong market in March with growth of over 40%. The fact that with 24,224
newly registered units a new record for the first three months of a year was achieved is
remarkable in view of the difficult business environment. Many vehicle purchases had
been brought forward into 2020 due to the increase in VAT on 1 January. This had a negative effect on new registrations at the start of 2021, especially in January and February.
In addition, the closure of the motor vehicle dealerships due to the coronavirus made
things even more difficult. The delivery of pre-ordered vehicles was possible during this
period, but new sales were prohibited. These two effects had a particularly strong impact on new caravan registrations and between January and March, they fell by a total of
15.6% (5,166 units) compared to the very good result for the same period last year. On
the other hand, new motor caravan registrations rose by an impressive 23.9% to 19,058
vehicles – a record for the first quarter. Thankfully, the huge 40.5% increase in sales in
March (compared to March 2020) made a decisive contribution to the first quarter. Both
vehicle segments developed extremely positively. New registrations of motor caravans
shot up by 52.4% to 10,801 units and caravan registrations also increased by a very
good 10.5% (3,120 units). In total, this makes 13,921 newly registered leisure vehicles
and means a new all-time best in Germany for the month of March.
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Ford pauses production of
Transit / Transit Custom in
Europe due to chip shortage
According to the latest reports, Ford has had to
temporarily stop production of the Ford Transit
and Transit Custom at its plant in Turkey due to
the shortages of microchips that is affecting the
whole automotive and RV industry at the moment. The Ford plant in Turkey is not expected
to start production again until mid-June. There is
currently a global shortage of microchips due to a
fire at the Renesas Naka, Ibaraki facility in Japan
which supplies virtually all the top carmakers with
its state-of-the-art microchips. Apparently, the
Ford plant in Spain, which also builds the Transit
Custom is also going to shut down production for
an extended period. The Ford Transit and Transit
Custom are popular base vehicles for several campervan and motorhome conversions in Europe.
Ford is not the only manufacturer to be pausing
or slowing production due to the
shortage of microchips. For example,
Jaguar Land Rover
have also paused
production for a
“limited period” at
certain plants.

HIGH QUALITY GRP
FOR RECREATIONAL VEHICLES

EASY TO CLEAN . HAIL RESISTANT . LOW THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT . LIGHT .
HIGH ELASTICITY . WATERPROOF . STRONG CORROSION RESISTANT . DURABLE
Brianza Plastica’s ELYCOLD and ELYPLAN fiberglass rolls and sheets are the ideal solution for the construction
of panels for industrial, commercial, temperature controlled, recreational and public transport vehicles.
The excellent resistance and dimensional strength, combined with lightness and easy workability, make them
perfect for the construction of walls, anti-hail roofs, floors and interior coverings.

www.flatlaminates.com - sales-flatlaminates@brianzaplastica.it
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Truma wins
Red Dot Design Award
Tecnoform and Atim together for “Wide & Flexible”
furniture to be transformed as you wish
“For 56 years Tecnoform has been promoting Made in Italy style and quality for furniture in
the RV Industry.“ said Renzo Kerkoc, CEO of Tecnoform.
“We have consistently viewed the future as shaped by innovation, focused on sustainability
and embedding smart-home functionality.
For Tecnoform, innovation means offering habitable solutions for any layout you want to live
in. Our “Wide & Flexible” furnishings shape the space making it feel more spacious, while
modular and easily transformable. Your furnishings with Tecnoform are suitable for any situation,” continues Renzo Kerkoc “and always aesthetically satisfying. Whether you use your
vehicle to travel, to eat or to work, our goal is to enable a unique customer experience.
This is why we’ve partnered with Atim, a renowned Italian company as innovative as we are.
Atim’s specialty are ingeniuos sliding and folding mechanisms designed to create dynamic
furniture settings.
By joining forces with Atim, Tecnoform takes a step ahead towards the production of even
more innovative solutions such as large tables and worktops that “disappear” into small
drawers. Everything becomes accessible, comfortable, extendable, easy to use or to close up
when it’s no longer needed.
The flexibility of these products allows you to have every comfort you desire while conserving
space. Their surprising and seamless furniture movements will impact you with a guaranteed
positive experience.
Tecnoform and Atim exceed customer expectations by supporting a new way of living RV
interiors.”

Truma has received the Red Dot Design Award
for its new portable Truma Cooler fridges/
freezers. The internationally renowned award
honors the product design as well as functionality, innovation, ergonomics and durability.
The portable Truma Cooler range is available
in a variety of sizes to keep food and drink
cold or frozen while out and about. They are
charged and powered by 12v or mains electricity. Clever design touches include an integral bottle opener, a USB port for charging
devices, removable baskets, internal drain for
easy cleaning, removable lids (60L and above).
The Red Dot Awards are judged annually by
an international experts. They are a benchmark for creativity and design excellence.

etooth
With Blu App
and free
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REV Group appoints Mike Lanciotti as President of REV Recreation Segment
The REV Group, which designs and manufacturers specialty vehicle brands (including several RV brands), has appointed Mike Lanciotti as
President, REV Recreation Segment. In his new
role, Mike will oversee all the recreation businesses and brands including Fleetwood RV®,
Holiday Rambler®, American Coach®, Lance
Camper®, Midwest Automotive Designs®,
Renegade RV and Goldshield Fiberglass®. He
will continue to report to REV Group President
and CEO, Rod Rushing.
Mike Lanciotti was previously the Vice President and General Manager of Renegade RV®.
He joined Renegade RV as its Executive Vice
President in March 2008 and was named CEO
and President four months later. Renegade
RV was acquired by REV Group on December

31, 2016 and Mike was named Vice President
and General Manager of REV Renegade LLC.
During his 13 years with Renegade RV, Mike
built the business to be a top performing recreation brand within REV Group and solidified
Renegade’s position in the Super C industry
classification and a premier Class C producer
in all categories.
“With a successful career spanning over 20
years of consistent business performance,
experience implementing quality operational
controls for industry-leading profitability and
product vision that drove Renegade to the top
of its class, Mike is the ideal leader to direct
our Recreation segment and develop crossbrand strategies,” said Rod Rushing, President
and CEO, REV Group. “I am confident Mike’s

operational and commercial expertise will
help our businesses meet the recent increased demand while exceeding expectations of consumers who are joining the
RV lifestyle.”

New staff appointments and promotions
The REV Group has announced that it has appointed
Jason Moore as Vice President/General Manager of its
subsidiary, ElDorado National (California)®, known as
ENC® which manufactures heavy-duty transit buses.
REV Group has also made four appointments to its
global supply and sourcing team who will report to Rob
Vislosky, Chief Supply Officer, with a matrix reporting
to the group presidents. Jason Moore, who will report to Brian Perry, REV Group President, Commercial
Segment, succeeds Tony Wayne who, after a very successful 34-year career at ENC, will retire on June 30,
2021. “Jason’s significant experience in manufacturing

operations, supply chain, and Lean/Six Sigma methodologies make
him an ideal leader for ENC,” said Brian Perry, REV Group President,
Commercial Segment and SVP of Operations.
The appointments to REV Group’s global supply and sourcing team
include: Andrew Conway who has joined REV Group as Director
Global Sourcing & Supply Chain for the Fire Group of the Fire &
Emergency Segment; Kipp Podlewski as Director Global Sourcing
& Supply Chain for the Ambulance Group of the Fire & Emergency
segment; Rick Doub has joined REV Group as Director Global Sourcing & Supply Chain for the Commercial segment; and Ed Hulbert
has been appointed as Director Global Sourcing & Supply Chain for
the Recreation segment.

Renesas aims to restart production by July
The motorhome and automotive segments are experiencing slowdowns and
stoppages in production, including the
Ford Transit plant in Turkey, as a result
of a fire on March 19th at the Renesas
Naka, Ibaraki facility in Japan which
supplies virtually all the top carmakers with its state-of-the-art microchips.
Renesas is the world’s largest automotive semiconductor manufacturer. The
plant, located about 1.5 hours outside
of Tokyo, produces microcomputers
for automobiles mainly used by Toyota
Motor Corp., Ford Motor Co. and Nissan Motor Co. The fire burned an area
of around 600 m² and damaged a total
of 23 machines in the factory causing
damage that will prevent a return to full
scale production until July, according to
CEO Hidetoshi Shibata’s comments at
last week’s press conference in Tokyo.
The automotive industry, already suffering unprecedented shortages, is being
affected significantly by this incident.
With the top two OEMs in Japan being
impacted the most, despite the COVID
restriction, Nikkei Asia reported that
their investigation of cell phone data in
the vicinity of the plant showed more
than 14,000 people from various Japanese partners & organizations aided in

the restoration efforts. On April 8th, the
day before the clean room, which makes
up the core of the production line, went
back online the number of external supporters exceeded 2,000 people. With
most of those supporters coming from
Aichi, home of Toyota, and Kanagawa,
home of Nissan, it is clear that the Japanese automotive industry is putting in
every effort to quickly restore the plant
to its original capacity. This is the second time that the Japanese automotive
industry has supported the recovery of
this factory. The first time being after the
March 2011 earthquake which cause
similar slowdowns in the automotive industry. During that incident the recovery
was achieved ahead of schedule, so everyone is staying hopeful that this will be
the case this time around as well.

Reimo: Michele Trivellato
Head of Export Sales
Reimo has promoted Michele Trivellato, 52 years old,
to the position of Head of Export Sales. Michele Trivellato has 25 years of experience in the industry. He
joined Reimo in September 2013 as Area Manager
for South East Europe and since 2017 he has also
been responsible for the Australia and New Zealand
markets. His previous experience includes both manufacturing and trading activities, as well as the role of
Vice President of Promocamp (from 2009 to 2013), the
Italian RV Accessories producers & distributors association. Michele Trivellato’s career started as Purchasing
Manager of an Italian RV aftermarket company (VECAM), before taking on the role of MD. He has also
been the Export Manager in the aftermarket sector of
the marine business for Italian company (TREM) which
produces and distributes nautical accessories, and was
the Export Manager in RV sector for a French company
(Narbonne Accessoires).
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Revenue up over 9% in first three months of 2021 for Knaus Tabbert
In the first three months of the current financial year, Knaus Tabbert AG, one of Europe’s leading manufacturers of recreational
vehicles, recorded a 9.2 percent increase in
revenues to €238.9 million (2019: €218.8
million). At €28.1 million, adjusted EBITDA
was up 21.8 percent compared to the previous year’s figure of €23.1 million.
The total number of vehicles sold in the first
three months of 2021 amounted to 7,088,
compared to 6,853 in the previous year. The
strong increase in caravanning utility vehicles
(upgraded camper vans) reflects the company’s strategic focus on the sale of high-quality motorised vehicles. With the number of
CUVs (upgraded camper vans) sold reaching
1,735 (previous year: 1,335), Knaus Tabbert
has set a new record in this category. The
KNAUS model BoxStar was in particularly
high demand.
“We are undergoing profitable growth and
are stepping up our growth course! In the
first three months of this year, we were once
again able to increase both revenues and
adjusted EBITDA. Our growth offensive will
create close to 600 new jobs in 2021 alone,
and will be accompanied by substantial investments in our locations and products,”
explains Wolfgang Speck, CEO of Knaus Tab-

bert.
In addition, a record order
backlog of 18,860 pre-ordered vehicles as of 31 March
2021 offers a high degree of
planning security for the current financial year 2021 and
beyond.
The rental platform RENT
AND TRAVEL can also look
back on a very successful
start into the 2021 rental
season. As of the end of the
reporting period, 31 March
2021, bookings increased by
19.6 % to 6,624 compared to the same period of the previous year.
The Premium segment, which comprises
the KNAUS, TABBERT, WEINSBERG and T@B
brands, recorded an increase in revenues to
€203.8 million (previous year: €189.8 million). In the Luxury segment, which is served
by the MORELO brand, Knaus Tabbert substantially increased its revenues by 21.0 percent to €35.1 million.
Before one-time expenses and special items,
adjusted EBITDA amounted to €28.1 million,
representing an increase of 21.8 percent
(previous year: €23.1 million).

MADE TO BE COOL!
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In the first three months of 2021, Knaus Tabbert generated positive cash flows from operating activities in the amount of €36.5 million, compared to €27.5 million in the same
period of the previous year.
Against the backdrop of the developments
to date in the current financial year, Knaus
Tabbert confirms its forecast for the full year
2021, as communicated in the Annual Report on 31 March 2021. Consequently, on
the basis of a prudent entrepreneurial assessment, the Management Board anticipates an
increase in revenues in the range of 20 – 22
% for 2021.
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Airxcel Inc acquires Cleer Vision, the window and tempered glass manufacturer
Airxcel has signed in March 2021 an agreement to acquire Cleer Vision, the window
and tempered glass manufacturer. Based
in Elkhart, IN, Cleer Vision Windows, Inc.
is a supplier to the RV, transit bus, and
specialty vehicle industries. Specializing in
windows and tempered glass applications,
Cleer Vision is known for product and manufacturing innovation, product expertise,
and deeply rooted customer partnerships.
Airxcel is widely recognized as a committed
partner to a long list of industry-leading RV
OEMs, suppliers, and consumers.
For over 30 years, the Airxcel RV Group
has worked closely with some of the most
well-known brands in the RV space delivering expertly engineered products that lead
to exceptional customer experiences. Rick
Collins, Cleer Vision president and founder,
said: “Our team is excited to join such an

industry powerhouse. This acquisition allows us to accelerate innovation and growth
within the markets we serve.” The merging of Cleer Vision’s processes, values, and
team members into Airxcel’s brand portfolio
aligns closely with Airxcel’s own focus on
committed partnerships, unparalleled service, and product expertise. “We’re excited
to welcome Cleer Vision to the Airxcel family of market-leading brands,” said Jeff Rutherford, Airxcel president and CEO. With the
acquisition of Cleer Vision, Airxcel continues
to position itself as an industry leader that

Staff changes at Cleer Vision
Don Hamm, VP of sales and marketing, is
retiring. Marc Disher has been promoted to
sales manager and Tim Suetkamp has been
hired as the company’s new account manager. A 30-year RV industry veteran, Hamm
joined Cleer Vision in 2008. After Airxcel’s
recent acquisition of Cleer Vision, Hamm
is delaying full retirement to provide transitional support in a limited role. Marc Disher’s promotion from account manager to

Australian manufacturer Crusader Caravans
invests in new production and distribution centre
Thanks to the strong demand for caravans,
the Australian manufacturer, Crusader Caravans, is committing to a new purpose-built
15,010 m² production and distribution
centre in Melbourne’s north to support its
demand and growth. The new facility is expected to be operational in February 2022
and will be located with easy access to both
the Ring road and Hume freeway and will
feature sustainable design elements, a high
clearance warehouse space, a state-of-theart office, recessed loading docks and ongrade rolling doors. It will enable Crusader
Caravans, the current reigning winner of the
Caravan Manufacturer of the Year award by
the Caravan Industry Victoria, to continue
its manufacturing excellence and deliver
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further innovations and advancements
in the sector for all Australians to enjoy. Serge Valentino, Managing Director,
Crusader Caravans commented: “This
exciting expansion marks a significant
milestone for Crusader Caravans, effectively doubling our production capacity. With sales levels continuously
on the rise, the new facility will enable
us to scale up significantly and further
extend our leadership in manufacturing excellence. We have experienced
record sales, with production at our
current production site in Epping increasing by 50 per cent year on year
and set to continue at a rapid rate. Our
national network of exceptional dealers
are busier than ever. The
growth of our business
has also been supported
by unprecedented online
demand. We are proud
to be at the forefront of
ecommerce in our sector
and offer a great online
experience, enabling our
customers to view and
purchase our new CRV
range online.”

values the diversity of its brand lineup. As
is the case with all Airxcel acquisitions, the
Cleer Vision brand and management structure will remain intact.
Cleer Vision began in 2003 as a small group
of industry-experienced entrepreneurs seizing an opportunity to provide stylish and affordable windows. The company has grown
to become a premium window manufacturer and glass fabricator in the RV, transit bus,
and specialty vehicle industries. In 2010,
Cleer Vision partnered with a glass tempering company, acquiring them in 2011.

sales manager puts him in a key position. As
a Cleer Vision product expert, he monitors
market trends to develop critical strategy
and operations direction for the company.
Tim Suetkamp comes to Cleer Vision from
MITO Corporation where he held numerous key positions including OEM sales and
RV aftermarket manager. In his new role,
he becomes the lead point of contact for
customer relationships. His duties include
tracking, managing and resolving requests,
and ensuring timely product delivery.

Winnebago Industries
Foundation with
Habitat for Humanity
The Winnebago Industries Foundation has
announced a national partnership with the
global housing nonprofit Habitat for Humanity with a donation of $100,000. The foundation’s contribution will support local Habitat
organizations where Winnebago Industries
has operations, Habitat’s RV Care-A-Vanner
program, and Habitat’s neighborhood revitalization work.
“Habitat for Humanity and Winnebago Industries connect families with places to call home,
where they can make memories together.
We are thrilled to deepen our partnership,”
said Stacy Bogart, president of Winnebago
Industries Foundation. While the $100,000
donation commemorates the new partnership, Winnebago Industries Foundation has
previously supported Habitat for Humanity as
a sponsor of the 30th anniversary of the RV
Care-A-Vanner program and builds with local
Habitat organizations. The RV Care-A-Vanner
program allows volunteers in North America
to partner with local Habitat organizations
and travel in their recreational vehicles to build
homes alongside families, helping to accelerate the building timeline and raise awareness
of Habitat’s work.

YOUR PARTNER FOR URBAN LEISURE VEHICLES
SUPER-LIGHT!

CTA product range responds
to the construction needs of
compact vehicles such as short
wheelbases or vans thanks to its
strengths; safety, lightness and
comfort. Among the most popular
products the new Dinette sleep
range, benches that turn into a
comfortable bed, structures for
safety belts anchorage, solid and
lightweight, swivel plates, unified for
driver and passenger seats,
Relax Seat System, a comfortable
electric footboard and many others.

CERTIFIED
Structures for
safety belts R14

TESTED
Dinette sleep 2 seats

CERTIFIED
Swivel plate R14

CERTIFIED
Pre-mounted
safetybelts R16

CERTIFIED
Relax Seat System
- electric footrest R14, R17

CTA S.R.L.

Via Groenlandia 23 - 00071 Pomezia (RM) Italy - Tel. - Fax 06.91601096
web: www.ctapomezia.it • e-mail: info@ctapomezia.it
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Dometic acquires Valterra Products

LAM SpA increased turnover
in 2020 despite the pandemic
LAM SpA, the Italian company that has produced components
for industrial and recreational vehicles for 40 years, achieved a
growth in turnover in 2020, despite the challenges presented
by the coronavirus pandemic. The lockdown in Italy imposed
a production shutdown for about a month at LAM’s plants in
Italy and Belarus, and its 50 employees. Initially, LAM was concerned that turnover would drop because of the lockdowns
in 2020, so the budget was revised; but in the third quarter
there was an unexpected recovery and in the end, revenues
reached €9 million – and increase of €1 million compared to
the previous year. “At the beginning of the reopening, the
turnover forecasts were worrying. This was even more serious because we had just launched an important industrial
plan and we feared that this would create many problems,”
says Davide Malagoli, CEO of LAM. Backed by considerable
investments in facilities, machinery and training courses, LAM
expanded its presence in the RV sector, where it has already
been present for several years now supplying roof hatches
and particularly sun blinds for the cab at the front of the customer’s vehicle. LAM was established in Italy towards the end
of the 1960s, supplying hatches and awnings to one of the
biggest Italian bus manufacturers.

since 1961

On April 22, 2021, Dometic entered into
an agreement to acquire Valterra Products, a leading North American provider
of service and aftermarket products to
the RV and CPV industries, including solar power solutions. Valterra is a leading
North American provider of service and
aftermarket products, consumables and
accessories for the RV industry, which
represents almost 90 percent of the company’s sales, as well as other industries such as CPV. Its product categories
include solar power solutions, sewer and sanitation products, power cords
and other electrical products and accessories. The company’s products, sold
under a variety of brands, including Valterra and Go Power!, are widely recognized as leading brands in their respective categories. Approximately 2/3 of
the sales are derived from service and aftermarket customers, supported by a
large and growing installed base of vehicles in the RV and CPV industry. 2020
sales were approximately USD 94 million with a good operating margin and
an organic sales growth of 12%.
The acquisition of Valterra broadens Dometic’s position in Service and Aftermarket through new products, a broader distribution network and strengthened market presence. The acquisition also significantly increases Dometic’s
presence in the fast-growing market for mobile solar power solutions through
the brand Go Power! Founded in 1981, Valterra has approximately 550 employees with offices in California, Florida and British Columbia and has its
own manufacturing facility in Mexico. Expansion in Service and Aftermarket is
a strategic priority for Dometic, as it offers attractive market dynamics, strong
earnings potential, good opportunities for further expansion and low cyclicality. Valterra supports this strategy with a wide range of service and aftermarket low-ticket sales products and a proven strong profitability.

Naldini
furniture care quality

Our experience at your service
Manufacture of furniture and
accessories: we are proud to
guarantee to our customers
flexibility and a high degree
of customizability. Fratelli
Naldini is one of the Italian
companies with the most
extensive experience in the
RV sector, thanks to 60 years
of successful activity.

Production of flat and curved
kitchen doors
and lockers

Fratelli Naldini Srl
Via del Chianti, 31 • 50028 Barberino Tavarnelle FI • Italy
Tel: +39 055 8077928 • naldinisrl@naldinisrl.com
www.fratellinaldini.com
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Trigano to buy 70% of three distributor groups in France
In March 2021 Trigano has entered into
negotiations to acquire 70 percent of the
capital and voting rights of three groups
of leisure vehicle distributors (the groups
CLC, SLC and Loisiréo) who have 44 motorhome and caravan sales outlets in France.
The CLC, SLC and Loisiréo groups employ
around 800 people and together had a
turnover of around € 400 million in 2020.
All three generated profits. Taking into account the level of Trigano’s sales to these
distributors, the contribution of consolidated sales resulting from these acquisitions is
expected to stand at roughly € 350 million.
The managers of the CLC, SLC and Loisiréo
would continue to lead and to develop their

respective groups. This transaction is in line
with Trigano’s development strategy through
external growth. It would allow Trigano to
continue its investment in the distribution
of leisure vehicles in Europe and complete
its customer service offering. Since Trigano
was floated on the stock market in 1998 it
has grown with almost annual acquisitions,
mainly in the motor caravans sector, including Autostar in France in 1998, Caravans
International and Arca in Italy in 1999 and
2001, Auto-Trail in the United Kingdom in
1999, Benimar in Spain in 2002, Périgord
VDL in France in 2004, Eura Mobil and Karmann-Mobil in Germany in 2005, Notin in
France in 2012, SEA (2013), Rimor in Italy

Lippert: record $1 billion in revenue in Q1, 2021
LCI Industries, through its subsidiary, Lippert Components, Inc.
(“Lippert”), reported a record of $1
billion in revenue in its first quarter 2021 results. The increase in
year-over-year net sales for the first
quarter of 2021 was primarily driven by record RV retail demand and
strong Aftermarket sales growth.
Net sales from acquisitions completed in 2020 and 2021 contributed approximately $41 million in the
first quarter of 2021. Additionally,
the start of the pandemic in the first quarter of 2020 had a negative impact on sales
in that quarter. “We achieved a record $1 billion in revenue during the first quarter
2021, which is a watershed moment for Lippert and an extraordinary accomplishment considering the significant labour and supply chain headwinds the industry has
faced. Our team’s agility, combined with our robust operational capabilities, allowed
us to capitalize on the extraordinary demand across the outdoor recreation space to
capture new growth opportunities and expand market share. At the same time, we
amplified our efforts to deliver innovative products and enhance the customer experience, solidifying our position as a best-in-class supplier within the outdoor recreational community,” commented Jason Lippert, LCI Industries’ President and Chief Executive Officer. Consolidated net sales for the first quarter of 2021 were $1.0 billion, an
increase of 52 percent from 2020 first quarter net sales of $659.7 million. Net income
in the first quarter of 2021 was $74.1 million, or $2.93 per diluted share, compared
to net income of $28.2 million, or $1.12 per diluted share, in the first quarter of
2020. Adjusted EBITDA in the first quarter of 2021 was $125.9 million, compared to
adjusted EBITDA of $75.1 million in the first quarter of 2020. The Company’s average
product content per travel trailer and fifth-wheel RV, adjusted to remove Furrion sales
from prior periods, for the twelve months ended March 31, 2021, increased $122
to $3,476, compared to $3,354 for the twelve months ended March 31, 2020. The
content increase in towables was a result of organic growth, including new product
introductions. April 2021 consolidated net sales were approximately $365 million,
up 522 percent from April 2020, as RV production increased significantly to meet
elevated RV retail demand, and prior year comparative net sales were negatively
impacted by COVID-19 shut-downs. At March 31, 2021, the Company’s cash and
cash equivalents balance was $63.3 million, up from $51.8 million at December 31,
2020. The Company generated net cash flows from operations of $4.8 million and
used $2.8 million for acquisitions, $18.9 million for dividend payments to shareholders, and $21.0 million for capital expenditures in the three months ended March
31, 2021. Cash flows from operations were negatively impacted by strategic investments in working capital to support record demand and mitigate future supply chain
disruptions. The Company’s outstanding long-term indebtedness, including current
maturities, was $793.8 million at March 31, 2021, and the Company remained in
compliance with its debt covenants. The Company believes that its current liquidity is
adequate to meet operating needs for the foreseeable future.

(2015), Auto-Sleepers in the United Kingdom (2017) and Adria in Slovenia (2017).

LAMILUX wins Axia Best
Managed Companies Award
LAMILUX, the specialist in daylight systems and fibre-reinforced plastics, beat off strong competition to
win the Axia Best Managed Companies Award 2021,
by impressing the top-class jury with its entrepreneurial excellence. This award honours LAMILUX as
a pioneer in all key areas of corporate management,
from the development of forward-looking strategies
and innovative processes to corporate governance
structures and a healthy corporate culture. LAMILUX,
a fourth-generation family business, has grown sustainably over the years and generations to become
one of the world market leaders in its sectors. As a
medium-sized, continuously growing company, LAMILUX is a driving force of the German economy. The
top-class jury of the Axia Best Managed is enthusiastic about the unique LAMILUX corporate culture
and philosophy. In a multi-stage application process,
each company were put through its paces. The focus was on strengths, potential and challenges in the
four areas of strategy, productivity and innovation,
culture and commitment as well as governance and
finance. LAMILUX convinced the representatives from
business, science and media in all four core areas.
Additional requirements for the application were a
minimum annual turnover of €150 million and headquarters in Germany. Furthermore, the companies
had to be medium-sized or family-owned and show
a successful economic development in the past years.
One of the most important guiding principles for
LAMILUX is, “We are family”, as employees are the
strength of a company and thus the central key to its
aspiring success. This is why LAMILUX lives a culture
of mutual appreciation, respect and trust as well as an
“open door” policy.
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Manuel Taverne: Head of Investor Relations at Knaus Tabbert
Knaus Tabbert AG appointed Manuel Taverne
to the position of Head of Investor Relations
at the beginning of March, reporting to Marc
Hundsdorf, CFO of Knaus Tabbert AG. He will
expand this area after the successful IPO in
September 2020 and will be the primary contact for investors, analysts and other financial
market participants. Before joining Knaus Tab-

bert AG, Manuel Taverne was head of investor relations at the Austrian aerospace supplier
FACC AG since 2015. Prior to that, he held a
management position in investor relations and
corporate communications at Polytec Holding AG for nine years. Mr. Taverne will work
closely together with the Head of Communications/PR Mr. Stefan Diehl. “With Manuel

Taverne, we were
able to welcome
a proven expert
who will make a
significant contribution to the successful positioning of Knaus
Tabbert AG on the international capital markets,” says Marc Hundsdorf (CFO).

Thetford iNDUS wins
Red Dot Product Design Award

Bürstner starts construction
of new chassis plant

Thetford’s smart sanitation system, iNDUS, is a winner of the
Red Dot Product Design Award 2021. Stéphane Cordeille,
Thetford’s CEO, says: “We thank the jury for rewarding our
iNDUS system. iNDUS is the result of many years of hard work
of a big group of Thetford people. We are proud to receive this
award and we are convinced that iNDUS will bring more convenience, more hygiene, and more freedom to many end-users
in our RV market.”
iNDUS smart sanitation system in exhibitions, online, and in the
yearbook iNDUS smart sanitation system can be seen in the online exhibition on the Red Dot website from 21 June 2021. That
date also marks the beginning of the Red Dot Design Week,
during which this year’s award winners, and hence Thetford,
will be honored online. From 22 June 2021, iNDUS smart sanitation system will also be included in the exhibition “Design on
Stage” in the Red Dot Design Museum Essen, where all of the
award-winning products are showcased. Visitors to the museum can experience the quality of the designs in a space that
features contemporary design solutions and historical industrial
architecture. The Red Dot Design Yearbook 2021/2022 comes
out in August. The publication provides a comprehensive
overview of the state of the art and trends in product design.
Aboutcamp BtoB
published a test
of the Indus System by our Dutch
contributor Jos
Mark in issue 30
of this magazine.

The construction of a new chassis hall on the Bürstner GmbH & Co KG
premises at Kehl port in Germany began with a ground-breaking ceremony
on 27 April 2021. The 2,600 m² hall is located in front of the point where
the new production line starts. Chassis from Fiat, Mercedes and Citroen are
the motorised “platform” the Kehl-based manufacturer uses as the bases
for its motorhomes. Due to Covid-19 restrictions, the ceremony to celebrate
the start of the construction work was attended by a very limited number
of people only, which included the three managing directors Jens Kromer
(spokesperson for the board), Olaf Sackers and Alexander Kasteleiner as
well as Bürstner chairman of the works Council Thomas Heidt. The hall is
scheduled for completion in July 2021; its commissioning and handover to
the production staff will be another cause for celebration. The construction
of the new hall is part of the “Springtime” project, a comprehensive restructuring effort involving both of the company’s production sites in Kehl and in
Wissembourg (France). The project, which began in September 2020 and is
scheduled for completion in the autumn of 2022, encompasses conversion
work, relocations and the same optimisations at both facilities. Some of
the sub-projects of “Springtime” include value stream and space optimisation, new production line implementations, the introduction of a modern
logistics concept and also the establishment of a production line in Kehl for
furniture, which was previously for the most part manufactured in Wissembourg. This will unlock new possibilities for expanding the production of the
new compact van Copa at the
French site.
“The project name ‘Springtime’
symbolically stands for a new
beginning. It will set Bürstner
on course towards more modern, more efficient and even
more high-quality production
processes.,” says Bürstner CTO
Olaf Sackers.

Rapido welcomes visit from Minister Delegate
The Rapido Group was pleased to welcome a visit by Franck Riester, Minister
Delegate to the Minister of Europe and Foreign Affairs, responsible for Foreign
Trade and Attractiveness, during his trip to Mayenne in the north of France, to
meet companies registered in a
dynamic region of France that
also export. Rapido exports
around 50 percent of its production. The Mayenne factory employs 500 people and produces
vans and motorhomes for the
Campereve, Itineo, Dreamer and
Rapido brands. It is one of four
production sites owned by the
Rapido Group in France. It also
has factories in England, Germany, Italy and Canada.
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Kevin Phillips, President - RV Group,
Airxcel, has passed away
Kevin Phillips had worked in the RV Industry for many
years and also undertaken several roles at the RVIA
(RV Industry Association) including being an Executive
Board Member from 2009 to 2018.
He joined Airxcel Inc
in 2018 as Executive
Vice President before
becoming President of
the RV Group the same
year.
Prior to this he had
been in senior roles at
the Thetford Corporation in North America
since 2005.

WESTACC
group

Lanciano
Rail System

Place and adjust spots and usb chargers easily with our new Lanciano rail system. You can place the
modules anywhere on the rail and adjust it when en however you like.
Aluminum rail available in several lengths and
provided with end caps for protection and strain relieve

Simple and fast installation, surfacemounted with countersunk screw

Equipeable with small and medium-sized spotlights
and USB charger in modern matt black color

Integrated switch within each spot

Easy to install anywhere
on the rail

Double USB-A port
max 3.0A output

The right partner for manufacturers of
caravans, motorhomes, boats and specials
www.westacc.nl

Info@westacc.nl

+31 (0)174 520178

Rotation angle of 35
degrees to all sides

Come see us at
Caravan Salon 2021
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National Conference Australia

Words Irene Viergever

The unique must-attend event
The 25th Australian National Conference, organised by Caravan Industry Association of Australia, was
held at the RACV Royal Pines on the Gold Coast from 5 - 7 May 2021. After an incredibly challenging
18 months with bush fires, floods and COVID-19, the Australian Caravan and Parks Industry came
together to learn, network, get inspired and, above all else, reconnect with each other
Photos Harry Elks - Caravanning Queensland

W

ith almost 800 delegates over the three days, the 2021 Caravan
Industry National Conference has been the 2nd biggest National Conference since the first edition in 1996. Overall theme for
this year’s Conference is reconnection.
Caravan Industry Association of Australia Chairman Grant Wilckens: “Reconnection has been the theme that has seen the industry rebound with
strength across manufacturing, retail and tourism. The caravan industry,
since the lifting of lockdowns nationwide, has facilitated the experiences
that Australians have sorely missed: quality time with their families and
loved ones, bucket-list road trips and time in nature - all bound by this
theme of reconnection”.
The Caravan Industry National Conference is a premier national educational event for the RV and parks industry. The conference provides firstclass networking opportunities with industry colleagues, three days of
interactive masterclasses, focused presentations by leading speakers and
an interactive trade exhibition that keeps getting bigger every edition.
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Stuart Lamont,
Chief Executive Officer
of Caravan Industry
Association of Australia,
during his presentation

Future leaders forum

L

ike previous years, the 2021 National Conference kicked off with the Future Leaders Social Event on Tuesday night,
followed by the Future Leaders Forum on
Wednesday morning. The Future Leaders of
the Australian Caravan and Camping Industry is a group of young professionals under
the age of 40 from the caravan and camping
industry. The purpose of this dedicated group
is to provide a platform and information hub
to allow the next generation of leaders to
influence the future of their industry, to professionally develop their careers and opportunities. Furthermore, it is a support network
for likeminded people that are passionate
about their industry. The day started with the
great news that 2018 Future Leaders Award
Winner Margaret Shannon, Future Leaders
Committee Chair, has been invited to join the
National Board as an observer. For the next
12 months, Margaret will attend the board
meetings to represent the young leaders of
the Caravan and Camping Industry.

Margaret Shannon, General Manager at Tiona Holiday Park, opened the Future Leaders
Forum with an authentic opening speech.
Margaret: “It could have been anyone up
the stage during the Forum, talking about
the colour of the paint on the walls - what
mattered was that we were all there; experiencing it together and feeling connected for
the first time in over a year.”
The Future Leaders forum continued with
an inspirational presentation of James Kelly,
Founder and Managing Director of the ASX
listed Lifestyle Communities. James Kelly
shared the essential steps to Start and Build a
Great Business, where culture is key. Because
a goal without a plan is just a wish!
Next on the program was Justin Hales, CEO
and Founder of Camplify. Justin shared his
tips on pitching for investment. Whether
you are speaking to a bank, a sponsor, or a
venture capitalist, it is vital to put your best

James Kelly

foot forward and present your concept for
success.
The Future Leaders forum concluded with a
panel discussion around ‘Employee to decision maker’. As young employees transition
into senior roles or start to take on the family
business, managing relationships is key. Four
young industry leaders from different parts
of the industry shared their experiences in
recent years.

Face to face with BMPRO team
Multiple interview with David Bayliss, BMPRO
Brand Ambassador, Olga Kustova, Marketing
Coordinator, and Richard Johnstone (Systems
Engineer).
Aboutcamp BtoB: BMPRO is the co-sponsor for the Future Leaders Program. What
is the main reasoning behind this?
David Bayliss: BMPRO’s purpose “Empowering your competitive edge through innovative
and reliable solutions”, encompasses the two
key attributes of why BMPRO strongly supports the Caravan Industry Australia’s Future
Leader Program – “Empowering” and “Innovation”. Our business is heavily based in
electronics engineering and providing young
professionals with leadership opportunities is
paramount to our long-term success. Ensuring an ongoing continuity of management
leadership is critical to any business but even
more so to a business that holds specialised
intellectual property which requires a highly
skilled workforce. For this reason, it is especially important that we support the caravan
industry, partners like the CIAA, programs
such as this and of course our amazing BMPRO team. We are strong believers in supporting young leaders in developing and growing
their skills sets within their career, to provide
the business with leaders not just for managerial positions but providing general leadership to the business, customers, and industry.
As proud supporters of the Caravan Industry
Australia and Australian innovation and manufacturing we proudly support those of you
who “give it a go”. Through the benefits we
see in growing and providing opportunities to

our young leaders, BMPRO wants to extend
that value to future leaders who show potential and character in the Caravan Industry.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How do you mentor and support the younger workforce
within your own business?
David Bayliss: BMPRO believes that our
brand is not just about now – it is about a
journey and to do this successfully we need
engagement and ownership through our organization across the generations of campers
that we observe engaging with our product. As a consequence of this we feel it is
extremely important to mentor our young
leaders through the different stages of their
career. Some of the activities which we do to
promote this are:
• Engage younger leaders in courses which
specialize in our areas of expertise and innovation.
• Internal program which encourages young
leaders to take advantage of minor leadership roles and create a supportive environment to make this happen.
• Enrol our leaders in conferences or industry
related events which increases their exposure to the overall market, opportunities
and networks.
Aboutcamp BtoB: BMPRO exhibits at
CIAA National Conference. What is new
for this year?
Olga Kustova: This year BMPRO has exhibited
at the National Conference with a launch of a
new product, ProSmart, bringing the concept
of a smart home to ‘on-the-road’ travellers –

equipping a RV, caravan, 4WD or boat with
technology to remotely monitor multiple parameters on their adventures. A user-friendly
ProSmart app enables users to monitor various functions such as tyre pressure, gas bottle
levels, temperature, water levels and battery
status. ProSmart can be paired with up to 40
SmartConnect Bluetooth sensors, allows connecting up to 4 water tanks, a 12V battery
and a wired temperature sensor to monitor vital parameters all at your fingertips. ProSmart
will be available to the customers not only in
Australia, but also in the United States.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What part of the conference did you enjoy the most?
Richard Johnstone: For the team BMPRO,
CIAA National Conference is not only networking opportunities and obtaining the fresh
knowledge of the newest industry trends but
also a great catalyst of the new ideas, born in
talks with the park and caravan owners, caravan industry manufacturers and influencers,
discussions of the panellists, and more.
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Chairman’s
welcome

Grant Wilckens, Chairman of
Caravan Industry Association
of Australia

W

People’s choice awards

ho better to open the 2021 National Conference than Grant Wilckens,
Chairman of Caravan Industry Association of
Australia. Grant’s opening presentation did
not leave any heart untouched, as he took
the almost 800 delegates through the events
from the last two years. It all started in October 2019, when devastating bushfires haunted Yeppoon (QLD) and Harrington (NSW). The
2019 fires were nothing compared to what
happened later that year though: Christmas
2019/2020 has seen the fiercest bushfires
ReviewPro People’s Choice
Caravan Park of the Year
2021 Caravan Park of the Year People’s choice winners:
Gold: Holiday Haven Lake Conjola
Silver: Ocean Beach Tourist Park
Bronze: BIG4 Ballina Headlands Holiday
Park
2020 Caravan Park of the Year People’s choice winners:
Gold: Mandalay Holiday Resort and
Tourist Park
Silver: Caloundra Waterfront
Bronze: Beechworth Lake Sambell
Caravan Park
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in a long time, which forced park owners to
close their parks, losing the peak season of
Australian tourism. And just when you think
it could not get any worse, COVID-19 hit - a
global pandemic resulting in empty parks and
factories at a standstill. Grant Wilckens: “I
have been heartened by the way the industry
pulled together and supported one another.
It’s so significant to be together this week, on
the other side of a period that has marked our
lives so significantly.”
“While the rest of the tourism industry was
scratching its head, the Caravan Industry was
already readying for revival”, Grant continues. A key to this success has been drawing
on connection and inspiration, with “Camp
at Home Heroes” being one of the most significant campaigns during the first lockdown.
Grant: “We saw the opportunity ahead – and
the need for people to stay connected yet feel
safe in their own backyards – we pulled on
the heart strings and gave our customers that
sense of nostalgia”.
COVID has created a captive domestic market.
People that never would have considered caravanning & camping before are now entering
‘our world’:
• RV sales are up 56% in Australia
• 55% of first timers decided to camp in
2020 due to pandemic
• 28% of first-time campers choose to glamp
• 60% of RV owners say it is a COVID-safer

way to travel
• 30% of non-RV owners want to purchase
in the next year
• 52% of RV owners plan to upgrade
It is time to get ready!
The opening presentation concluded with
the Caravan Industry Association of Australia’s focus points for the near future:
• Presenting the industry to “newbies” as an
exciting and rewarding holiday option;
• Making sure that those already familiar
with our product remain connected and
use their product more often;
• Continue to analyse business data and
consumer sentiment to inform business
and marketing decisions
• Continuing to raise profile to Federal politicians that caravanning is a $23 billion
industry not just an activity;
• Advocating strongly on behalf of the sector around key issues – legislative changes,
old chestnut insurance, etc;
• Looking ahead to encourage new technologies which will impact the industry and
improve safety for its consumers;
• Making sure industry is compliant to new
RVSA legislation – the biggest change for
manufacturers since GST; and
• Looking for ways of working closely with
the state association colleagues around industry issues and opportunities

Practical masterclasses
T

he 2021 National Conference hosted several practical Masterclasses for all delegates, to get specific and practical insights into issues important to different parts of the industry. Aboutcamp BtoB highlights three of these masterclasses below.

Avoidable headaches – advice for safe marketing and prudent contracting
This Masterclass, presented by Douglas Caillard of Kyard Business Law, focused on the
recurring problems that dealerships and manufacturers face when writing contracts of sale
and agreements. The goal of the presentation
was to provide businesses with information to
improve existing documents, including Do’s
and Don’ts on topics such as Contracting,
Warranties, Timeframes, Force Majeure, Mar-

keting and Advertising, among others.
Ana Maria Osorio, Marketing Manager at
Crusader Caravans: “I found the presentation
highly informative and relevant for the caravan industry. The presentation touched on
topics that are affecting the industry at the
moment and exposed a view on how to deal
contractually with issues such as warranties,
shortage of products and delivery timeframes.

One important point that I take away from
this presentation is to try not to make general statements about a product that could be
misrepresented by the customer. All the descriptions of a product need to be as precise
as reasonably possible and if there is a claim
about a specific feature of the caravan, there
needs to be proof and records to confirm this
assertion.”

Road Vehicle Standards Act: are you ready?
A new era for road vehicle standards in Australia starts on 1st July 2021, as this year new
Road Vehicle Standards (RVS) legislation for
trailers will be introduced. The RVS legislation
replaces the existing Motor Vehicle Standards
ACT 1989 (MVSA). The 2021 National Conference invited the Department of Infrastructure to educate all present manufacturers,
suppliers and dealers about the impact of the
largest change to manufacturing since GST.
An impressive number of manufacturers and
suppliers attended the Masterclass, including
New Age Caravans, MDC, Essential Caravans,
Track Trailer and Goldstream RV’s.
Under the new framework, a Register of Approved Vehicles (RAV) is being introduced. All
road vehicle types, including cars, trucks, trailers and caravans, must be entered on the RAV
before they can be provided to the market for
the first time in Australia.
Two approval pathways will be available:
• Vehicle Type Approval: Under the RVS legislation, trailer manufacturers and importers
providing more than 4 low ATM trailers (Including Caravans) to the Australian market

in a 12-month period will have to get a vehicle type approval for their trailer type.
• Concessional RAV entry approval: Manufacturers or importers may apply for a concessional RAC entry approval for 4 low ATM
trailers of less in a 12-month period. These
vehicles will be entered onto the RAV, on
behalf of an approval holder, vehicle by vehicle.
Remon Raffaello, Managing Director Masterpiece Caravans: “The RVS Masterclass was
remarkably interesting and exceeded my expectations. Having been in the industry for
15 years it is refreshing to see regulation and
better standards to improve our industry. The
new regulation will stamp out rogue operators and manufacturers that cut corners and
do not provide the consumer with reliable
products. It will also increase the confidence
of the consumer knowing that they are buying a regulated product with increased standards and open up more markets for us as
manufacturers and sellers.”
Applications open on the 1st of July 2021.
Australian RV manufacturers are urged to al-

ready create an account in the online IT portal
ROVER, to prevent a backlog later in the year.
Rover integrates all RVS legislation activities
and approvals.
www.infrastructure.gov.au/vehicles/rvs/
Source: Department of Infrastructure, Transport,
Regional Development and Communications.

Anita Langford
Vehicle Safety Standards

Tap Edit Go
In a nutshell, Tap Edit Go was created to help owners with the basics
of video marketing through a smartphone. The idea behind this is that
during this digital age, everything you need to shoot a decent and even
a professional marketing video can be done using your phones.
Wes Alan, Founder and CEO of Tap Edit Go explains what the Masterclass was all about: “During the masterclass, we introduced the idea
of video marketing and taught the participants how to plan, shoot,
and edit using only what’s already there in their pocket. We guided

them through the process of understanding how to position their camera correctly when taking their shots, what equipment works best for
whatever type of video they have in mind and where to get it (this includes editing apps and royalty-free music), how to present themselves
in front of the camera, etc. Ultimately, we discussed how important it is
to plan their content and align them to their brand for a more effective
marketing strategy.”
“In addition, aiming to provide a more in-depth discussion of the topics
covered for those interested, we use the booth to advertise our online
workshop called the “Tap Edit Go’s 8 Week Program” which will also
cover the topics introduced during the masterclass - only with more
comprehensive course materials and guided homework which we will
review and provide feedback on so that students will be able to know
how they are doing and improve on their craft.”
The team from Tap Edit Go also exhibited during the trade exhibition,
selling smartphone video accessories that the team, as professional
filmmakers, have found useful, the best value, and what they use in
creating our smartphone video’s. These products have been tried and
tested through their own experience and can be trusted to be the best
that you can find in the market.
Wes Alan: “As the founder of Tap Edit Go, I believe that each one of us
is capable of creating our own stories. Doing it through video is as easy
as Tap, Edit and Go!”
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Interview with Trent Rowe
We had the chance to interview Trent Rowe, Managing
Director Australia and New Zealand of Dometic, the main
sponsor of the event
network and communicate over a drink or
two.

S

ince June 1, 2020 Trent Rowe is the
Managing Director of Dometic Australia
and New Zealand. We catch up with him for
a short but very interesting interview.
Aboutcamp BtoB: The 2021 National
Conference would not have been possible without the Support of Principal
Sponsor Dometic. What is the reasoning behind supporting this major event?
Trent Rowe: Dometic is a significant and
long-standing supplier to the Australian
RV industry. The Company’s relationship
with the industry has been built on good
times and tough times. We feel that, with
any relationship, we can ‘give back’ to the
industry through connecting people, products, and ideas. Re-establishing face-to-face
contact is especially important during these
COVID challenged times.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What was your favourite part of the 2021 National Conference?
Trent Rowe: Personally, my favourite part
of the conference was the People’s Choice
Awards. Behind each bronze, silver and
gold award is a story of focus, determination, and leadership. It’s all about everyday
people doing that little bit extra in the spirit
of making Caravan & Camping experiences
and memories ‘more memorable’. Professionally, the trade expo and evening functions are my favourites for being able to
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Aboutcamp BtoB: How did COVID-19
impact Dometic and your role within
the business over the last 12 months?
Trent Rowe: The impact of COVID was significant, not just for Dometic within Australia, but the entire global RV industry and the
associated supply chain.
Firstly, like most Australians, we endure the
COVID lock-down March/April – Lockdown
1.0 as I refer to it. This affected the whole
country as we entered a period of great uncertainty. Businesses everywhere, inducing
Dometic, were forced to scale back and prepare for the unknown.
The second notable event was the Victorian
lock-down which almost lasted four months
ending in October. This lock-down 2.0 was
particularly hard for a number of reasons:
a) it was personally hard for many Victorians living & working remotely (where they
could) under very tight restrictions, b) Victoria as the ‘manufacturing heart’ of the Australian RV industry was suspended, and c)
the rest of the country could go about their
work & play relatively unaffected. Because
we have national operations, this created
‘two-speeds’ for our business. Where our
Queensland and Western Australian operations were operating at a vastly different
rhythm compared to our Victorian operations.
Finally, with merely being confined to a
computer screen or telephone and being
unable to see or visit our operations & staff,
my role was having to constantly adapt and
interpret the everchanging situation. Some
days you would act as therapist – purely
listening to the personal challenges that
people are going through. Other days it
would be like a front-line paramedic where
you need to make very important decisions
with little information and time. On reflection, COVID has (and still is) forcing flexibility and adaptability on our
business and through the
entire supply chain.
Aboutcamp BtoB: You
are going through the
process of another rebrand, could you tell us
a bit more?
Trent Rowe: Dometic is
a large group with several
business units and a multitude of product groups.
Sometimes it can be confusing for consumers and

our customers. What is Dometic? RV appliances? Hotel minibars? Marine? Truck climate control? With the launch of our subbrands: Dometic Outdoor, Dometic Home
and Dometic Professional, we start to make
a visual connection to our stakeholders that
they are interacting with the relevant products and part of Dometic.
Take Dometic Outdoor for example. Dometic Outdoor provides great solutions for people who enjoy outdoor activities enabled by
a vehicle – typically a car, recreational vehicle or boat. We offer smart and reliable
products to meet our users’ essential needs
when living mobile.
What does this mean? This is where RVers,
boaters, campers, and anyone else with a
longing for adventure, will find what they
need. We even cater to the regular car
owner, who can now convert their vehicle
into a recreational vehicle with smart accessories.
We also see a growing number of consumers who would like to use our solutions at
home. For them, we have created a subbrand aptly named Dometic Home, which
offers a range of solutions for outdoor residential living. Products currently include
mobile bars, grills, outdoor kitchens and
wine refrigerators, though new ones will be
added in the future.
Whereas Dometic Professional is our arena
for B2B-solutions. Our customers operate
in a variety of industries, including lodging, marine, automotive, mobile deliveries,
healthcare solutions and more.
That leaves us with the Dometic Group,
which ties all our sub-brands together. Regardless of whether we are serving consumers or professionals, every Dometic product
is designed for reliable performance in demanding environments.
Whatever the future has in store, we are
better placed than ever to serve our users
with smart, reliable, and aspirational solutions.

State of the Industry Breakfast

A

well worthy early start on Friday as Peter Clay, General Manager Insights and Government Relations at Caravan Industry Association
of Australia, shared key statistics for the Australian Caravan and Camping industry during the State of the Industry Breakfast. The Caravan
and Camping State of Industry research is undertaken in partnership
between the National Association and the Individual State Associa-

tions. Although the Australian Caravan & Camping Industry is in an exceptionally good position at the moment, Peter started his presentation
by emphasizing that we are still in a global health and economic crisis,
something we should not underestimate. Besides the Statistics, Peter
shared his insights on how to sustain this momentum the Australian
Industry is currently in to position us for the decade ahead.

RV
manufacturing
Although RV production figures are looking good for 2021,
last year’s figures show a major
dip. Because of the COVID-19
restrictions and lockdowns production between April and September 2020 has been down
from previous years. As soon as
the borders opened again, RV
demand went up. And it is still
up. This is something we have
seen multiple times in the past
as well: history suggests the demand for RV manufacturing increases in times of global crisis
as Australian’s seek the security
of domestic travel (September
11, SARS, GFC and now COVID
and bushfires).

Caravan trailer
imports
With 90% of the Australian
imports coming from Asia,
Imports were directly impacted by the situation in China.
The start of 2020 shows a
slight dip; however China did
not experience the disruption
to local supply chains like
the Victorian manufacturers,
which actually resulted in record levels of imports by the
end of the year (+1.8% compared to previous year).

Domestic visitor economy and overnight trips
The impact of COVID-19 is also showing in the Domestic Visitor Economy and Overnight Trips. The number of overnight trips over 2020 is
down with 25% compared to previous year. After a decade of solid
growth for our tourism industry, this means the number of overnight

trips crashed down drastically over 2020. On a positive note, Peter
Clay pointed out that by the end of last year the growth period started, something we look forward to seeing in next year’s State of the
Industry Report.
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The floor to Justin Hales
Camplify CEO and Founder Justin Hales won the 2021 RV Boss Future Leaders Award and Aboutcamp
BtoB spoke to Justin soon after

C

amplify is an RV rental marketplace, that
connects RV owners with people seeking to hire them. Camplify is on a mission to
become the world’s largest and most trusted
caravan & motorhome sharing community,
making ‘van life’ accessible to all. Over the
last 6 years Camplify has helped its community of van owners earn over $30m by hiring
out their vans and helped holiday makers
enjoy over 1.5m nights under the stars. The
Camplify business is evolving and growing on
the back of domestic tourism and staycations
being the most sought after breaks for many
deserving Australians after the last 18 months
of the pandemic.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Congratulations on
winning the Future Leaders Award! What
did the Award process look like?
Justin Hales: It was extensive. Formal nomination process, from a member of my team, my
Head of Growth who kindly nominated me,
then an interview panel of 5 members of the
caravan industry association who questioned
me about leadership, my background, and
how I have and would contribute in the future.

Award Winner Justin Hales (on the right)

Aboutcamp BtoB: As a youth ambassador
for the caravanning and camping industry, how would you like to contribute?
Justin Hales: Two key ways. Helping the industry get more exposure and introducing
younger people to the industry. Building a sustainable future with people who become gen-

Caravan Industry awards

Winners 2021

erational RV enthusiasts. Secondly promoting
innovation both inside the industry but also
helping innovative people and companies to
enter the industry.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What would you like to
say to other young industry leaders out
there?
Justin Hales: This industry has so, so many
opportunities in it. The growth we will see
over the next few years will be immense, and
everyone wants innovation, and young leaders to step forward and contribute, so dont
be afraid to seek guidance from people in the
industry who can help you take the next step
forward.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How will winning this
award help you in the future?
Justin Hales: It will provide opportunities to
work with likeminded people who what to
promote innovation, and the industry overall,
as well as provide the ability to work with key
stakeholders on how I can help grow the industry overall.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What’s next for your
and Camplify?
Justin Hales: 2021 is going to be massive for
camping and caravanning globally. I committed to helping my team, and my customers
grow, and provide amazing experiences for
our fast-growing customer base across Australia, New Zealand, the UK, and Spain.

Industry gala dinner

Eric Hayman Award for Excellence, for Outstanding Contribution to the Australian Caravanning & Camping Industry
at a National level: Geoff Olholm, Cairns Coconut Holiday Resort (2020) & Peter Buttigieg, Founder/Managing Director RMS
(2021).
Richard Davis OAM Award, for Outstanding Contribution to
the Peak National Body: RMS.
The Chairman Award, in recognition of the contribution
made as a long standing supporter of the Australian Caravan &
Camping Industry: Theo Whitmont & The Hon Greg Hunt MP.
The Gerry Ryan OAM Award for Innovation, in recognition
of the innovative contribution towards the Australian Caravanning and Camping Industry: Pedders Suspension and Brakes.
RV Boss Future Leaders Award, for outstanding passion and
ability in contributing to the Australian Caravanning & Camping Industry: Justin Hales, CEO and Founder of Camplify.
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T

hursday night was the big night for the 2021 National Conference, as the Industry Gala Dinner took place one day earlier
than previous years. What a wonderful night it was! Most common
feedback was around the ability to finally reconnect with friends
and partners from within the Industry; sharing positivity and hearing
laughter after an awful year of fires, floods and the COVID pandemic. Over 500 delegates attended the Industry Gala Dinner, which
was held at the beautifully decorated tennis court of the RACV Royal Pines Resort.

ADAMAS

The panel, forever
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South African RV market

Words Francois Huysamen
Digital Editor at CaravanSA

Small market, amazing potential
The past decade has been a turbulent but also exciting time for the South African RV market. From
weaking exchange rates driving up the price of vehicles due to import costs of parts and accessories, to
the near-collapse of the oldest and biggest caravan manufacturer in the country on the one side, to an
explosion of innovation and new manufacturers on the other. While new caravan sales had dropped
by just over 40% from 2009 to 2019, things were actually starting to look up
Pictures supplied by Caravan & Outdoor Life

T

ourism data released by Statistics South Africa (Stats SA) – which
analyses accommodation revenue and occupancy rates – showed
that in March 2019 the income for caravan parks and camping
sites in the tourist accommodation industry had grown 27% year-onyear. April 2019 income in this sector was on par with the previous year,
but May showed an unbelievable 44,6% increase.The start of 2020
also saw a record attendance for South Africa’s largest caravan, camping and motorhome exhibition show: The Caravan Show at Gallagher
Hall in Johannesburg. Totalling over 15000 m² floor space, with over
900 exhibitors (manufacturer attendance constituted more than 90%
of the South African market), organisers recorded over 32665 show
visitors – an impressive growth of 7500 attendees from the previous.
Covid hits camping industry
Then the Covid-19 pandemic hit, and on 15 March 2020, the President
of South Africa, Cyril Ramaphosa, declared a national state of disaster.
Immediate travel restrictions were put in place, and on 27 March 2020
a national lockdown came into effect. Within the first month of the
lockdown, three million South Africans had lost their jobs, and in December 2020 it was reported by the Department of Small Business Development that 42.7% of small businesses in South Africa had closed
due to the economic impact of the lockdown. The outdoor recreational
market was basically forced to a standstill. With non-essential businesses closed and economic uncertainty setting in, manufacturers in the
RV market saw local sales plummet. Concurrently, with leisure travel
prohibited by the government, camping and caravanning resorts had
no option but to temporarily close, hoping to be able to survive until restrictions were lifted. After a successful holiday season and start to the
year where caravan parks and campings sites saw good year-on-year
growth in income from accomodation (15% in December 2019, 22%
in January 2020, 25% in February), Stats SA report that both April and
May 2020 saw a grim 100% negative year-on-year growth in income
from accommodation. The latest figures for 2021 show a 36,6% yearon-year decline in January and 50,6% year-on-year decline.
Optimism for RV sales
While the past couple of years have been difficult for the RV market in
South Africa, there does appear to be light at the end of the tunnel.
Many manufacturers and dealership are seeing an increase in sales over
the past six months. Ina Dreyer, from Jurgens Campworld, says: “We
are currently experiencing a spike in sales – due to Covid restrictions
and people choosing to stay in their ‘own’ accommodation rather than
shared accommodation such as hotels and guesthouses.”
This trend is echoed by Allan Keyzer from Aloe Caravans: “There is an
improvement in the motorhome market as local citizens want to be to-
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Republic of South Africa
Area: 1 221 037 km2 (471,445 sq mi)
Population 2019 estimate: 59 622 350
Population 2011 census: 51 770 560
Population density: 42.4/km2 (109.8/sq mi)
GDP (nominal) 2021 estimate
Total: $ 317 billion
Per capita: $ 5236
Unemployment rate (latest figures): 32.50%
Official languages: English, isiZulu,
isiXhosa, Afrikaans, Sepedi, Setswana,
Sesotho, Xitsonga, siSwati (Swazi),
Tshivenda, isiNdebele
Annual consumer price inflation: 3,2% in
March 2021
Currency: South African Rand (ZAR)

tally self-sufficient while traveling on holiday,
reducing the risk of virus infection.”
Safety has not been the only driving force
behind the recent recovery of the RV market.
With international travel mostly off the table,
more South Africans are opting for local holidays. This has been especially favourable to
the rental and second-hand vehicle market.
Dennis Bouwers, Managing Director of Bobo
Campers – one of South Africa’s biggest
brands for motorhome hire – says they have
seen an increase in used motorhome demand,
including from first-time campers.
“With South Africans now opting for a local
holiday, many have tried and loved a motorhome trip,” he says. “Many are first-timers, so
more ‘new blood’ is introduced to the camping lifestyle. With rental companies experiencing a big dip in inbound tourism, rental fleet
sizes had to be either kept on hold or reduced.
This has resulted in more late-model, ex-fleet
units coming onto the market, giving the customer more choice than ever.”
This demand for recreation vehicles for local
travel has not only been beneficial to rental
companies, but also to some manufacturers.
Motorhome-World, the biggest manufacturer
of motorhomes in South Africa and the sole
supplier of new vehicles to Bobo Camper’s
rental fleet, has seen a recent increase in their
export business.
Dennis Bouwers, Managing Director of Motorhome-World, says: “The main reason for
the higher demand in exports is due to the
Coronavirus crisis. The demand for new motorhomes in Australia was created by the crises
for Australian to travel their own country.”
The RV market
The South African RV vehicle market can be
divided into four segments: caravans, motorhomes/campervans, trailers and campers
(slide on/off units). Unfortunately, the national
administration traffic information system (NaTIS) only makes offical statistics available for
new and used caravan sales. NaTIS includes
motorhomes and campers in the catego-
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ry “LDV’s, panel vans, other light load veh’s
GVM <= 3500 kg”, while camping trailers are
included in the category “light load trailers
GVM <= 3500 kg”. The latest figures available from NaTIS shows that in 2020 a total of
1109 new caravan vehicle registrations were
recorded. While this number might appear
low compared to European figures, it should
be noted that despite the difficulties faced
around the country and the world, 2020 was
the first year in over a decade that showed
year-on-year growth (although small) in new
caravan sales. Offical NaTIS records currently available only date back to 2007, but still
show a clear downward trend in the new caravan sales market: From 2306 units in 2007
to just 1841 only two years later, and coming
to a low in 2019 with 1077 sales. According
to eNaTIS, the live vehicle population (Carvans) as per the National Traffic Information
System stood at 98051 by the end of 2020
(down 6,84% from 105 462 in 2010). While
the new caravan sales market has plummeted
by more than 50% in just over a decade, the
used caravan market in South Africa has been
more stable. Used caravan registration figures
from 2009 stood at 12 866, and dropped only
14,3% in the next decade to 11015. In 2020
a total of 10 464 used caravan registrations
took place.
Ina Dreyer says: “The secondhand market is
signicicantly greater than the new market due
to personal finances, especially with the effect
Covid had on spendable income.”
Johan Nel, Director at Tuinroete Camping
and Caravans – a family-run dealership that is
part of a national dealer network – confirms:
“Sales are booming in the secondhand market. We sell about three used vehicles for every one new caravan.”
While South Africa has over 50 manufacuters
of caravans – some producing hundreds of
units per year, others only a handful on demand – the motorhome industry is much
smaller.
“The caravan industry is already part of South
Africa’s history, but motorhome holidays are

Motorhome-World
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Conqueror Off-Road Campers

not yet as popular as it is in Europe,” says Tim
Bouwers. “Currently, the manufacturing plant
is exporting more units than selling locally.”
Dennis Bouwers adds: “Motorhome-World
has seen a large upswing in demand from
Australia for its products. So far in 2021, the
orders received have been double of that in
2019.”
Motorhome-World currently has three dealers
in South Africa and two export distributors (all
independently owned).
“In South Africa, we have seen an increase in
the 4x4 customized offroad motorhome demand from 2013 till 2020. However, today
in Covid times, the market has a very low demand in the R2m to R3m purchase price market. In the R1mil to R2mil market (standard
production semi-integral motorhomes) the demand since 2017 has been stable (not counting 2020). We have also seen an increase in
the demand for panelvan motorhomes since
the start of 2021. Although still quite small we
do foresee growth in this market.”
Tim Swanepoel from the Motorhome Club of
South Africa, says: “The motorhome industry
in South Africa appears to be growing… our
club is growing! There are currently just over
3000 privately-owned motorhomes registered
in South Africa, and of those about 770 are

member of our club.”
Dealship network
To understand the current situation of dealerships in South Africa, we have to turn the
clock back to 1950 when Mr Geert ‘Oubaas’
Jurgens, a coachworks and truck body builder
from Holland, arrived with his wife and two
sons in Johannesburg, South Africa. After 18
months working in the truck body building
trade, learning the South African way, they
opened their own factory and produced the
first Jurgens caravan in South Africa – complete with interior cushions and curtains handsewn by Mrs Jurgens. Within years the Jurgens
business grew from three to 48 employees as
the public of South Africa took to this new
form of recreation. This growing market drew
the attention of other manufacturers, and
the late 1950s saw the arrival of Caravans
International. In 1964, Caravans International
acquired Gypsey, and Jurgens now had two
major competitors. The South African RV market kept growing – in 1967 Jurgens celebrated
the manufacture of their 10000th caravan, and
by 1972 they were manufacturing 3000 caravans per year.
But turbulent times lay ahead. Political tensions
in South Africa were rising, sanctions were
being threatened and a fuel crisis loomed.
In 1980 Rieks Jurgens resigned and sold his
shares to his brother Dirk, bringing a 28-year
run by the father and two sons to an end. The
company kept losing market share, and the
plan in the mid 1980s to purchase Slipstream
did not have the desired effect. Market share
for the once mighty Jurgens Caravans shrunk
to single digits, and by 1989 a skeleton staff
manufactured only about 200 Jurgens caravans. It was then that Jurgens Bodies, Caravans and Trailers was sold to Michael Delport’s
Decagon Group. The first urgent task was to
rebuild the dealer network, many of whom
had defected to CI Caravans. By the end of
1991 Jurgens had grown from five to 21 dealers, and were winning back market share. By
1993 the cracks were beginning to show in
a beleaguered CI Caravans, and the launch
of the next generation of Jurgens caravans
in 1994 “knocked the stuffing out of CI”, as
Michael Delport put it. The new range helped
Jurgens obtain 40% market share, and later

Motorhome manufacturers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Motorhome-World
Custom Campers
Aloe Caravans
Maxmo Adventure
Campers
Travelstar
Abba Campers
AC Motorhomes
Vista Motorhomes

Motorhome-World
Motorhome-World started in 2001 with the development of the Discoverer range of vehicles for the Bobo Campers rental fleet, and later expanded in othe private custom vehicle market. By 2017 they produced more new motorhomes for private clients than for the rental market. Dennis
Bouwers says: “While the caravan industry is already part of South Africa’s history, motorhome holiday are not nearly as popular as it is in Europe.
To give you an idea, let’s look at the past decade or so. Motorhome-World has been the largest motorhome manufacturer since 2006 when we
surpassed the 60 units a year mark in terms of manufacturing. In 2007 we did more than 80 units. Then the stock market crash occurred and the
sale of luxury recreational vehicles such as motorhomes plummeted. We restructured and began manufacturing in a completely different way. So,
from 12 units in 2009 we were back up to 45 units in 2017 and were increasing every year since.”

Custom Campers
Owner Fred Oosthuizen has been
building
caravans,
motorhomes
and campers for over a decade, and
formed Custom Campers in 2014.
They specialize in building unique,
custom-designed motorhomes for
individual clients. From extreme 4x4
motorhomes on 10-ton trucks to panelvan conversions, Fred and his team
can do it all. In 2019, Custom Campers also launched their ulta-luxurious,
7,4-metre long caravan, called Gray.

Aloe Caravans
Allan Keyzer started building the first prototype for Aloe Caravans in his garage in
2010. His first unit was the Striata off-road
caravan. Soon after release, customers were
requesting a Striata box without wheels because they wanted to mount it on the back
of trucks to create a motorhome. Aloe Caravans built their first off-road motorhome
in 2013 on an Iveco Daily 4x4. In following years they expaned to on-road motorhomes, panelvan conversions. They also still
manufacture caravans.

Maxmo Adventure Campers
Using cutting-edge technology, Maxmo delivers campervan conversions
that are designed as multipurpose vehicles for touring, camping, sport and
outdoor activities.
All Maxmo base vehicles are special
imports (Mercedes Sprinter, VW Crafter / T6.1 / Crewbus / Caddy, etc.) to
suit the interior conversion designs
and functionality.
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Statistics South Africa
Tourist accommodation statistics
for caravan parks and camping resorts
Stay units available

Stay unit nights sold

Occupancy rate

Income from accomodation (Million R)

Mobi Lodge
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in 1994 he bought out the competition and
Jurgens Ci was born. For the next 13 years,
Jurgens Ci kept growing and innovating, until
in 2007 Michael Delport announced that he
was selling Jurgens Ci to the Imperial Group.
At this time Jurgens Ci basically had a monopoly on the South African caravan market, producing over 1700 new caravans a year, with a
dealer network of more than 30 Campworld
stores in South Africa and Namibia, and were
exporting units to Australia (where they also
have a production facility), the Netherlands
and New Zealand. While the acquisition by
Imperial made sense, as it complemented
the group’s already major involvement in the
automotive industry, the years that followed
were a time of stagnation, and it was not
until 2017 that Jurgens Ci introduced a new
range of caravans into the South African market. However, no sooner had they launched
the long and overdue range of new models
when the holding company (Imperial) sold
Jurgens CI to South African investor, headed
up by Paul Kyriacou, an entrepreneur who
has interests in retail supermarkets, a caravan
dealership, other manufacturing business,
and property. The new owners had a tough
task, walking straight into a factory plagued
with labour dispute and unrest, a massive
exodus of senior staff, and the new range of
caravans even being refused by some dealers
on the grounds that they were too heavy and
that the finish was poor. While Jurgens Ci
spent the next couple of years trying to get
back on track, the dealer network suffered.
Production at the Jurgens factories was slow
or non-existing, and dealerships struggled to
get sufficient parts, accessories and camping
gear. This created a gap in the market and
allowed for the forming of a new company
looking to take the lead in the South African
caravan and camping industry: LeisureWorld.
By August 2018, LeisureWorld was founded
by 17 caravan dealerships across the country
(many who were Jurgens Campworld stores)
working together – with most of the involved
dealerships also being shareholders.
At the time, managing directors Jan Serfontein and Arnold Prosch told the media “[LeisureWorld] wants to ensure caravan owners
that their beloved leisure vehicles are still in
good hands, that caravans can still be serviced, and repairs and new parts are available

– including Jurgens Ci caravans. LeisureWorld
– that today has 16 dealerships in South Africa
and two in Namibia – has secured import and
export permits for caravan parts and camping
equipment, and have built a relationship between all suppliers of parts and accessories,
which means that everything that was supplied in the past (from local and international
sources) is still available.”
Meanwhile, Jurgens have also been reshaping their dealer network, lifting restrictions
that prohibited their Campworld stores from
stocking RV brands other than Jurgens, allowing dealers to sell a bigger variety of products.
By 2021, the Jurgens factory no longer owns
any dealerships (Jurgens’ new owner, Paul
Kyriacou, still owns Comet Caravans and Sensation Caravans), and all Campworld stores
are independently owned and able to sell any
products and brand they wish. This has actually been beneficial to dealerships, since over
the past three years South Africa has seen an
explosion in new RV manufacturers.
Diversity and innovation
As Jurgens’ decades-long monopoly on the
RV market faded, the South African market
became alive with innovation as new manufacturers entered the industry, and existing
ones expanded their offerring. The third quarter of 2017 saw, among others, the launch
of the new Skipper Oyster, the Sensation V,
Sherpa FibreTrail, Imagine XL, the Abba Safari Campervan, and Motorhome-World’s new
iD2. The year 2018 kicked off with new manufacturer Destination Caravans unveiling their
first unit: A 9-metre long luxury caravan called
Dream. In February, a dozen more new caravans launched at one of South Africa’s premier industry events, the Beeld Holiday Show.
The year saw even more new manufacturers
shaking up the market: First OKTO Caravans
launched their Villa, and then Profibre Products released the Stealth Evo XR6.
RV enthusiasts suddenly had a bigger choice
than ever before in South Africa… and there
was more to come. Over a dozen new products were revealed at the Caravan Camp &
Destination Show (formely the Beeld Holiday
Show): Conqueror revealed four new off-road
caravans in their Urban Escape Vehicle (UEV)
range, Echo 4x4 launched the Kunene, and
a new entrant to the market, Nayela, made

Caravan manufacturers
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OKTO Caravan
Conqueror Off-Road Campers
Stealth Caravans
Jurgens Campworld
Nayela
Imagine Trailvans
Echo 4x4
Bush Lapa
Mobi Lodge
Border X
Invader
Infanta 4x4
Quantum Leisure
Gecko
Summit Caravans
Crown Caravans
Sprite
Sherpa
Skipper
Metalian
Afrispoor
GT Campers
Rhino Ranger
Bushwakka
Sensation
Destination
Checkmate

OKTO Caravans
OKTO was founded in 2018 by a group of dedicated
caravan experts who have been involved in the industry
for many years. OKTO Caravans is a manufacturer of
lightweight caravans. The company, under the leadership of Managing Director Tinus van Wyk, uses the latest manufacturing machinery and European construction technology, tempered with some South African
robustness, to build a caravan that will be unique in
the South African market. OKTO currently manufactures four models: Chateau, Cabana Gravellor, Cabana
and Villa.

Conqueror Off-Road Campers
Conqueror is one of the biggest manufacturers of caravans in South Africa, with over 30 years experience in
the build and design of caravans and trailers. Founded
in 1991 by brothers Philip and Thinus de Vries, they
originally manufactured trailers for military use but
later expanded into the leisure and camping industry.
Conqueror has an extensive network of 13 dealers
across South Africa, that has been factory trained to
provide you with expert advice pre- and/or post sale,
conduct services or assist with accessories.

Bush Lapa
In 2010, Jannie Oeschger realised there was a need for a
high-quality, well-equipped, off-road caravan for adventure-loving South Africans. As a qualified mechanical engineer
who loves the outdoors and camping, he started to design his
ideal offroad caravan. Jannie’s vision is to build offroad caravans that enable all our clients and their families to experience
the beautiful nature that God has created for us. The first Bush
Lapa unit was built in Worcester in 2010, and tested in various
extreme environments, including neighbouring countries Lesotho, Botswana and Namibia. Today, Bush Lapa has a range
of 10 caravans, as well as a slip-on sleeper camper. The Bush
Lapa showroom is located in Paarl, Western Cape; and units
are available at 12 dealerships across South Africa.

Mobi Lodge
The first Mobi Lodge built in 2013 by
Marius Ras was a steel-based model.
After two more years in development,
he released the fibreglass unit in 2015.
Mobi Lodge took the market by storm
– the slide-out solid body of the luxury
off-road caravan, with a full bathroom
in the nose area, was a first of its kind in
South Africa. Within a year, Marius expanded operations to a second factory.
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Nayela

waves with their first unit, the Okapi. On the
road caravan side, there were “big” developments, with nine road caravans measuring
over 7 metres: The Gray from Custom Campers, the Checkmate Queen and Knight, Destination with their Wonder, Dream and Journey,
the imported Swift Atlantic and Coastline,
and the Azzero from Hoefer Group. Motorhome-World cemented their place as South
Africa’s premier motorhome manufacturer
with the unveiling of the Discoverer 4; the
quality, design and detail which is on par with
top products available in Europe.
Building for the end-user
The new recreational vehicles entering the
market was not only good news for South African campers, who now had more choice of
brand and style than ever before, but was also
welcomed by local parts manufacturers.
Francois Coetzee from Roadque – a South African trailer, caravan, outdoor and automotive
component company – now delivers for various new RV brands, including BorderX, UniPod, Destination, and Checkmate.
Francois says: “Recent years have seen a lot
of new manufacturers entering the market.
And what is specifically interesting is to look
at the types of recreational vehicles that have
emerged. We are seeing a big move towards
gravel/off-road vehicles. This is not just due to
a lifestyle trend among campers... a big contributing factor is simply that South African
roads are in bad condition. Having a caravan
that can handle off-road conditions, and also
safely navigate damaged roads and potholes,
is important to campers.”
These trends are reflected in the motorhome
market, says Tim Bouwers: “We are seeing a
focus on more off-road capable motorhomes.
This gives you more choice for destinations.
Other elements that clients prefer are island
beds, large fridges and outside kitchens.”
At Jurgens, these preferences are being incorporated in their latest products. Ina Dreyer
says: “Our new Splash SX is a gravel-road caravan wist and island bed; the 60th anniversary edition of the Sprite, named the Sprite LX,
now has the SP Tourer bathroom, and island
bed and outside shower.”
Growing pains
With the RV industry that was experiencing
more diversity and innovation, and appears to
have finally stopped declining, the Covid-19
pandemic was a hard blow. While resorts
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were left without campers, manufacturers and
dealerships were hit with import problems.
Allan Keyzer says: “There is very limited stock
of material in the market to build caravans,
and the cost of freight has substantially increased the cost, which resulted in the suppliers increasing the price and thus influencing
the price of the end product.”
But as the saying goes: every cloud has a silver
lining. This has created opportunity in the local market for the supply of materials that are
not hard to come by.
Ina Dreyer says: “Steel is still a problem due to
import difficulties, but with the overall slower market conditions during the pandemic, at
least we never got to a standstill in the factory.
But if you look at, for instance, something like
the locks we install on our caravans. These we
imported, but we are now looking at finding
a local supplier.”
Asked what else is hampering the current RV
industry in South Africa, most roleplayers also
mention the issue with towing licences. In
South Africa, a person with a normal driver’s
licence (called a B licence) is only allowed to
drive a vehicle with a GVM of less than 3500
kg, and tow a trailer or caravan with a GVM
below 750 kg. In order to tow a bigger caravan or trailer, you need an EB licence, which
allows you to tow up to 3500 kg.
Allan Keyzer comments: “Close to 70 percent
of the population has a B license, which allows
them to tow a maximum of 750 kg. This eliminates the vast majority from towing a bush
trailer or caravan. It is a major reason why the
industry is in the state it is. I think the holder
of a B license should be able to upgrade when
they renew their first licence.”
Currently, the process for getting an EB licence

Maxmo Adventure Campers

(also known as a towing licence), is for a driver
to retake their learner’s licence, and then also
pass another practical driving test… both of
which come at a cost.
Ina Dreyer adds: “It’s definitely hampering the
industry. A new generation does not have EB
licences and they don’t want to go through
the whole process of writing their learner’s licence, then going for the actual test, ect. The
corruption within testing stations demoralize
prospective towers, making it a costly exercise
if they are failed time and again.”
This is also not the only limitations of the driving licences in South Africa, as Tim Bouwers
explains: “Currently, your vehicle’s Tare decides on the towing unit’s maximum GVM.
Many vehicle manufacturers offer larger towing capability. It would be fair to rather decide
on towing capability according to the manufacturer, which will give the customer more
choice too.”
The road ahead
While the South African RV industry has seen
a slow decline over the past decade and is having a tough time with the Covid-19 pandemic,
there is overall optimism from manufacturers
and dealerships. Pre-pandemic sales figures
on new caravans improved for the first time in
years, and even though international tourism
is at a standstill, with lockdown restrictions on
local travel being eased there appears to be
a growing interest in South Africans for the
camping lifestyle.
Tim Swanepoel from the Motorhome Club of
South Africa says: “We are seeing a lot of local travelling a lot more in South Africa. Even
among our members there are many who
used to only go to the rallies, who are now
doing other trips. And apart from the holiday
season and long weekend peak in camping
action, we are also noticing more interest in
longer journeys of about three to four weeks.”
Tim Bouwers adds: “Motorhome-World has a
lot of request and orders for motorhome for
permanent live onboard, mostly the 4x4 customized market. Trips have reduced from an
average of 18 days to 5 days as locals choose
for shorted weekend breaks to fit into their
work schedules. With South Africans now
opting for a local holiday, they enjoy a discounted market too, making a trip of this kind
more affordable than before.”
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Words and photo Bartek Radzimski

JCCS 2021
Exhibitors total

120

Vehicles shown

300

Visitors total

24,100

Net space total (sqm)

20,000

2021 JCCS in a snapshot
Despite an almost two months delay the largest camping car show in Japan, the 2021 Japan Camping
Car Show took place at the Makuhari Messe on the outskirts of Tokyo from April 2nd to 4th. The
Japanese RV Association (JRVA) reported the shows as a complete success per the number of show
visitors and sales achieved by exhibitors

T

he last few weeks of show preparation
involved some proverbial nail-biting,
however, with the State of Emergency
suspension announced for the Tokyo Greater Area on March 21st, the show organizers
and exhibitors could breathe a sigh of relief.
Held at one of the largest event venues in Japan, the Makuhari Messe, the show figures
resembled the previous year show with 120

exhibitors and approximately 300 vehicles laid
out on 20,000m². The show which typically
spans for 4 days, saw 24,100 visitors over
the three-day period with both Saturday and
Sunday registering over 9,000 each day. Although the numbers were slightly lower than
what is typical, most exhibitors reported high
value customers with intent to buy. The manufactures and importers also reported pos-

The 2021 JRVA Board of Directors. Appointed in Feb. 2021, the board will serve a 2-year term.
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itive results post-show despite the fact that
most recreational vehicles in Japan currently
have a lead-time of nearly a year, sometimes
longer.Complementing the show, a very positive coverage could be seen by the media for
several key reasons. Since the beginning of
the pandemic, the media has taken a higher
than usual interest in what is still for many a
niche and unfamiliar way to enjoy the outdoors. The ability to safely and comfortably
address the “3 Cs” recommended by the Japanese government; “Avoiding Closed Spaces,
Crowded Places and Close-Contact Settings”
and the relevance to the new tele-work trend
brought a lot of attention to the event. Another market specific matter was the 10th
anniversary of the 3-11 Tohoku Earthquake
which occurred in March. As shown in a
2020 survey conducted by JRVA, nearly 70%
of new buyers confirmed that one of the reasons for purchasing an RV was as a disaster
prevention measure. With Japan being prone
to natural disasters such as earthquakes, typhoons and flooding there are many examples where camping cars had been used as

Market trends
An increase in Business Professionals in their 50’s per new registrations

From the Bus Based RVs to Micro Campers,
the full range was on display at this year’s show

Proving that the remote work trend is causing some positive impact for the
industry, for the 2020-year registrations, an increase in percentage of new
ownership for the 50’s year old owner group could be seen while lower
percentages were registered in the 60’s and 70`s age groups. Although the
shift from 30.3% in 2019 to 34.6% in 2020, may not be groundbreaking,
it is following the shift in the working style. Average age of a Japanese RV
owner is still higher than many of the international markets, however, the
trend is positive. With the domestic market already favoring minivan-like
vehicles with relatively boxy designs and shapes aimed at large interior rather than aerodynamics, the basic mentality is already existing. The positive
light shone by media on the industry raises the awareness and from there
the step up from a minivan to i.e., a van camper is not such a stretch.
Van Segment & Smaller Vehicles remain as the most popular segment
The van conversion segment which recently has enjoyed a boom in the EU
and US markets was already one of the most popular segments in Japan for
over 10 years. Recently, the additional popularity for this segment has been
brought by younger & more outdoor active audience; however, the original
attractiveness is more market specific. In less urban areas, RVs are often
utilized as family cars & commuters during the week while in the highly
congested urban areas train commuting & limited large parking for vehicles
during non-use encourages this trend. For 2020, JRVA official registration
figures indicated that over 30% of the market was van based. When considered with another market segment, kei-camper, which best translates to
micro-campers, the combination of these two make up over 60% of the
registration figures in this market.
Long Lead Times

temporary shelters by their owners or in larger scale, by local
governments. Although currently the relief vehicle numbers are
nowhere close to the American FEMA, JRVA sees the close ties
between the USA and Japanese governments as an opportunity
to further develop this approach via lobbying at the national government level. To compliment the above, JRVA reported positive
figures for 2020 year with registration breaking the 8,000-unit
mark. With 7,434 motorcaravans and caravans manufactured
domestically, and 690 units imported from abroad the total number of 8,124 units represented a 14.7% growth over the previous
year. Motorcaravans dominated the domestic figures with 7,368
units and only 66 trailers produced locally, while the split for the
imports was more even with 335 motorcaravans and 355 caravans imported. Majority of the imports were coming from European manufactures while a smaller number was from the US. The
show was also the first time that the new JRVA Board of Directors,
appointed to their post in February, had the chance to promote
their vision and direction for the next years. That vision includes
several key focuses including the expansion of production capabilities of association members, further expansion of RV parks and
infrastructure, as well as adaptation of best practices from the key
international RV markets to stimulate the overall market growth.
Per market and product trends which were evident at the show,
the following could be observed through the latest figures and
our 3-day participation in the show.

Historically, the Japanese RV Market has used the “built to order” approach
to selling the vehicles. This has been possible due to a vertically integrated approach where many manufacturers own the dealership network & few independent dealers exist. It also allowed the end user for a higher customization
of their vehicles. After a purchase, the end user typically waited anywhere
from 6-10 months for the vehicle’s delivery. This trend has continued; however, the increased demand has caused that the waiting times increase and
are currently averaging at 10 - 12 months with some smaller boutique manufactures reporting even longer times. With such long lead times, one may
assume that during sudden economic shifts, end user cancellations is a challenge; however, most makers report cancellations in low single digits. Instead
of cancellations, an issue which many producers mentioned was additional
option request or modifications which are often made by the end-user during
these waiting period. In general, the key players are understanding that such
long waiting times cause some potential users to turn away & that decreasing
these waiting times can lead to sales advantages. There are several manufactures who are expanding their production capacities with first impacts to be
seen later in 2021 and Spring of next year.
Rental Car Market Demand is increasing
The long lead times and basic market characteristics where many end-users
in urban areas do not have physical or financial access to a second or third
parking space is favorably affecting the RV rental market. COVID related
international travel restrictions are driving people to travel domestically and
with the recent positive promotion that the RV Market is receiving from the
media, the interest in renting RVs for a holiday continues to grow. The domestic rental market which was originally limited to the demo vehicles rented
out to potential customers to close the deal after a family weekend, saw an
increased popularity among foreign visitors during the pre-COVID tourism
heydays with many considering the 2019 Rugby World Cup as a practice
run for the 2020 Olympics. Meanwhile, with the absence of foreign visitors
many rental stations have shifted to domestic rentals. The next phase of this
segment development will be to see if the current trend for telework and
taking longer holidays with the family can remain a long-term trend in a
work & office obsessed business culture. Additionally, it is necessary that this
new mind set will result in rental periods longer than the 1-2 weekend nights
which many operators struggle to juggle at the moment.
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Base vehicle
& product trends
Toyota Camroad Dual Rear Wheel Becoming Market Trend
The Toyota Camroad has become the most common base vehicle for the
“Cab Conversion” segment and with the discontinuation of the Mazda
Bongo in 2020 it has basically cornered the market. The Camroad which
is tuned by Toyota to better fit the RV Market requirements has only one
competitor remaining, Isuzu Be-Cam. However, with a complicated sales
scheme for that model, the Camroad is the default vehicle. Worth mentioning is that the cornering has occurred due to lack of options rather
than design superiority, however, the Hino Trucks manufactured, Toyota
branded light truck is the de facto in this segment. The RWD truck allows
for a load of 1 to 1.5 tons and a 3l diesel is the preferred option for camping car. First introduced for the 2019 season at this Show, the dual rear
wheel configuration was was preferred by the manufactures due to the
additional ride stability & safety in case of tire bursts; however, popularity
lagged among end users due to an increase in vehicle base price. During
this year’s show it could be confirmed that although most manufacturers
are still offering both options, the dual rear wheel has become the preferred choice over the single one. Although tire bursts are not something
Japanese market specific, due to the low kilometers that typical users put
on the vehicles and the long parking time, the deformation and structural
failures during driving are occurring quite often.
Lead-Acid to Lithium Batteries
The trend of migrating to lithium sub-batteries was evident throughout
the show. Several of the key JP manufactures used this year’s shows to
launch their new models with the lithium-ion battery technology. Limited
access to external power at many campsites and lack of LPG charging
infrastructure for campers forces the manufactures to base the vehicle
power concepts around onboard electrical power. Combined with a travel style which composes of one-night stays at various destination, plus
high equipment rates for electrical fridges, microwaves and off-grid AC
translates to average power banks in 200-300 Ah ranges with high rates
of deep discharges. Despite many owners opting for solar panels, the
cycles that batteries go through cause a quick deterioration to lead-acid
batteries. Thus, the recent trend of switching to lithium batteries. The
solution and approaches are still quite varied, and the wide availability various brands is causing that there is no clear market leader in this segment
at the moment. The one challenge that remains is how to balance quick
and efficient charging of the large battery banks during the relatively short
distances that most campers travel.
European Brands were represented by their distributors:
Adria as part of LAC Group, Fiamma represented by Nihon Ring Service and Dethleff and Sunlight as long term partners of Towa Motors
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Hymer and Hymer Car represented by RV Land; Toy Factory, a key player in the van segment; Vantech, one of the oldest brands in Japanese RV;
Mystic, a one-of-a-kind manufacturer in Japan; Kei-Campers from Oka-Motors with a traditional flare; Disaster Relief presented by Whitehouse

Conclusion
All in all, the 2021 Japan Camping
Car Show, despite the two-month delay was carried out with all necessary
precautions and resulted in a positive
promotion of the RVing lifestyle. The
show also gave the new JRVA Board
a great springboard to promote their
agenda and reconfirm that the Camping Car market is on the right track to a
successful future. Stay tuned for more
update and information about our markets next steps.
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Words Renato Antonini

A state of the art factory
CAPRON is a company that is still young but certainly one of the most
important production sites of the Erwin Hymer Group, which thanks to
the products produced at the Capron plant has had excellent results in
the price range under 60,000 euros
Neustadt
in Sachsen

I

n recent years, in Germany and other countries, there has been a truly remarkable progression in the
sales of Carado and Sunlight, the two entry level brands from the Erwin Hymer Group. Low prices,
but great product reliability: this seems to be the winning combination of the RVs created by the two
German brands which are both produced at the same production plant: the German factory CAPRON,
which has been operating since 2005. Aboutcamp BtoB has tried to find out more about this state of
the art industrial factory by speaking to Frank Kramer, Corporate Communications Manager of CAPRON.
CAPRON (CAravan PROduktion Neustadt) is a development and production site of the Erwin Hymer Group
in Neustadt in Saxony (Germany). It manufactures the Sunlight and Carado brands.
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Below:
aerial view of the CAPRON production site
in Neustadt in Sachsen (Germany)
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P hoto story CAPRON
CAPRON is one of the largest sites in Europe
that produces motorhomes and campervans.
The entire factory premises are 300,000 m²
with a production area of 50,000 m². Here,
the first production line is over 450 metres
long. It is run by two managing directors:
Daniel Rogalski and Christian Geiger.
CAPRON (founded in 2005) and the brands
Carado and Sunlight have been independent brands/ companies within the Erwin
Hymer Group since it was founded and represent entry level brands. Each brand has its
own sales network that is independent of
other brands.
“CAPRON manufactures the motorhomes
and camper vans for Sunlight and Carado. At
CAPRON we only work on an order basis,”
says Frank Kramer. “In the past few years,
production capacities have been adapted to
market demand and production has been
expanded. Due to the great demand for
motorhomes and camper vans, the product
portfolio was changed a few years ago and
CAPRON became a specialized motorhome
and camper van manufacturer. In the first
few years, caravans were also manufactured
as well as motorhomes,” he continued.
The production facilities are permanently
adapting to changes in demand and being
modernized. In 2015, for example, a second
production line was put into operation and
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in 2018 a new, modern part of the facility
for furniture production was opened.
Carado and Sunlight vehicles are available
in many countries across Europe, but also
in other parts of the world, such as Asia or
New Zealand. The most important market is,
of course, Europe.

With the creation of Capron, the Erwin
Hymer Group sought to enter the medium
and low-medium price market segment
dominated by Italians and French, but has it
been successful?
“The vehicles from Sunlight and Carado,”
says Frank Kramer, “offer a particularly at-

tractive price-performance ratio with high ‘made in Germany’ quality and in recent years, both brands have emerged as winners several
times in renowned customer surveys and received various awards,
so the goal has obviously been achieved. Carado and Sunlight offer
high reliability and practicality at a very attractive price. In order to
achieve this, CAPRON pays particular attention to efficiency, quality,
order and cleanliness in production. We also attach great importance to our employees, because they are an important key to our
success.”
There are two production lines at CAPRON. These are organized
flexibly so that different models can be produced as required. Although both production lines can be flexible - but very structured
– so they can react as quickly as possible to any adjustments necessary. They are closely linked to the logistics processes.
The people working on the production lines are always of great
importance. CAPRON invests heavily in staff training and there have
been many changes since 2005 to today.
“Our workforce has grown significantly since CAPRON was found-

ed in 2005,” says Frank Kramer. “New employees are thoroughly
trained and there are also various training opportunities. For many
years we have also been training skilled workers in various professions, which we then take on. For this purpose, CAPRON has a modern training center with its own workshops and machine room in
which the trainees are instructed. For trainees with a long commute,
there is also separate accommodation that are furnished like hotel
rooms.”
The product that comes out of the CAPRON factory has a reputation
for being reliable, despite the sale price being quite low: what is the
secret? “Simple” construction techniques, but tested for years and
years of use?
“Already during the development of the Sunlight and Carado
campers, we place great value on practical equipment and proven
technologies,” says Frank Kramer. “We can also fall back on the
valuable, decades-long experience of our sister companies in the
Erwin Hymer Group. In addition, high-quality materials and branded
articles are mainly used in our vehicles. In doing so, we pass on to
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our customers the advantages that arise from
joint purchasing across the entire Erwin Hymer
Group. During production, attention is always
paid to good workmanship. To this end, quality controls take place in all work areas before
an additional final control and further audits
are carried out. During assembly, attention is
also paid to very efficient production processes. In order to always work economically, we
also have a special logistics concept. The overall
package of these measures has a positive effect
on the quality and prices of our vehicles,” added Frank Kramer.
There are some synergies with the Erwin Hymer Group: CAPRON, Carado and Sunlight work
closely in many areas with the Erwin Hymer
Group, particularly in relation to purchasing
and development, for example, but also many
other areas.
So, we have a final answer about CAPRON:
what has changed and what will change with
joining the Thor Group? Frank Kramer answers:
“Not much has changed in day-to-day business.
In the future, however, we and our customers
will certainly be able to benefit from further
synergies that result from the close cooperation
between the Erwin Hymer Group and Thor.”
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Carado and Sunlight products
The Carado and Sunlight motorhome brands vehicles are produced in the Capron
plant. There are various models offered across the two brands: the differences are
minimal, the shell is identical, as well as the internal layout, but the fabrics, wood
finishes and some details change.
• T Series. These are the classic semi-integrated models, with lengths between
595 and 740 cm and a standard width of 232 cm. They can be equipped on
request with the drop-down bed in the front. They are fitted out on Fiat Ducato
and partly on Citroën Jumper mechanics.
• V series. These are compact semi-integrated (“vans”) with reduced width (214
cm), without a front drop-down bed. They adopt the Fiat Ducato and the Citroën
Jumper mechanical bases.
• A series. Traditional overcabs designed for families and rental networks. They
are built on a Fiat Ducato basis.
• I Series. They are part of the entry level segment of the motorhome category,
intended for those looking for an RV with generous interior space, with integral
body (without the original cabin), but with a rather low price.
• Carado CV and Sunlight Cliff. These are the campervans of the two brands,
increasingly popular on the European market. They are fitted on Fiat Ducato base
vehicle, with lengths of 541, 599 and 636 cm.
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Concorde Motorhomes,
a synonym for RV luxury
46

Words Peter Hirtschulz

Interview with Joachim Baumgartner, Managing Director
of Concorde Reisemobile GmbH, one of the oldest and
best-known luxury motorhome manufacturers
in Germany and Europe

O

riginally founded 40 years ago in 1981
by the Reimann family, Concorde
has now been owned by the Kühne
family since 2003. The company produces
around 400 high-class motorhomes a year.
The current product portfolio comprises 10
model series, which in turn are offered in up
to seven different models. A lot has changed
in the caravanning industry over the past 15
years, and also at Concorde. The pandemic
has also left clear traces of change. Aboutcamp had the opportunity to talk to Joachim
Baumgartner, Concorde’s managing director
since 2011, to ask him about Concorde’s development over the past years, the current
situation and his future prospects.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Mr. Baumgartner,
how, in your opinion, has the motorhome market changed and developed
over the past 15 years?
Joachim Baumgartner: I have been building motorhomes since 1983. In recent years,
the development has been rapid. Motorhomes have become more and more accepted and popular over the past 15 years,
especially camper vans, which have gained
massively in interest and sales. But the trend
towards ever larger vehicles is also unbroken.
In 2007, we built the first motorhome with
a length of over 10 metres, thinking at the
time that it would be a niche product. Today it accounts for over 20 percent of our
production.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Have there been any
significant changes in production over
the past 15 years?
Joachim Baumgartner: Just about everything has changed in our production. When
I took over as plant manager at Concorde in
2005, we were still very much a handicraft
operation. Side panels and furniture parts
were still milled by hand with the help of
templates. In the course of time, we switched
very quickly to computer-aided manufacturing. Sespite the computer-aided automation,
we have retained the ability to respond to
the most diverse special requests.

we had defined a production volume of 400
units for ourselves with a 10 percent plus/
minus margin. This means that we have been
at the upper limit of our capacity possibilities
for years.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What are the current
delivery times in Germany and the rest
of Europe for new Concorde vehicles?
Joachim Baumgartner: Depending on the
model, the delivery time can be for up to one
year. In general, however, we are currently
fully booked until June 2022.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Thanks to COVID 19,
the motorhome industry experienced
another enormous boom, to what extent did Concorde participate in this?
Joachim Baumgartner: As already mentioned, we will not be expanding our production unit numbers any further. We are
working at the maximum capacity. However,
we are currently experiencing a
trend towards ever more elaborate vehicles. This trend intensified in the crisis year.

liner, the Credo model as a 5.6 tonner, we
offer the ideal entry into the world of luxury motorhomes and thus we also spread the
idea of self-sufficient travel.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What USPs does Concorde offer against its competition and
to defend its pole position in the market?
Joachim Baumgartner: Back in 2012, we
created a “flagship series” with the Centurion, which allowed us to implement technical refinements that would be too costly
for other series. Our very large windscreen,
for example, has highly effective UV-protection that absorbs 98 percent of the radiation. In addition, a sound insulation film
is incorporated into the double glazing,
which, together with other sound insulation
measures such as the mounting of the cab
frame on silent blocks, leads to a massive
reduction in noise.
We also broke new ground with regard to
the heating system. With the usual heating
systems in motorhome construction, you
quickly reach the limits with a floor space of
up to 27 square metres and 3 rooms, especially when winter camping. We therefore
work with up to seven individually controllable heating circuits.

Aboutcamp BtoB: What
measures does Concorde
take to convince people to
buy a luxury motorhome?
Joachim Baumgartner: We
maintain close contact with existing and potential customers
through several major events
held annually at our plant.
Throughout Europe, we support Concorde clubs and also
regularly attend their meetings
in person. With our “small”

Aboutcamp BtoB: What have been the
biggest investments at Concorde in the
past 15 years and with what results?
Joachim Baumgartner: The most important
investment was the complete new construction of our manufacturing facilities which
was a €13 million investment. Now we are
investing another €5 million in a hypermodern plant for the production of body parts, as
well as in a bus painting plant.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How much did COVID
19 influence the Concorde business plan?
Joachim Baumgartner: Relatively little, as
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Our interior design with curved furniture
shapes, elaborate textile panelling and
high-quality surfaces are benchmarks in the
industry. The same applies to our new exterior design with its automotive front. The
direct view ahead of the front bumper has
been significantly increased again by a special positioning of the windscreen, or take
a look at the rear with the characteristically
large roof spoiler. This not only looks good
but also houses the reversing camera and
greatly reduces the possibility of collecting
dirt on the rear wall.
Aboutcamp BtoB: The Concorde company is still a family business - what distinguishes it from a group-dependent
enterprise?
Joachim Baumgartner: A greater independence, short decision-making processes and
faster implementation of innovations. We

have a very efficient working base.
Aboutcamp BtoB: The Hymer Group has
decided not to go to the Caravan Salon
in Düsseldorf again this year. What is
Concorde doing?
Joachim Baumgartner: The Caravan Salon at Düsseldorf is an important date for
the whole industry and an annual highlight.
Last year, the CSD could be held successfully
because less than 50 percent of the exhibitors were present. This meant that sufficient
distances could be maintained. At the moment, it is too early to make a final decision
here because the political decisions are too
volatile, and the trade fair concept will not
be presented to us until May. So, at the moment, we wait and see.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Will there be another
Our Luxury Motorhome Day (LMD) in co-

operation with PhoeniX this year?
Joachim Baumgartner: Our LMD event was
a great success. At that time we were able to
show well over 100 luxury motorhomes and
even individual test drives were available.
It was a great success. We will repeat this
event independently of the CSD.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How do you see the
future of luxury motorhomes?
Joachim Baumgartner: The demand for
luxury motorhomes will certainly continue
to grow. Luxury motorhomes are meanwhile
also an ideal alternative to a holiday home
or holiday flat. However, it is important that
the number of motorhome pitches continues
to expand. Concorde is also involved in this
field and supports municipalities in the construction of motorhome pitches.
Aboutcamp BtoB: At the moment, everyone is talking about alternative drive
sources, including electric mobility - how
do you see this in relation to motorhomes?
Joachim Baumgartner: First of all, the infrastructure for the increasing number of
e-cars has to keep up. Since we build motorhomes in the six to 26 tonnes weight class,
I see only hydrogen as an alternative drive
source, but there is still a way to go.
The Concorde headquarters
in Schlüsselfeld-Aschbach, Germany,
includes production and showroom
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Fast market, compact vehicles
Compact, innovative, “almost” a campervan: the new semi-integrated model from Trigano VDL,
sold as a Challenger X 150 and Chausson X 550, opens new scenarios for the European market

T

Romain Girard,
product marketing manager of Trigano VDL
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o complete its range of motorhomes
in the compact RV segment, Trigano has launched a vehicle that sits
between vans and semi-integrated motorhomes. It has been developed by Trigano
VDL, the French branch of the group, and
offered as a Challenger X 150 and Chausson
X 550, with minimal differences between the
two models but sold through separate sales
networks. The theme of a mini, semi-integrated model similar to the campervan is not
new, but Trigano VDL has interpreted it in an
innovative way by exploiting the potential of
the drop-down bed. We asked Romain Girard, product marketing manager of Trigano
VDL, how the project was born and what future development it could have.
For two and a half years at Trigano VDL,
Romain Girard has had the role of product
marketing manager. Previously, he was the
product manager for the Challenger and
Chausson range of campervans. Before join-

ing Trigano, he worked in various positions at
FCA (Fiat Chrysler Automobiles) from 2008
to 2019.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Trigano VDL has
launched a compact vehicle with reduced
length and width on the market. Is the
compact motorhome an ongoing trend
that will have further developments in
the short to medium term future?
Romain Girard: We believe the global market is growing and moving very fast. Offering
new formats of vehicles (especially compact
ones) will be important for the next few
years.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Will there be an increase in the compact low profile segment after the boom in camper vans?
Romain Girard: With our X550 and X150
launch, we want to create a new segment,
not just a compact low profile. Our goal is to

offer the final customer the perfect balance
between a van and a motorhome, with the
best of each. This is a major request from the
market and we believe it is a trend for a new
segment for the years ahead.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Will the new model
take sales away from the van segment
or the traditional low profile segment?
Romain Girard: As the market is growing,
it is also segmenting. As a consequence, we
can develop new offers to perfectly answer
the needs of our customers. Our X550 and
X150 will be a new alternative for motorhomes owners in general but also for newcomers.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Which target user is
your new model aimed at?
Romain Girard: We believe our X550/X150
is the perfect combination of all the different
segments. Our thought is that X550/X150
customers can come from: smaller campers to have more comfort and habitability;
larger motorhomes to have a better driving
experience and a very exclusive design; and
those currently outside the market who want
to have a leisure vehicle close to automotive
standards.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Is the compact camper,
or rather the camper van and the compact low profile motorhome, a vehicle

intended essentially for couples or will it
be extended to other user groups?
Romain Girard: Our X550/X150 has been
developed as a vehicle for two people, but
like most of our van products, even if they
have two double beds, the lounge can easily
accommodate meals for five people.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Both in the past and
now, several European companies have
produced vehicles that we could define
as “compact semi-integrated”, 599 cm
long and with a narrower width. How is
your new model different?
Romain Girard: Our X550/X150 is different
from the outside and from the inside. The
main difference is the approach: we want to
mix a real house with a car, not starting from
a campervan or a low-profile. We are very
positive about the result. Our exterior design
is very exclusive and automotive oriented.
The habitation area has been developed to
offer a unique layout for a compact model
with home design touches.
Aboutcamp BtoB: On more than one
occasion in the past, Trigano VDL has
launched Challenger and Chausson models intended mainly to catch the attention of the public at trade fairs and in the
specialised media without having the
aim of actually moving to series production. Is the situation different with the

X150 / X550?
Romain Girard: By creating a new segment,
we can really stay focused on commercial
targets, i.e. we don’t want to just propose
a show car or a dream. There is a roadshow
across Europe to present the vehicle to our
dealers. Customers can see and order our
new X550/X150 and we are even starting
work on how we can develop this new segment in the next years.
Aboutcamp BtoB: In which factory are
the Challenger X 150 and Chausson X
550 manufactured?
Romain Girard: They are manufactured in
our Tournon-Sur-Rhône plant in France.
Aboutcamp BtoB: In the vast Trigano universe we see numerous brands, various
factories and different design teams:
why were these new models born in
Trigano VDL?
Romain Girard: Because Chausson and
Challenger have a strong DNA for innovative production. All the Trigano VDL team is
working very hard to offer new ways of enjoying leisure vehicles. Our X550/X150 is one
amazing result. You can be sure that we will
keep on this way in the years ahead.
Aboutcamp BtoB: For the development
and production of this product, has there
been, or will there be any collaboration
with other companies in the Trigano
group?
Romain Girard: The development has been
done mainly by Trigano VDL but as for all
our products or projects, we maximize the
collaboration with different Trigano group
companies.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Are we talking about
an isolated model or a series of vehicles?
How will the range evolve?
Romain Girard: By creating a new segment,
we cleverly reinvent a part of the leisure market. We will see how this new segment will
be appreciated by the market and see what
other models we can offer while respecting
the segment pillars of design, compactness
and habitability.
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Aboutcamp BtoB: How much do the
needs to reduce weight and emissions
affect the definition of a new compact
vehicle?
Romain Girard: These two items are a key
part of all Trigano VDL developments, even if
polluting emissions are mostly linked to the
vehicle/chassis. We want our products to be
efficient and functional. Our new X550/X150
are clearly in line with this approach. For example, having a totally new roof developed
to be aerodynamic and give our product
style, fun and efficiency.
Aboutcamp BtoB: In Europe, a good proportion of buyers of semi-integrated
and motorhomes consider the presence
of a large load compartment to be essential to transport a scooter, bicycles or
e-bikes. On your model there is no load
compartment: will this limit its potential
market?
Romain Girard: With X550/X150, we
want to focus on living space on the inside
to have a feeling of home in a vehicle that
is under six metres long. If you compare
our product to a classic van, you have an
amazing feeling of habitability and unique
flexibility, meaning that you don’t need to
move all your belongings to sleep. There is a
towing kit available on our products which
provides a nice and functional alternative
way to carry bikes.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Is it correct to say that
the X 150 / X550 vehicles are innovative
models, but built with traditional techniques?
Romain Girard: To allow such a design from
the outside and such habitability on the inside, we had to set up exclusive processes
and develop new solutions such as: monobloc skyroof; hideaway bed; 100 percent invisible fixing of exterior parts…, so clearly it
is an innovative model built with innovative
techniques.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Does the decision to
place this product in the Euro 55,000 to
Euro 65,000 price range have any strate-
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gic reasons?
Romain Girard: Our product has been in development for two years with a design and
materials that work to allow a new experience for the customer. With no direct competitor on the segment, we wanted to be in
line with the product quality and the global
market by offering a new alternative to premium vans and motorhomes.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Technically, a vehicle
like this could also have been born 10 or
15 years ago, or are there any technical
evolutions that have only allowed its development now?
Romain Girard: It is always difficult to compare vehicles with a 15 year gap (as there are
so many differences). I would say that it is
even more complicated to offer this kind of
product today because of our customers’ expectations in term of insulation, technology,
flexibility or design.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Have any changes
been made to the production lines for
the production of the new model?
Romain Girard: As the overall size is different from other vehicles, we adapted some
workstations to preserve quality and the
safety of employees.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How much have considerations related to the image and
aesthetics of the product affected its design?
Romain Girard: Our customer studies indicate that design or product image is not
the first reason for a purchase today. Nevertheless, as newcomers are discovering the
market and as our leisure activity has a better
image year after year, we believe our new
X550/X150 brings more attractiveness to the
entire market.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What advantages and
limitations can they bring?
Romain Girard: As said previously, design
must be a priority but always linked to functionality because our goal is to offer leisure
vehicles for the pleasure of our customers.

About TriganoVDL
Trigano VDL is a subsidiary of
the Trigano Group. The plant at
Tournon-sur-Rhone is located in
the Rhone Valley, in the Ardeche
department of France. This plant is
the largest RV production unit in
Europe. Trigano VDL produces motorhomes branded Challenger and
Chausson, but also caravans branded Caravelair and Sterckeman. The
Trigano VDL plant was created in
the mid-70s and now, with 850
employees, is producing more than
13,000 vehicles per year.

DECORATIONS
FOR LEISURE VEHICLES

M.B. Trading is a leader supplier
for RVs decorative stickers in Europe.
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A simple strategy:
differentiating on service
54

As Pleasure-Way RV
celebrates 35 years as
one of the top Class B
motorhome builders in
North America, president
Dean Rumpel sticks to
a simple strategy of
differentiating on service

A

lthough most people in the RV industry describe Dean Rumpel as innovative and forward-thinking, the amiable president of Pleasure-Way RV laughs at
the thought and says he’s actually fairly oldschool in his approach. The reality is a bit of a
dichotomy, he admits, and one best illustrated by the company’s telephone system.
“I think we might be the only RV manufacturer in existence today that doesn’t have
voicemail,” explains Rumpel. “I can’t stand
voicemail. We have real live human beings
answering the phone, so that someone calling in can actually get the help they need instead of having to fight with an automated
system.”
While it might be tempting to think that
having the factory phone answered by real
live people is indeed a bit old-fashioned,
Rumpel’s dealers, end-user customers and
competitors alike view his approach as fresh
thinking and a clear point of differentiation
that speaks to an overall commitment to
superior customer service. That strategy lies
at the core of the enduring success enjoyed
by the privately-owned Class B motorhome
builder as it competes in an industry sector
dominated by corporate giants.
Pleasure-Way
Based in Saskatchewan, Canada, Pleasure-Way is a comparatively small motorhome manufacturer, especially when viewed
against massive competitors like Winnebago
and Thor Industries. Yet in spite of its smaller

Custom
cabinetry

scale, Pleasure-Way has proven itself a true
giant killer, with the company commanding
an eye-popping 40 percent of the Class B
motorhome market in Canada and over 10
percent market share in the US. Those are
impressive numbers, especially in a segment
with a rapidly-growing number of players.
“Today it seems like everyone wants to get
into the Class B business, so we’re seeing
more and more competitors all the time,” admits Rumpel. “But we’re comfortable where
we are. We’re very happy to let others compete on price while we focus on building the
highest-quality motorhomes available, bar
none.”
That’s been the company’s core strategy since
Rumpel’s father Merv founded Pleasure-Way
in 1986. “Because my father had previously
been a successful RV dealer, he knew what
buyers wanted and he knew a lot of other
dealers,” says Rumpel, 54. “So it really wasn’t
very difficult to find dealers willing to take on
the product. I think we sold 10 or 12 vans
in 1986, which was our first full year of production.”
That total went up to 77 units the following
year, and nearly doubled again in 1988 when

the company sold a whopping 120 Class B
motorhomes and began gaining dealers in
the US.
From the fledgling company’s original eight
employees, Pleasure-Way today employs 225
people who produce a full line of eight different Class B models. “We have three different
motorhomes built on the Dodge Ram ProMaster chassis representing the entry-level
product, and two models on the mid-range
Ford Transit platform,” says Rumpel. “And
at the high-end we have three models on
the Mercedes-Benz Sprinter chassis, which
is soon going to be four models as we’re
seeing increased demand for the higher-end
product.”
Handmade
To this day, all Pleasure-Way motorhomes
are built by hand on the shop floor by skilled
craftsmen, often working in the company
of a junior apprentice so that their unique
skills can be passed along to the next generation. There is no automation, there are no
robots, there is no assembly line. Individual
components are measured, constructed and
hand-fit to each individual chassis in order to

Pleasure-Way Lexor TS
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Above: 2021 Pleasure-Way OnTour 2.2
Below: the assembly of the cabinets

accommodate the slight tolerance differences that exist from one unit to the next. Custom cabinetry isn’t purchased, but hand-built
on-site at Pleasure-Way’s own dedicated mill
shop. Between all of the hand-cutting, shaping and finishing, it takes an average of 22
hours just to complete a single set of cabinet
doors. The high level of precision has led to
Pleasure-Way sometimes being described as
the Rolls Royce of Class B motorhomes.
On average, it takes about six weeks and
more than 400 hours to complete a Pleasure-Way motorhome, says Rumpel. It’s an
approach reflected in the company’s advertising tag line, “Created, not manufactured”, and one which allows Pleasure-Way
to stand behind its products with a full fiveyear warranty.
Work ethic and quality strategy
“The cornerstone of Pleasure-Way Industries
Ltd. was built upon my father’s old-fashioned work ethic, his intense pride in craftsmanship, and a ‘customer comes first’ approach to doing business,” says Rumpel.
“We are proud to follow these same principles today. Even now, in our 35th anniversary year, we still do not mass produce our
motorhomes on assembly lines. Each motorhome is hand-crafted and custom-fitted to
the most exacting standards and the most
stringent quality inspections in the industry.”
A happy side benefit to that focus on quality
strategy has inadvertently helped to protect
Pleasure-Way from the brutal Covid-related
supply chain disruptions that have plagued
other RV manufacturers across much of
North America over the past several months.
Being so highly vertically-integrated has al-
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lowed the company to better manage the
flow of parts within its plant, while a willingness to purchase higher-grade equipment
from third-party vendors has protected it
from competition for more pedestrian components. “We’ve been fairly lucky to escape
the worst of the supply chain disruptions
because of the companies that we’ve partnered with,” explains Rumpel. “Truma, for
example, has been very good to us, and so
has Fiamma who provide our awnings. Because of what we do, we’re not necessarily using the same furnace that goes into
200,000 travel trailers, as an example, so we
haven’t been impacted by supply challenges
as much as some other manufacturers have.
There are always a few things, of course, but
the nature of our product means we’re using
higher-end components to begin with, and
they’re simply not subject to the same level
of demand.”
“Beyond that, we don’t operate assembly
lines where we’re on a just-in-time delivery
model,” he adds. “We don’t face that same
risk of having everything grind to a halt if
some component is delayed or doesn’t show
up.”
The other benefit to its focus on quality is
that Pleasure-Way enjoys one of the lowest
warranty claim rates
in the North American
RV industry. Not only
does this ultimately
lower costs for both
Pleasure-Way and its
dealers, having everything work the way it
should right from the
start contributes to the
company’s ability to
foster long-term loyalty among end-users.
It’s an approach that
builds loyalty within
the company as well.
More than 30 percent

of Pleasure-Way’s employees have been with
the company for 10 years or more. Many
have been there for more than 20 years, and
some have been there since the very beginning. Today, there are even multi-generational employee families. “These people all
take great pride in what they do and the role
they play in making our motorhomes unsurpassed in the industry,” says Rumpel. “Their
dedication and commitment to quality is evident in every detail in our coaches, and in
our superior customer service. There’s a level
of pride there that is absolutely tangible.”
That too sounds remarkably old-school yet
somehow, also fresh and forward-thinking
at the same time.
Dean Rumpel’s dichotomous approach to
building Class B motorhomes is indeed
unique in today’s age of automation, but it’s
a strategy that resonates with buyers who
appreciate old-world craftsmanship and a
level of authenticity that’s frequently lacking
in high volume, serial-production RVs. It’s a
big reason why Pleasure-Way motorhomes
are a rare find on the resale market – in spite
of the brand’s significant market share.
Further, those that do wind up for resale as
dealer trades tend to hold their value exceptionally well. “We saw one Pleasure-Way unit
on the used market not long ago, and the
asking price that was basically the same as
its MSRP was when it was new,” says Rumpel. “That ability for the motorhome to hold
its value like that reflects on the way that
they’re built. And that, in turn, is reflected
in our ability to offer better customer service. If an owner has a plumbing question or
an electrical question, they can call us and if
we don’t know the answer, we can walk out
onto the plant floor to the plumber or the
electrician and ask them directly. No one else
does that. The units hold their value because
we can stand behind them in a way that no
one else really can.”
Looking ahead, Pleasure-Way faces a prosperous future as it celebrates 35 years in the
RV industry. With the third generation of the
Rumpel family now actively involved in the
business, the company’s strategy of blending
old-world craftsmanship with next-generation thinking assures it of continued success
in a highly competitive category.
Merv and Dean Rumple in 2015
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Project man
gets going
Born in 1968 and raised in
Gothenburg, Sweden, Peter Jocic
took over at Alde on 1st January
2021. He succeeded Tomas Haglund,
who held the post for 14 years
before moving to pastures new.
Aboutcamp BtoB caught up with
Jocic in his office at the company’s
HQ in Färlöv, Sweden

F

or Alde, Jocic is the right man at the
right time. His knowledge of advanced heating and cooling systems
looks set to keep Alde at the forefront of RV
comfort systems for many years to come.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Please tell us about
your career to date.
Peter Jocic: My education focussed on
technical subjects and, in particular, manufacturing. I gained a BSc in engineering and
an MSc in production management before
taking my first job, which was working for a
company that manufactured wooden toys.
From there I worked for a packaging manufacturer serving the pharmaceutical industry, before joining Swedish HVAC specialist
NIBE, where I spent the last 20 years.
I started as a production manager and then
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moved to industrial engineering, doing factory layouts. Subsequently I progressed to
the supply chain, before becoming product
manager. There I was responsible for setting
the product portfolio, which included water heaters, boilers, heat pumps - all the kit
that heats and cools houses. I held that position for nine years before coming to Alde.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What attracted you
to Alde?
Peter Jocic: There were two things. Firstly, Alde’s size and agility. To me NIBE had
become a slow giant, burdened with ever
more administration. Of course, the situation was not helped by the huge amount of
regulation within the building industry. I like
to be able to get on and do things, then see
results soon afterwards. The second attrac-

tion was the people here at Alde, they have
the agility and esteem I really like.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What qualities do
you think you bring to Alde?
Peter Jocic: I’m an innovative, enthusiastic
kind of guy with 20 years’ manufacturing
experience in heaters. I have a lot of experience in the HVAC business in terms of efficient heating and cooling. I think the RV
business can benefit from that.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What gets you out of
bed in a morning?
Peter Jocic: I could say it’s the cat and horses that want to be fed but, joking aside, I
always know what I want to achieve during
the day, and that’s what wakes me up in
a morning. I have a coffee in the kitchen

(with the cat!) and plan out the day from
there.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Which one word describes you best?
Peter Jocic: I think it would be ‘project’.
My life is a project and I’m a project. I always have something to do – my wife complains about that! If I’m allowed more than
one word, I would choose the last two lines
of a poem by Swedish poet Karin Boye:
‘Move on, move on! The new day dawns
ahead.
Endless is our marvellous adventure.’
Aboutcamp BtoB: What do you see as
Alde’s mission statement?
Peter Jocic: Basically, it’s to provide superior comfort for our end users - at least as
good as being at home, if not better.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How do you see our
industry developing over the next few
years and how will Alde need to change
to meet the challenges ahead?
Peter Jocic: We see the market moving to
smaller vehicles, particularly camper vans.
That means we need to lower the entry
barrier of installing an Alde system. Beyond
that we need to broaden our offering somewhat to reflect changes in the market and
energy sources. There are various routes we
could follow and we’re looking carefully at
them all. Clearly, I can’t say much right now
but, as time goes on, you can expect to see
a series of changes that will improve the
performance and efficiency of our offering.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Do you think we’ll
see a diesel fuelled Alde system?
Peter Jocic: Yes, this is something we’re
looking at, and something where our synergy with Truma is a big help, as they already
have experience with a diesel product.
Aboutcamp BtoB: You have a lot of experience with renewable energy and
heat pumps – do you see any of this

technology being adopted by Alde?
Peter Jocic: Absolutely, I believe there is
room to further improve the efficiency of
the existing product using standard technology. Beyond that we could see multi-functional heat pump systems moving into the
RV arena.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Wouldn’t this add a
lot of weight to the system, limiting its
usefulness?
Peter Jocic: That’s a good question but if
you look at the growing market of electrical
vehicles there are new compressors coming
along with remarkable outputs for their size
and weight.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How has the Covid
19 pandemic affected Alde’s sales and
production?
Peter Jocic: In the spring of 2020 we had
to reduce production and put some 60%
of staff onto a short-term leave basis. That
ended in August when we got back to
normal working. Since then, we’ve pretty
much made up for lost time, with Q1, 2021
being an all-time high for Alde – a great
way to start a new job!
Overall, I think the pandemic has had a
positive effect on our industry with so many
people looking to holiday in their own
country and choosing an RV as the best way
to do so. As a result, there are now long
waiting times to be able to purchase an RV.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Is it easy to recruit
and retain good staff in Färlöv?
Peter Jocic: Production staff are not a
problem. There are many skilled people
available. Indeed, some are too skilled for
some of the jobs we have. Engineering staff
are a bit more of a problem as Färlöv is
away from the larger cities such as Malmo,
Gothenburg and Stockholm where the universities are. However, in general, I would
say we can find people.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What is Alde doing to

reduce its carbon footprint?
Peter Jocic: We are moving to hybrid or
electric company cars and have bought seven heat pumps for the factory, instead of
using oil.
Our products are already quite energy efficient but we will continue to improve and
reduce weight as technology allows, as one
example we have introduced 16 mm pipe
system. Further on we want to be able to
serve the emerging market for all-electric
RV’s.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What are your goals
for Alde?
Peter Jocic: The main one is to achieve sustainable growth through improved market
penetration. We’re looking particularly at
the US and central Europe. In the latter market our system tends to be reserved for the
larger ‘liner’ type of RV’s. We need to find
more ways of encouraging our OEM’s and
dealers to promote the enhanced comfort
of the Alde system. Of course, we still want

Alde’s production and service facility at Färlöv, Sweden
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to keep a good position in our traditional
strongholds of the UK and Scandinavia.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How do you see the
long-term future for Alde?
Peter Jocic: The future is very bright, not
just because of technology improvements
in the pipeline, but because the Alde system might also be ideal for other applications and market segments that we are validating right now.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Alde is part of the
Truma Group – what synergies and benefits do you get from that?
Peter Jocic: The first benefit is that we
have a long-term stable owner who knows
the business. Compared to being owned by
a venture capitalist this is a major advantage. Then we have the technical co-operation which saves on R&D costs and gives
synergies of scale. Also, in some areas, such
as Sweden and the US, we share the distribution setup for cost and practical reasons.

players and serving them well. We look forward to doing so with new organisations as
they emerge.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What has been your
most satisfying moment in business?
And your least?
Peter Jocic: That’s a difficult question but
I would say I’ve had the most satisfaction
when setting up and commissioning new
factory production lines. To see 40 heaters
per hour coming off the end of a line is a
very rewarding result. The least satisfying is
being involved in endless discussions, analyses and administration tasks instead of get-

ting on and doing something.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What is your family
status and what are your hobbies and
interests?
Peter Jocic: I’ve been married to an Austrian lady for 24 years and have three daughters, two of whom are at university, with
one still at home. We live on a small farm
so most of my spare time is spent working
as a farm hand for the ladies. I also have a
passion for sailing boats and boat building.
The deal with the farm was that the ladies
got the stables and I got a shed and workshop for my boats.

Aboutcamp BtoB: How do you see the
industry in 5 to 10 years from now? Do
you think we’ll still have all the main
players?
Peter Jocic: There is definitely a consolidation going on so I expect to see more
change. We’ve enjoyed serving the smaller
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Fiat Professional

Ducato:
40 years of success
The vast majority of motorhomes on the European roads
are Ducato vehicles: the latest Ducato model has just been
launched, and while we wait for manufacturers to adopt
it, let’s go through the stages of the development of a vehicle
that made the history of the RV sector and whose units amount
to over 3 million produced in more than 40 years

W

hatever the type of motorhome considered, the Ducato has
remained the mechanical base preferred by European RV
manufacturers for a long time. Created in 1981 under the
Fiat brand, and nowadays well integrated into the structured Fiat Professional range, the Ducato turns 40. Despite the continuous upgrades,
its structure remains the same and is still unbeaten: front-wheel drive
and a low chassis which make it easy to drive. It is essentially a vehicle
with a robust and versatile chassis and good load capacity, but it also
has a modern car-like outfitting. At present, the Ducato amazes for its
exceptional number of variants thanks to the different combinations
of body, mechanics, engines and gearbox. For its production, already
in 1981 they built a state-of-the-art factory which still represents one
of the largest plants of the newborn Stellantis group: the Sevel factory
is located in Atessa (Val di Sangro, central Italy) and is the largest production site for medium- and large-sized van in the whole world, with
an area of 1,200,000 square meters (350,000 of which are covered)

Words Renato Antonini

and over 6,000 employees. In 2020, the Ducato was the best-selling
commercial vehicle in Europe (out of all segments), with a market share
of 20.5%, equal to approximately 150,000 units.
The first versions: 1981-2002
In 1981 Fiat launched the first version of the Ducato (X212): it was
characterized by vans with a front-wheel drive and a load-bearing
body, features that had already been tested on the Fiat 242 model,
but were taken to the next level thanks to the adoption of a transverse
engine and MacPherson-type front suspension typical of smaller cars,
immediately demonstrating its innovative strength in terms of space,
handling and comfort. The first Ducato vehicle was available with two
wheelbases (2,923 mm and 3,653 mm) and a 2445 cc 4-cylinder diesel
engine with 53 kW (72 PS).
In 1990, with the introduction of the second series of the Ducato

Fiat Ducato story since 1981
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Customer service
Over the years, Ducato has gone beyond being a simple manufacturer of mechanical parts to become
a service provider for end customers. The Customer Care for Ducato motorhome customers was set up
in 2003, with a specific Camper Assistance toll-free number and operators available 24/7. The Customer
Care team’s task is to create a fast and safe connection between customers and service centres; the service
is available in multiple languages and the team is specifically-trained in the mechanical features of Ducato
motorhomes. Over 6,500 Fiat Professional workshops throughout Europe have been designed to offer assistance to motorhome owners; of these 6,500, over 1,800 are specialized Fiat Camper Assistance centres.

(X280), the Fiat chassis became widespread
among motorhome manufacturers, in a market that was picking up across Europe. The
second series featured both aesthetic improvements, such as the sloping line of the
cabin windows, and technical upgrades useful
to motorhome manufacturers and drivers, like
the gear lever close to the steering wheel that
freed the flat bed and facilitated the movement between cabin and passenger compartment. The most powerful engine, the 2499 cc
turbo diesel, reached 70 kW (95 PS).
In 1994, the third generation of the Ducato
(X232) was launched: its rounded lines, the
design typical of cars and a Cx of 0.35 represented an aesthetic break with the past.
Additionally, the introduction of the modern
joystick design of the gearbox on the dashboard determined a considerable change. In
1999, an extra-long wheelbase version (4,050
mm) was also launched, which paved the way
for the manufacturing of larger motorhomes.
But the engine range underwent a revolution.
In 1997 the direct-injection 2800 type with 90
kW (122 PS) made its début, while in 2000 the
first of the common rail engines, the 93 kW
(127 PS) 2800 JTD, arrived.

Fiat Ducato 2006

Ducato: ideal
for camper vans too
Already with the Ducato model of 2006,
the considerable width of the camper van
versions (205 cm, 187 cm interior) allowed
for the creation of camper vans with rear
lateral bed, offering an excellent ratio between length and internal space. This is
an advantage that has become increasingly popular in the European production
of camper vans, with Ducato becoming a
market leader in recent years.

In 2002 the fourth generation
(X244) was launched, with
the adoption of common
rail engines only, including
the innovative 81 kW (110 PS)
16v 2.3 model, characterized by
low fuel consumption, low polluting
emissions and low road noise, which
was the forerunner the following engine generations. The Ducato X244 also introduced the three-spoke steering wheel and
springless seats with adjustable height, as well
as a practical liftable document holder at the
centre of the dashboard.
The latest versions: 2006-2019
In 2006, the Ducato X250 brought about a
revolution, as it was developed together with
the major European motorhome manufacturers and absorbed over 50 of their specific
features. New engines were introduced, such
as the best-selling 81 kW (130 PS) 2.3 model.
The improvements introduced with the 2006
model of the Ducato represented a turning
point in this vehicle’s approach to the RV sector and are still present today. They include
the wide cabin (205 cm) and the possibility
for motorhome manufacturers to remove the
cabin roof and the bulkhead from behind the
seats, as well as the metal struts which, in
the final part, were already prepared for the
insertion of auxiliary extension frames. The
2006 model also featured a simplified interface for electrical connections and the cables
of the parking hand-operated braking system
located under the frame, so as not to interfere with the changes during the outfitting
phase. The Special chassis, a lowered chassis with side and cross members (- 140 mm
compared to the standard chassis with side
members) that can be combined with a wider
rear track (+ 190 mm), was also introduced.
The Ducato MY2006 had a body fitting of
235 cm, which opened new scenarios for
motorhome manufacturers, but also stood
out for the wedge design of the cabin, with
high lights, for the 6-speed gearbox (with 2.3
and 3.0 model engines) and standard ABS
system.
The sixth generation of Ducato (X290) was
launched in 2014 and it followed the trend
started by the previous version: even closer to
the manufacturers, with an increasing number
of ergonomic and car-style solutions. As a result, the Chassis model featured comfortable
Captain Chair seats, DRL devices and alloy
wheels. The sixth generation of the Ducato
also stood out for the highest permissible total
weight of its segment (4,400 kg).

In 2019, the Ducato engine range
was renewed, with the Euro 6D-temp
2.3 model developed with 120, 140, 160
and 177 hp. It introduced the option of a new
9-speed automatic gearbox, with state-ofthe-art hydraulic torque converter to ensure
smooth and efficient functioning.

The new Ducato 2021
While we are going to press, the first information on the new Ducato 2021 is arriving: 5 things to know about it.
1. The new Multijet3 diesel engines: more
efficiency, reducing the weight and lowering consumption and CO2 emissions.
2. The front now comes with a bold look,
featuring the new, iconic Fiat badge in
its center, new lights with full-LED technology.
3. A new all-digital configuration of the internal instruments, courtesy of the Full
Digital Cockpit. On top of all this are the
new UConnect interfaces with screens
up to 10”.
4. The new electric power steering as
standard; the smaller steering wheel
(reduced turning circle); a new offer
of driver assistance and safety systems
(ADAS) both on the road and when
parking, enabling the New Ducato to
achieve level 2 autonomous driving.
5. Smart solutions such as: electric parking
brake to reduce clutter in the cabin and
facilitate relocations; Keyless Entry and
Go – to lock and unlock the cabin and
load compartment doors and start the
engine without the key.
We are going to test it on the road soon
and you will find an extensive report in the
August issue.
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Lippert goes to Germany
Lippert acquired Markdorf, Germany-based Schaudt, a leading supplier of electronic
controls and energy management systems for the European Caravan Industry. At the same
time, LCI Industries GmbH, a newly formed German subsidiary, was created as part of
Lippert’s larger European strategy to be closer to its key German customers
Words Giorgio Carpi

Left to Right:
Jim Menefee, Group President Europe;
Barbara Härle, Managing Director;
Joerg Reithmeier, Business Development;
Armin Steinmetz, Managing Director

L

ippert announced that its new wholly-owned German subsidiary, LCI Industries GmbH, acquired 100% of the shares of
Schaudt GmbH Elektrotechnik & Apparatebau a leading sup-

LT100, one of the best selling models with innovative
touch technology for mainstream and entry level modules
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plier of electronic controls and energy management systems for the
European Caravan Industry. Located in Markdorf, Germany, Schaudt
has been one of the leading suppliers to the recreational vehicle
market in Germany and throughout Europe for over 40 years. The
formation of LCI Industries GmbH and the subsequent acquisition
of Schaudt is part of Lippert’s larger European strategy to be closer
to its key German customers and to have local contacts within the
country.
“We are excited to welcome Schaudt to the Lippert family, reaching
a long-term goal of having operations within Germany,” said Jason
Lippert, President and CEO of Lippert. “I am very impressed with
Schaudt’s team; they have excellent leadership and their culture fits
perfectly within the Lippert family. Lippert’s goal has always been to
be the leading global supplier to the RV Industry, and Schaudt helps
develop that global footprint with key product and service offerings
in the largest RV market in Europe.”
Schaudt’s facility in Markdorf is expected to become the hub for Lippert’s German operations and is planned to eventually offer services
for all Lippert brands and products for the German market. Schaudt
will also partner with Lippert Technologies, Lippert’s North American electronics and technology manufacturer based out of Detroit,

In partnership with

Contacts

A chat with Barbara Härle
“We are happy to start on this new journey
with the Lippert family, a true global player in
our industry with the same goals as we have;
to serve our customers with reliability and to
have 100% focus on the customer. We also
appreciate their sense of responsibility for
their team members, their communities and
the future generations to come” - said Barbara Härle, Managing Director of Schaudt.
We had a quick interview with her to better
understand Schaudt’s world.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What does it mean for
you to join a large multinational like Lippert? What do you expect for the future?
Barbara Härle: To join a multinational group
is an exciting situation for us – for Armin
Steinmetz and me, to have directors above
us and – at the same time – to have group
members at our side to help each other. For
our colleagues, we’re sure that we made the
right decision to assure a long-lasting development of Schaudt within the Lippert group.
For the future, we expect a successful and

Pictures from the meeting between
the Lippert team and the Schaudt team

expanding time within the Lippert family.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Schaudt is a German
company that works mainly for German
RV builders: what will change now? Are
you planning to extend your clientele to
the rest of Europe? And in the US? How?
Barbara Härle: We’re working mainly for
German RV builders. But as we’re used to
work also to members of Trigano-Group
(Adria) and – in smaller dimensions with
OEMs in the rest of Europe and ROW. We’re
right on the way to plan with Lippert if and
how and to where to expand.
If we’re also serving the US-market we’re
sure, we’ll get all help we need from Lippert.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How important is the
aftermarket sector in Schaudt’s business? Do you think there will be an evolution for you in this sector?
Barbara Härle: Aftermarket had not been as
important as it could have been in our company. So we’re sure, there will be an evolution for us.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How are you moving
to adapt to the changes taking place in
the electrical and electronic systems of
RVs, see for example the growing use of
lithium batteries and smart Apps?
Barbara Härle: We’re developing since
2012 in the sector ‘smart Apps’ – it’s just
a question of the needs and orders of our
customers. For lithium batteries, there are
also in our actual product-portfolio solutions
to charge and use those types of batteries:
solo-chargers, EBL’s (which are well-known

systems including a charger unit), boosters,
solar-regulators.
Aboutcamp BtoB: The life cycle of motorhomes is on average very long, about
thirty years, and this entails the need to
intervene on the electronic components,
both for maintenance and for any replacement. How important is the After
Sales Service to you and how are you organized? Are you planning any changes?
Barbara Härle: For aftersales with meaning
‘repair’ and ‘replace’ our former products,
this is an extremely important item for us.
We’re existing since more than 40years in RV
and caravan market. Up to now, we always
found a solution for our customers – we
won’t let them alone with a problem. Even
when the products got grown-ups (age >21
years).
This ‘caring’ for our customers – which includes end-users – is a value which is highly
appreciated in our market.
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Emilio Gambineri is Lippert’s
new Director Product
Management RV Europe
F
Michigan, to offer globally-aligned technology solutions that will help to set new global standards for these products.
“Schaudt’s core competencies with regards
to power management and distribution
along with their understanding and commitment to Lippert’s future vision of connected
controller ecosystems offer exciting possibilities to greatly expand our current product
lines in both North America and Europe.
New and exciting possibilities to supply
complete control and power management
solutions will now be possible to realize in
significantly expedited timeframes”, said
Rob Ford, Lippert CTO.
Schaudt has proven over many years to
be a leading partner to key European caravan manufacturers, delivering innovative
power supply and booster systems, and
controlling solutions and indicator panels
that are setting new standards within the
industry. Schaudt’s engineers work closely
with their customers to develop customized
solutions to work toward solving their challenges. Their philosophy is to always think
ahead, making their solutions easier, safer
and more compatible, focusing on the most
user-friendly design possible. Most importantly, Schaudt is focusing on providing a
full range of power supply and control products, linking all of these systems and making
them completely expandable.
“Schaudt’s excellent reputation for customer service and their great customer relationships were key to this partnership,” said Jim
Menefee, Group President of Lippert Europe. “At Lippert, we understand the importance of offering our European customers
localized services in their native language,
all while maintaining quick reaction times
and being as flexible as possible. This acquisition will no doubt strengthen our ability
to deliver all of these aspects of business.
To that point, we are excited that Barbara
Härle and Armin Steinmetz are staying on
as directors, and we have the utmost trust
in them leading this newly-acquired German
subsidiary,” he continued.
Armin Steinmetz, Managing Director for
Schaudt, commented: “The rate at which
recreational vehicles are adapting electronics is rapidly increasing and becoming more
complex by the day. Having a global strategy
with this new partnership will be a big benefit for customers and end users alike.”
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rom the end of April 2021, Emilio
Gambineri took on the role of Director Product Management RV Europe at
Lippert. His key objective was to create
a new department that mainly coordinates the flow of requests from customers to the Research and Development
team, so that the engineering department can simplify its processes as much
as possible.
Emilio Gambineri graduated in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Florence in Italy and continued
his training with a specialization at
the Rheinisch-Westfälische Technische
Hochschule in Aachen, Germany, plus a
Masters in Business Administration from
the Collège des Ingénieurs in Paris.
Professionally, Emilio Gambineri began
his career at General Electric and his last
role was the position of Head of Sales
and Programme Management in Dräxlmaier Group, an important German

multinational company in the automotive
sector.
The speed and breadth of the type of acquisitions that Lippert has undertaken in
Europe now requires enhanced communications between departments and the creation
of simpler processes, both in the management of commercial networks and to work
towards common objectives now there are
such a variety of products that Lippert offers
to the market and many technical and professional skills and personalities behind their
development.
“I come with significant experience in the
structural management of a large German group in the automotive field,” says
Emilio Gambineri. “Thanks to this expertise, in these first weeks of my new role I
am concentrating on the processes and
coordinating priorities, such as: optimizing
communication between Sales and R&D and
consolidating and simplifying product ranges. The final goal is to standardize the ele-

Gianluca Cricchi is Lippert’s
new Director of Operations
RV Italy
L

ippert announced the appointment
of Gianluca Cricchi (49) to the role
of Director of Operations, Lippert, RV
Italy.
Gianluca Cricchi, a graduate of mechanical engineering from the University of Florence, has accumulated great
experience in the management of operations activities (production, supply
chain, quality, engineering and product development) and also in product
marketing.
He worked for the multinational, Electrolux, for over 10 years as a Project
Manager and then Process Engineer
and Manufacturing Manager, then in
2010 joined the Italian group, Targetti,
the technical and architectural lighting
specialist, in the role of Vice President
Operations and Product Marketing,

before becoming the General Manager of
Targetti Sankey.
“I am thrilled to welcome Gianluca Cricchi
to our team,” declared Michele Checcucci,
CEO of Lippert, RV Italy. “He is a professional that Jim Menefee and I have strongly wanted to allow the group to grow
further and improve itself. He is an expert
in production planning, management of
efficiency programs and process engineering, and was responsible for the complete
re-engineering of a large production plant
- all skills that will be extremely useful to a
business like ours that has grown through
acquisitions and has six business units in Italy with very different production volumes
and turnover. I have no doubt that Gianluca’s experience will allow us to optimize
production, processes and costs. I was able
to choose the best from a wide range of

ments of our range as much as possible to offer the customer
an increasingly simple product which is, therefore, more and
more customizable,” says Emilio Gambineri.
Lippert’s numerous acquisitions have generated great and
rapid growth which requires rigorous and effective structural
management; the position of Director Product Management
RV Europe, which Lippert has identified for Emilio Gambineri,
will define the strategy necessary to complete the many projects currently under development at some brands and focus
on the commercial strategies for others, depending on the
phase that each brand is at.
“We are proud to have a personality like Emilio Gambineri on
board and his important experience in the structural management of large groups with highly diversified product ranges,”
comments Lorenzo Manni, Vice President of Sales of Lippert
RV Europe. “Above all, Emilio will help us to improve our
product development process and internal coordination of
timing tracking. Furthermore, his skills will certainly be strategic in the rationalization of our ranges so that Lippert can
focus on the creation of innovative products, on the development of new technologies and therefore play an increasingly
leading role in establishing the major trends of the future in
our sector”.

candidates. This is another advantage of working in a
company like the Lippert Group, which puts people first
and has the resources to choose the best,” he added.
Gianluca Cricchi, Director of Operations Lippert, RV Italy
said: “The mantra, ‘whenever, wherever, we make your
experience better’ perfectly summarizes the company
philosophy that I firmly believe: paying great attention
to people is a determining factor in maintaining market
leadership and being able to meet customer needs. My
goal, at the operations level, is to consolidate Lippert’s
reputation as a trusted supplier to RV customers and to
try to give this a further boost so that their needs are
always met. Lippert is a company that has grown through
acquisitions and it is important to standardize production
methods by applying lean manufacturing concepts. In
some areas these concepts are already applied, but not
in others. We want to lead the development towards industry 4.0 - a model partially already present in Lippert,
but that we can implement and improve with the means
available.”
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90 years of experience
for the future

AL-KO Vehicle Technology is celebrating its 90th anniversary. Over the years it has gained a reputation
for high quality and innovation to become an essential supplier to the global caravan industry. Now it
is looking ahead and developing new solutions for the future of e-mobility
Words John Rawlings

A

L-KO Vehicle Technology (AL-KO) is
celebrating 90 years in business. This
achievement has been thanks to a
consistent focus on quality and innovation.
AL-KO has become an essential supplier of
high quality chassis, chassis components plus
other related accessories to the majority of
caravan, motorhome and commercial vehicle
manufacturers around the world. Its products
deliver the assurance of safety, comfort and
convenience for the end users in each sector.
Examples of AL-KO’s innovations include the
AL-KO AKS stabiliser and ATC stability control
system that have improved safety when towing and therefore make travelling easier for
the end users. These are now fitted by many
OEMs as standard. Other innovations include
the AL-KO hitch and wheel locks which create
extra security and the peace of mind of those
using them, plus its latest AL-KO HY4 hydraulic levelling support system that can level a
motorhome horizontally in just one minute.
With 90 years of experience, AL-KO is able to
understand its customer’s needs and market
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trends. It has the technical expertise and extensive worldwide research and development
facilities to drive its continued innovation.
For example, it is has been developing new
mobility solutions for e-mobility, including
a Hybrid Power Chassis and a Green Trailer
Platform.
“Our formula of tradition and the future
brings together the best functionality, highest
comfort and latest innovations”, says Harald
Hiller, President & CEO of the AL-KO Vehicle
Technology Group. “We are now part of the
mobility transformation. We always have our
finger on the pulse and are consistently working on new mobility solutions for these vehicle sectors,” added Harald Hiller.
90 years of progress and innovation
Having started in a small town in southern
Germany in 1931, AL-KO has achieved considerable growth over the last 90 years. It
now has over 3,000 employees worldwide
at over 30 sites and its global network has
been responsible for 22 million axles, 28 mil-

lion hitches, and produces 670,000 axles and
95,000 chassis platforms each year.
Its growth accelerated in 2016 when AL-KO
Vehicle Technology merged with Dexter to
create DexKo Global Inc. – the world’s leading manufacturers of axles and chassis components in the lightweight segment. Further
growth has been achieved through acquisitions of well-known companies, such as CM
Trailer Parts, E&P Hydraulics, Bankside Patterson and Nordelettronica, making a total of 14
international brands under its umbrella.
“It makes me really proud and is really incredible to see how our business has grown and
developed. The team has done an amazing
job,” said Fred Bentley, Chief Executive Officer
of DexKo Global Inc. “Only a very small number of companies are in existence after 90
years. Our continued focus on our customers,
partners and employees with stability through
financial strength, innovations and ‘one-stop’
shopping in the field of running gear, chassis
and adjacent engineered products allows this
to happen,” Fred Bentley continued.
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Now and the near future
AL-KO’s chassis and chassis components
are currently experiencing strong demand
around the world across all sectors that need
its products, ranging from construction and
transport to caravans and motorhomes. This
is partly driven by the COVID 19 pandemic,
but also to other new trends in society.
The caravan and motorhome industry in particular has experienced strong growth in recent years. The global pandemic has fuelled
demand as people are unable to cruise or fly
anywhere and feel independent travel with
your own facilities is a safer and more sensible type of holiday. As a result, OEM customers need more of AL-KO’s lightweight
chassis, components and accessories.
Demand is also strong for light commercial
trailers in the commercial, construction and
trade sectors which need the same assurance of stability for their often valuable loads
while on the road.
The Tiny House trend has created new opportunities and customers for AL-KO as, like
a caravan or motorhome, these vehicles need
the support of a highly engineered chassis.
“We see this trend as a significant market
of the future and are happy to be using our
specially developed AL-KO chassis to form a
secure foundation for these high quality Tiny
Houses,” says Karlheinz Spägele, Vice President of Sales CT & LCV at the AL-KO Vehicle
Technology Group.
As a certified partner of FIAT Professional,
Citroën, Peugeot, Mercedes-Benz Vans and
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles, AL-KO
has to meet the highest standards. AL-KO is
happy to offer to the market a versatile chassis solution for the Volkswagen Transporter
T6.1 again. Thanks to AL-KO’s intelligent
lightweight technology, the vehicle now has
a gross vehicle weight of 3,500 kg – which
means the payload has increased by 300 kg.
Volkswagen vans with an AL-KO chassis are
available with the Electronic Stability Programme (ESP), as standard.
Future thinking now
Many of AL-KO’s core markets will soon be
impacted by the increasing amount of new
legislation to reduce emissions and the switch
to electric vehicles. This has created new engineering challenges for AL-KO as electric
vehicles often have a lower towing capacity,
while the weight of batteries currently required for an electric-powered motorhome
negatively impacts the user payload available
and doesn’t provide a suitable range available for long distance touring.

AL-KO is looking forward to these changes
and the developments coming in the next
decade. It has already been researching and
developing e-mobility solutions for several
years. Its research and development department has grown from a local sector focused
on vehicles and trailers to an internationally networked organisation with a very large
portfolio of technology and expertise with
160 engineers.
“We are very well prepared and will develop
our expertise in all these areas. In addition,
our ability to customise sophisticated, safety-relevant chassis and chassis systems subject to approval will remain crucial in the future,” says Dr Frank Sager, SVP R&D, AL-KO
Vehicle Technology Group.
“Society’s call for more electromobility and
sustainability also demands a change in the
special vehicle segments in which we operate. We are proud to help shape this change
and to develop innovative studies such as the
Hybrid Power Chassis and the Green Trailer
Platform, our chassis platforms as adaptable system carriers and our axle systems for
electric vehicles are also in demand. Furthermore, we help partners with industrialisation
all the way to series production – such as in
our E-Factory. Electric vehicles for ABT e-Line
are produced there, for example,” explained
Erwin Gentner, Managing Director of Alois
Kober GmbH.
More innovations in e-mobility
AL-KO has already been studying how to
counteract the issue of low range for touring
in an electric-powered motorhome: “We are
currently developing our Green Trailer platform (previously known as the Next Generation Trailer Platform) which has a 48V solution for the benefit of range optimization
and smart comfort functions at an attractive cost,” says Dr. Frank Sager, Senior Vice
President R&D at AL-KO Vehicle Technology
Group.
“With an holistic approach consisting of
lightweight construction, aerodynamics and
using sustainable materials CO2 emissions
can be optimised and the loss of range reduced,” added Dr. Frank Sager.
Another important innovation from AL-KO
is its Hybrid Power Chassis (HPC). This was
initially presented as a concept study at the
IAA Commercial Vehicle show in 2018 in
Hannover, but has now progressed to the implementation phase.
The basis of the HPC concept was developed
jointly with Huber Automotive. The versatile
AL-KO lightweight chassis acts as a system
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carrier with modular use of the battery pack
and E-drive components to provide the best
protection for the batteries. The electrified
rear axle has a peak power of 124 kW, if required. The battery capacity provides a fully
electric range of between 50 and 100 km.
The start of series production is scheduled for
the end of 2023.
AL-KO is also working with EVUM Motors,
a Munich-based start-up with a robust and
versatile electric transporter, the aCar. This
is 100 percent electric powered and runs
without noise or local emissions. There are
now further variants planned with a longer
wheelbase using an AL-KO chassis. “We look
forward to deepening this collaboration.
Thanks to our system expertise, we can even
help EVUM Motors with seat and axle systems support,” said Harald Hiller.
AL-KO has already been handling the electrification of various commercial vehicle models
for ABT e-Line since 2019 and has confirmed
that this successful collaboration will continue until the end of 2022.

Above: the next step for
the Hybrid Power Chassis;
still presented as a concept
study in 2018, the HPC is to
be produced from 2023.

A 48V solution is the goal of the Green
Trailer Platform with a better carbon footprint
and smart comfort functions at attractive costs

Left: as a certified partner of
FIAT Professional, Citroën,
Peugeot, Mercedes-Benz
Vans and Volkswagen
Commercial Vehicles, AL-KO
meets the highest quality
standards.
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H.B. Fuller - Kömmerling

The innovative seal for RVs
EternaBond® Foam Gasket Tape (FGT) and EternaBond® Roof and Seam Sealant Tape are
currently two highlights H.B. Fuller offers in the caravanning sector for OEM partners and for
the after sales market
Words Peter Hirtschulz

T

he basis for H.B. Fuller’s success, from its founding in 1887 to
its current status as a 3 billion-dollar global player, is innovative thinking. H.B. Fuller’s team is focused on their customers,
their business and knowing what’s coming next. This allows the
company to find those fantastic customer needs and then collaborate with them to design game-changing adhesive solutions.
H.B. Fuller as a total solutions provider to the RV industry can
help OEMs innovate faster and provide process expertise to their
manufacturing processes, so they can bring their ideas to market
more quickly and enjoy a competitive advantage, while delivering
long-lasting performance to the vehicle.
Mark Porter, Product Manager for Transportation at H.B. Fuller, explains that in the production of caravans and motorhomes, more
and more manufacturers are using H.B. Fuller‘s one-step installation tape to make permanent, aesthetically pleasing repairs to
roofs, seams, and corners of units. H.B. Fuller offers premium solutions to the transportation industry. Their products address evolving
roof and seam protection demands for recreational vehicles (RVs),
buses, cargo trailers, and heavy duty trucks. By understanding the
stringent requirements of this industry, H.B. Fuller develops customized products that keep your vehicles on the road longer, come
rain or shine.
The EternaBond® Roof and Seam Sealant Tape has been known for
years. Now, Mark Porter presents the EternaBond® Foam Gasket
Tape specially designed for sealing windows and doors.
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EternaBond® Foam Gasket Tape
Mark Porter describes the product: “The EternaBond® Foam Gasket
Tape is a game-changing hybrid solution featuring multiple sealing
technologies applied in one time saving step. It consists of a highly
compressible PVC foam core encapsulated in a tubular tape with a
cohesive butyl sealant. This flexible material easily conforms to all
geometries. The foam core of EternaBond® Foam Gasket Tap allows
for outstanding flexibility to irregularly contoured surfaces. The tape
provides a secure seal that helps protect against water penetration
and prevents corrosion and moisture damage. In addition its materi-
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al structure compensates for the change in substrate materials with
temperature fluctuations from -30 degrees to +80 degrees Celsius
(-30 degrees to +180 degrees Fahrenheit).“
This tape greatly reduces the importance of conventional sealing
processes, for example with spray guns and liquid sealing materials.
This is because the tape or its contents do not harden and, above all,
both do not rot over time due to environmental influences.
These advantages benefit all customers. In production, another advantage comes into play: manual skills in handling liquid sealing material and a spray gun are no longer required. The tape can be easily
installed by just one person without any special precision skills. After
installation, it automatically adapts to the vehicle’s technical conditions. This saves time and provides optimum sealing quality.
EternaBond® Roof and Seam Sealant Tape
EternaBond® Roof and Seam Sealant Tape is another product that
specifically secures the seams of wall and roof elements, as well as
sensitive cut-outs for roof windows, air conditioning systems and
other roof structures.
Apart from the vibration and shaking components that an RV is
subjected to during the journey, the environmental influences with
different temperatures and other (moisture) influences must also be
particularly taken into account.
H.B. Fuller’s EternaBond® is one of the highest performing sealants
available to meet this challenge. EternaBond® uses a patented technology called MicroSealant® to create a barrier that remains flexible
in hot and cold extreme temperatures from -40 to +150 degrees
Celsius (-70 to +270 degrees Fahrenheit). Therefore, EternaBond®
provides high quality UV light protection and is designed to flex with
the surface to prevent shrinkage of seams exposed to repeated environmental stresses. Thermal resistance in particular is critical to the
long-lasting performance of air conditioning and window systems
installed in motorhome and caravan roofs.
EternaBond® Roof and Seam Sealant Tapes cover virtually all roof
types, roof accessories and seams. Different tape variations are available for easy and durable applications on every surface used in the
industry. Greater strength and flexibility in extreme temperatures, waterproof and airtight protection and ease of application are just some
of the benefits. Vehicles are optimally protected by the tape preventing weathering. The single-step installation tape also provides durable, aesthetically pleasing repairs to roofs, seams and corners of units.
No additional sealants (and their precise application) are required as
the tape has a built-in primer. For both refinishing and original equipment, this decisively reduces material costs and production time.
While EternaBond® sealant tape has become synonymous with RV
repairs, OEMs in the RV industry have found it to be so effective that
it’s used in the assembly process as well. As a premium product that
is quick to use, OEMs save time during the manufacturing process
and can increase production volumes.
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solutions to provide safer and greener products.
Collaboration is a key principle for H.B. Fuller, by forging close partnerships with customers in the main European RV industry players or
small manufacturers, OEMs and other allied suppliers, being involved
with new products from the very beginning, and delivering innovative, technical know-how.

Above:
EternaBond FGT
door installation and
EternaBond FGT Seal

Total solutions provider to the RV industry
H.B. Fuller provides complete solutions for RV roof, underbody and everything in between, with their wide range of technologies including
MMAs, urethanes, MS polymers, water-based adhesives, high-bond
tapes, silicones, roof-sealing butyl tapes and latex-based protective
undercoating. They also offer low-VOC and haps-free solvent-based

Company profile
H.B. Fuller

Kömmerling

From a one-man wallpaper paste shop in Minnesota in 1887,
H.B. Fuller has grown into a $3 billion adhesives global leader today. Its recent acquisition of Royal Adhesives and Sealants, including the KÖMMERLING Chemische Fabrik GmbH
business, created a unique powerhouse of RV adhesive and
sealant expertise, supplying products for every conceivable RV
application.

Headquartered in Pirmasens, some 170 km south west of Frankfurt, and founded in 1897, Kömmerling is a leading international manufacturer of high-quality adhesives and sealants. In
this capacity, it has been supplying the RV industry in Europe
and beyond for more than 20 years. It became a member of
H.B. Fuller’s global network through the company’s acquisition
of Royal Adhesives & Sealants in October 2017.
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Vetroresina

Eight new
lines to grow

Simone Colombarini

The good results achieved with the new automated lines, that were put into operation two years ago,
have inspired Vetroresina S.p.A. to expand the technology to the entire plant. Tests on lightweight
fibreglass sheets continue as the project progresses
Words Renato Antonini

W

e are living in times of great turmoil and Vetroresina S.p.A. is
working hard to overcome the
Covid emergency and manage the forecasted market euphoria. The commitment
of the Italian company, investment-wise
and in terms of changes to manufacturing
systems, is the continuation of a development process that started before the health
emergency and was only very briefly interrupted during the darkest days of the pandemic. Aboutcamp BtoB has been following
the changes taking place since 2016 when
the project to expand the main Vetroresina
S.p.A. plant in Ferrara was launched. With
the expansion project came more space and
new production lines, in addition to changes in the implemented technology.
“We completed the construction of the new
wing towards the end of 2018 and we activated the new production lines mid-2019,
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completing a project that took three years
of hard work”, explained Simone Colombarini, president of Vetroresina S.p.A. “The
end of the project marked the beginning of
a new era. By implementing new technologies and preparing to increase production,
we re-organised ourselves to face a developing market. And this is why we have now
decided to implement the new technologies
in the rest of the plant. It is an ambitious
project. The investment is considerable but
we are convinced that fibreglass laminates
will play an increasingly dominant role in
the European RV market”.
All production is automated
The production capacity of Vetroresina
S.p.A. is now 6 million square metres of
sheets per year, with the expansion accounting for a potential increase of 20%.
There are very few fibreglass laminate manufacturers capable of achieving levels like

these in the world. The new division has
four production lines, each of which can
produce 120-metre-long rolls. The works to
modernise the remaining part of the company has already begun and the new technology is expected to be implemented in all
production departments, with the only difference that the 60-metre production lines
instead of the 120-metre lines of the new
wing.
“We are planning to apply the new production method on another eight production lines, where 60-meter-long fibreglass
reels will be made”, Simone Colombarini
said. “The sheets, destined for European
RV manufacturers, will be used to build
the sandwich panels for the walls, roofs
and floors of motorhomes and caravans.
Compared to the previous one, the new
technology involves the use of automated
machinery with less manpower”.
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Vetroresina S.p.A. sees “green”
For several years now, Vetroresina S.p.A.
has been working on an ambitious fibreglass recycling project for putting material
back into the production cycle and limiting
the impact on the environment. To move
safely and professionally in this field, Vetroresina S.p.A. has partnered up with Gees
Recycling Srl based in Aviano (Pordenone,
Italy) with which it has been working for
some time. By acquiring 30% of the company shares, Vetroresina S.p.A. has directly
entered the industrial product recycling sector with the main objective of giving new
life to the fibreglass used in the RV sector.
Both the processing waste from the Vetroresina S.p.A. production plant and the
waste material used in vehicle construction
are recycled but the goal is the massive use
of fibreglass from end-of-life vehicles. The
recovered material can be used to make
semi-finished products (flat sheets and elements for reinforcing walls and floors)
and finished products (e.g. shower trays
and kitchen tops). Right now, the company
is installing new presses to produce larger
sheets than the current 100x220 cm ones,
to be used, for instance, to make motorhome flooring.
Below: fibreglass recycling products
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Company Profile
Founded in 1968, Vetroresina S.p.A. produces glass fibre-reinforced polyester resin
laminates. The company’s great operating
capacity results from thorough research in
the composite materials sector linked to
the study and continuous improvement
of processing techniques. To maintain
and increase the level of production, Vetroresina S.p.A. has planned substantial
investments and thanks to the contribution of advanced technologies, as well as
close collaboration with universities and
experts in the sector, it has been able to
apprehend the changes in and new requirements of the market. A high level
of technology together with particular
attention to aesthetics and materials have
given rise to product diversification, extending their range and fields of application. Vetroresina S.p.A. has a production
capacity of 6 million m2 / year. The main
production site in Italy covers an area of
65,000 square meters, of which 36,000
are covered, and employs 140 people.
In June 2000, Vetroresina S.p.A. opened
a factory in Brazil, in the municipality of
São Paulo, from which it can meet the
needs of the South American market, and
since May 2008 the company has boasted a new production site in the USA from
which it can dedicate itself to managing
the North American market. Around 50
people work in the American branches.

The new digitally controlled machinery will
distribute the resin and gelcoat automatically, without the direct intervention of
workers. In this way, the material is distributed precisely and evenly. Furthermore, a
special machine is used to check the quality
of the product before applying the protective coating. Although the 60-metre lines
will not lead to a reduction in rejects like
the 120-metre ones, the new technology
will guarantee an improvement in laminate
quality with uniform thicknesses and better
dimensional tolerances.

Objective lightness
In addition to the product improvement by
using automated machinery, Vetroresina
S.p.A. is committed to creating even lighter sheets. Considering the extensive use of
fibreglass in manufacturing the living pod
of motorhomes, on average about 80-100
square metres of sheets for each vehicle
produced in Europe, even a minimum reduction in specific weight would have a
significant impact on decreasing the vehicle

gross weight. And this, of course, would be
most welcomed by manufacturers, who are
always forced to bow to the constraint of
3500 kilograms of gross weight to fall within the limits of a normal driving license, and
indirectly also by end customers.
“We are continuing our research aimed at
reducing the weight of the sheets while
maintaining the same mechanical proper-

ties”, said Simone Colombarini, president
of Vetroresina S.p.A. “We want to offer
lighter and better performing products to
our customers. We are currently carrying
out tests on vehicles, using prototypes of
new sheets, together with some of our
customers. I believe we will be able to
achieve a weight reduction of 8% for wall
laminates and of even 15% for floor laminates”.
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Teleco

A bridge
between past
and future
We met with Raul Fabbri, one of the company’s
CEOs, to talk about how technology is changing
on camper vans. And how the company is
preparing to take on the evolutions of the sector
Words and photo Paolo Galvani

A

lifetime devoted to aerials. This is how we can sum up the career of Raul Fabbri, CEO of Teleco Group with his partner Vittorio Simioli. He started designing signal amplifiers for home
reception systems after graduating in 1974. He was hired as an employed by SEL Elettronica that was a very small company at the time.
To grow, it needed sales expertise and so Fabbri and Simioli decided
to take matters into their own hands, making the company evolve,
becoming partners and changing its name.
They decided to enter the caravanning sector in the 1980s with the
first omnidirectional terrestrial aerial. This was the starting point for the
success of the Teleco Group. Today, the company is a European leader
in the TV reception sector, with satellite and terrestrial aerials, digital
receivers and televisions. It evolved over time to other technological
fields, such as cameras, air conditioners, generators, batteries, solar
panels and communication systems.
We talked with Raul Fabbri about the technological evolution we are
experiencing in the world of recreational vehicles, where the first hurdle
to be faced is the switch-off of the current TV transmission technology.
“DVB-T2 is a huge transformation,” Fabbri said. “Virtually all non-compatible televisions will stop working because this is a complete structural change, an entirely different system. The current DVB-T uses
MPEG4 encoding, while the new standard – called HEVC H265 – uses
a different type of compression determined by the fact that the programmes need more bandwidth with 4K. Furthermore, a portion of
the frequencies used until now for TV will soon be assigned to the 5G
system and this will reduce the bandwidth available
for TV broadcasting even further.”
The situation is varied in Europe, with countries such as Germany that have already
completed the transition and others, such
as France. Italy, Spain and Great Britain are
halfway there and the switch will be concluded within a few months. In principle,
replacing a television set on a recreational
vehicle is more expensive than at home, the
size being the same, but Teleco Group has the
solution ready. “Instead of changing the TV,
you can simply use an additional decoder and
we have products readily available, some of which
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Raul Fabbri
Below:
automatic Sat systems (left)
and air conditioners (right)
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are 12-volt devices, compatible with DVB-T2”,
Fabbri explained.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What are the biggest
challenges of the aerial industry today?
Raul Fabbri: There is not much to worry
about with satellite technology. The signals
are strong and the footprints of the satellites
well defined, although sometimes determined
by political choices. Some countries, like Great
Britain, prefer a very narrow footprint and
consequently, there can be reception problems even in Northern France, while others
have chosen to offer their citizens a card for
decoding programs that can be used throughout Europe or even in North Africa.
The next big evolution is web-related and this
implies new issues, especially with the 5G
revolution, that will complement the current
4G. Paradoxically, the more the technology increases the frequencies on which it works, as
in the case of 5G, the closer it gets to the satellite model, meaning that any object standing
between transmitter and receiver becomes an
obstacle. By the way, the further we progress,
the more components in homes and perhaps
even on RVs will be ready for the IoT (Internet of Things), to be controlled without WiFi, directly via 5G. We want to allow camper
van users to receive land, satellite and cellular
signals.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What technological
component has grown the most in recent years?
Raul Fabbri: We have always invested mainly
in satellite technology in Teleco Group but the
time has come to tackle the web and develop
new skills in a more determined way.

Aboutcamp BtoB: These technological
matters go hand in hand with energy issues and Teleco has been active for some
time with several product lines. What will
the impact of lithium batteries be?
Raul Fabbri: Definitely huge. We established
contacts with the first companies that were
developing lithium modules at trade fairs
in Hong Kong some six or seven years ago.
Battery packs were still limited to 20 or 30Ah.
The individual elements had a voltage of 3.2
volts and it was enough to put four of them in
series to make a 12-volt battery. The problem
with lithium was temperature control to avoid
the risk of explosion, so it was essential to
have a system capable of controlling charging
and discharging properly. BMS (Battery Management System) were created to manage
batteries more effectively and today the technology based on lithium-iron-phosphate (LiFePo4) allows a much more effective temperature control. I am personally convinced that
the race to increase voltage is now on (like
we are seeing in the car world) because if you
raise the voltage, you get more energy at the
same current. That is the only way to develop
high power.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How are you organised
in Teleco for research and development?
Raul Fabbri: Until 2000, we more or less did
everything in-house, from design to production, using only a few subcontractors in the
area. When you develop globally, competition
is not only domestic and the risk that a customer much larger than you may decide to do
things by themselves increases considerably.
That is why we started looking around, also
in China, aware as we have always been that
it is the mindset that makes the difference
because this is what gives you a competitive
edge. If you just copy you will always fall behind.
Since then, we changed our working system, developing research and development
in-house to the maximum. We equipped
ourselves with 3D design software, bought a
3D printer for prototyping and hired several
engineers. Once the project is done, we can
decide whether to produce internally or out-
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source production abroad.
Whether in China or Italy the bottom line is
the same. The key thing is to do the last step
– quality control – in-house. For us, quality
control is both up front, in the design phase,
and down the line, when we receive the finished products. All outsourced products must
pass the Quality Control System within Teleco,
before being placed on the market. The result
is that we have an extremely low failure rate,
certified through ISO 2001.
Aboutcamp BtoB: You work both on the
end-user side and with the OEMs, that
are worth about 80% of your total revenue, correct me if I’m wrong. How do you
organise customer care?
Raul Fabbri: You cannot work with OEMs
unless you guarantee customer care. It is one
of our strengths. In Germany, we have three
main service locations – one in the north, one
in the centre and one in the south – and about
20 service points nationwide. In France, we
have opened a branch in Nantes in addition
to our main office. We have 10 or 12 centres
in Great Britain, two in Spain and some 10 to
15 some across Holland and Belgium. We offer direct assistance to end-users only in Italy.
Elsewhere, customer care is through the retailers because most of the time problems arise
during installation. Our job is to train them
and give them all the support we can. Without customer care, you will go nowhere and
this is why we are strong.

Teleco
PhoneBoosterVan 2.0

Teleco’s SMART TV wins a place on the podium in promobil tests
Prestigious German magazine promobil recently conducted in-depth tests on eight different European brand televisions for campers and caravans. The outcome, published in
the 4th April issue, awarded the Teleco TEK
24DS Smart TV the “Recommended Product”
(Kauftipp) mark due to its excellent value for
money. The tests looked at televisions with a
screen size of 22 - 24 inches in the 399 - 639
euro price range. Each television underwent a
series of rigorous technical tests to establish
performance on the basis of seven parameters that included audio and video quality,
user-friendliness of on-screen and remote
control browsing, speaker power and design.
The total points awarded across the various

categories saw Teleco score an excellent 79
points out of 100.
“We know that the German promobil journalists take these technical tests very seriously”,
stated Vittorio Simioli, one of the two founders of the Teleco Group. “That’s why we’re
proud to see such great results, which underscore the quality of our Smart TV models.
Note also that these TVs incorporate both the
DVB-S2 satellite receiver and DVB-T2 HEVC
terrestrial receiver and have a control system
for our satellite antennas, a Teleco exclusive.
While this distinctive feature of the TEK TV
range was not taken into consideration in this
specific test, it is nevertheless something that
only we provide and includes two special keys

on the remote control for the Flatsat and Telesat satellite antennas: Automatic ON lets you
automatically raise the dish and lock onto the
last satellite in the memory while Sat PARK returns the dish to the parking position”.
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Cinderella

Cinderella revolutionizes
waste-handling for campers
Since the Norwegian company, Cinderella Eco Group, launched its incinerating toilet designed
specifically for caravans and mobile homes in 2013, an increasing number of RV manufacturers have
set their sights on offering the Cinderella Motion model, also known as the Cinderella Travel
Words John Rawlings

A

growing number of caravan and
motorhome manufacturers now offer
the Cinderella as a standard item in
their vehicles. In addition, many RV-owners
are retrofitting their existing vehicle with the
Cinderella toilet.
Installing an incineration toilet means getting
rid of waste has never been easier. Consumers who want to travel free from the restrictions of having to emptying waste tanks
regularly, find the incineration technology
provided by Cinderella Eco Group to be the
perfect way to travel.
Celebrating 25 years
of incineration toilet productions
After the first prototypes were developed
and tested in 1997, the patented Cinderella
incineration toilet, made and designed in
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Norway, was launched on the Norwegian
market in 1999 as a solution to improve the
quality of use of holiday homes and cottages.
In Norway, many leisure homes are located in
remote, off-grid locations either in the mountains or along the fjords that are strictly protected, often without permission or access to
sewage and water. The only sanitation option
for these homes was the traditional outhouse
or composting toilet, none of which provide
the user with any significant degree of comfort and often result in unhygienic conditions
and unpleasant waste-handling.
The Cinderella Incineration Toilet was designed to solve these problems. For the leisure homeowner, the Cinderella is installed
indoors, providing hygienic, safe and easy
use, completely water-free – a much improved alternative for the leisure homeown-
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er’s enjoyment. Cinderella Eco Group also offers a model to serve areas without access to
electricity, employing LPG gas and solar panel
as a source of energy instead.
Cinderella Eco Group’s sanitation solutions
are also becoming popular for environmental
reasons as the average family of four wastes
450 litres (or more) of clean water per week
flushing their toilet(s). This is not a viable
solution for the future of our planet as there
are serious water shortages in many areas.
A new way to travel
The Cinderella Motion, also known as
Cinderella Travel, represents an entirely new
concept in waste-handling for caravans, mobile homes and recreational vehicles, and
continues the quality and innovation that
Cinderella incineration toilets are known for.
Cinderella incineration toilets offer a sustainable, water-free, propane-fuelled and
eco-friendly toilet solution. They allow the
user to burn all toilet waste in a hygienic and simple manner – directly in the unit.
The end-product is just clean ash, free of all
harmful bacteria. The toilet can be used up
to 70 times before it is necessary to empty
the ash.
This means that mobile homeowners with
a Cinderella Incineration Toilet can be more
spontaneous. They now have the option to
travel anywhere without being restricted to
local regulations regarding waste deposits or
having to carefully plan travel routes in order
to ensure they can get rid of their waste responsibly.
Consumer demand
Indeed, it is the consumer that has been driving the awareness of the Cinderella among
caravan and motorhome manufacturers. The
differences between the traditional sanitary
solutions and the Cinderella are clear: no
odour, no chemicals used and no unpleasant
emptying of black water containers to deal
with.

Providing customers with the comforts of
home, even at the most basic level, results
in happy customers. Manufacturers who install the sustainable, eco-friendly Cinderella
incinerating toilet find it improves customer
satisfaction, increases quality and drives sales
results.
Ease of use
The Cinderella Motion/Travel is easy to use,
requiring only the insertion of a bowl-liner
before use, and can either be retrofitted to
existing vehicles or installed by the caravan
or motorhome manufacturer on the production line.
In addition, the toilet is child-safe and approved by DBI (The Danish Institute of Fire
and Security Technology). The outside of
the toilet itself is safe to touch, both during
and after the incineration process, making
it child-proof and certified by safety regulations.
The incineration process for the waste is
started by pressing a button on the display
after use. This can only be activated when
the seat is in the down position. Should it be
opened inadvertently, the incineration process stops immediately.
The incineration process is free of all noxious
pollutants to the air thanks to a filter-system
and the ash it creates is free of any harmful
bacteria. Emptying the ash container is easy:
simply remove the container located at the
base of the toilet and empty it.
Revolutionizing the way
we handle waste
The patented incineration technology from
Cinderella Eco Group meets the strictest
testing and certification requirements for
sustainable, water-free waste-handling. It is
the market leader in water-free, sustainable,
comfortable and hygienic solutions when
access to water is impractical or impossible. It
is also the best way to avoid the challenges
of waste-handling without disturbing the en-

An example from happy customers, who insisted on having a
Cinderella installed in their new Concorde motorhome
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Company Profile
Sustainable incineration technology
for campers
Cinderella Eco Group is a family-owned
company situated on the North West coast
of Norway which is well known for its
fjords and the northern lights.
The family business originated in the
charming islands of Midsund outside of
the city of Molde, with fishing as their
main livelihood. Today, the business is in
the hands of its fourth generation and
employs over 65 people in Norway and
subsidiaries in the Nordic Region, North
America, Europe and Australia. In addition,
independent dealerships and service networks also employ over 200 people.
Sustainability and adherence to a strong
and reliable code of ethics provides a backdrop for Cinderella Eco Group’s growth
and long-term partnerships worldwide.
The company’s strategy combines quality,
innovative design and technology with
dedicated employees to set the standard
for first class, water-free, environmentallyfriendly sanitation solutions.
Learn more at www.cinderellaeco.com
For further information in Europe, contact:
ces.europe@cinderellaeco.com

vironment, and can be installed or removed
easily.
Thanks to these attributes, it has attracted
the attention of the Gates Foundation’s Reinvent the Toilet challenge and governments
in countries with serious water deficits, such
as the African countries south of Sahara, in
addition to Australia, Greenland, India and
many others.
Cinderella Travel Technical specifications
Height

540 mm

Seat height

490 mm

Width

390 mm

Depth

590 mm

Weight

20 kg

Capacity

3-4 visits per hour

Standby Power
Consumption

0.005 Amp

Power consumption (incineration)

1.3 Amp

Gas consumption

140-180 g
per incineration

Exhaust fan
Gas
Electrical power
supply
Maximum burner
effect

12V DC
Propane
(30 mbar pressure)
12V DC / 4 Amp
(11–14.4V)
2,7 kWh
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Indel B

The 12V revolution
The innovative OFF Indel B Plein-Aircon 12V air conditioner with a compressor powered by the
auxiliary battery is already on the market. The product is based on three years of study and field
tests and is strong of fifty years of experience in automotive cooling and air conditioning
Words Renato Antonini

A

fter the time devoted to field tests
and organising the sales network,
the OFF Plein-Aircon 12V air conditioner was launched on the market a few
weeks ago sparking the positive interest
of the public right away. This is the first
major step of Indel B in the RV sector to
bring innovation and dynamism to free and
adventurous holidays, this being an area
with interesting development potentials.
The Plein-Aircon 12V was created with the
very precise objective of ensuring optimal
climatic comfort aboard camper vans, the
most compact of motorhomes, guaranteeing freedom and independence, with
no need to connect to the external 220 V
power supply or latch up to a gen set. It is
a real A/C unit provided with a compressor
but it powered by 12 V direct current, with
no need for inverters. It is designed to cool
and dehumidify the rear sleeping area of
camper vans to secure a good night’s sleep
even in summer when the temperatures are
high and the humidity is oppressive.
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A new brand
with 50 years of experience
The name is promising: OFF, as off the grid.
OFF as innovation, OFF as independence.

OFF is a new brand with a young spirit that
is strong of the experience of a large company that has been working on cooling and
air conditioning for a lifetime. The compa-
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ny is Indel B that has been operating since
1967 in the automotive, nautical and leisure sectors with the design and production
of the first true DC compressor refrigerator
equipped with its own semi-hermetic compressor. Over the years, Indel B has become
a world leader in the production of refrigerators for major industrial vehicle manufacturers (such as Volvo, Iveco, DAF, Scania,
Renault, Daimler, Peterbilt), but also in the
boating sector through its subsidiary Indel
Webasto Marine (many shipyards around
the world fit Indel B refrigerators as original equipment). Last but not least, Indel B
has been making after-market built-in and
portable refrigerators for the RV and Outdoor sector for many years. About twenty
years ago, Indel B designed the world’s first
24V A/C for industrial vehicles capable of
running when parked and since then it has
been launching new models all characterised by top-notch technological features.
And it is precisely from the innovative experience in the truck sector that the idea
of a revolutionary 12V air conditioner for
the RV sector was born. It took years of
experimentation and testing to be able
to produce a reliable and energy-efficient
product like the Plein-Aircon 12V, a new
product with half a century of experience
behind it.
“It took years of study to market an air conditioner that offers total freedom, on the
move or when parked, without diesel generators, inverters or evaporative systems”,
said Indel B Commercial Director Gerardo
Boschi. “The time had come to step further
into the world of leisure, supported by the
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green vocation that has always guided our
research to create eco-sustainable products, like as the brand-new Lion-Cooler,
the first portable refrigerator with a removable lithium battery allowing energy
self-sufficiency with a photovoltaic panel.
We decided to create a brand dedicated
to outdoor, free and independent tourism
and OFF was born. It is a young brand but
it is strong of the reliability of a company
with more than fifty years of history in the
design and manufacture of cooling systems
for moving vehicles. The Plein-Aircon 12V
is E-Mark and CE certified.”
Design and field testing
Half a century of experience and a long,
specific study on the product. But exactly
how long did design and testing last? “It
took us three years of design and field testing before kicking off standard production.
The testing ended in the summer of 2020
when we installed a pre-series run on vehicles across Europe. These units gave us the
valuable feedback on energy consumption
and performance for the final tweaks”, Gerardo Boschi added.
We asked Gerardo Boschi whether the
Plein-Aircon 12V is intended only for camper vans or if, based on the test results, it
could be installed on other types of motorhomes, obviously limiting its use to the
sleeping area only or to the living area only.
“Our target is camper vans up to 6 metres
in length but that does not mean that the
system cannot perfectly cool and dehumidify the sleeping area of larger motorhomes”, Boschi explained. “However, you

Above:
The Indel B
production
plant
On the left:
Gerardo
Boschi
Indel B
Commercial
Director

must remember that the strategic objective
is to manage the energy resources of the
auxiliary battery optimally so being able to
cool the living area as well is not feasible.”

Simple to install
Installing the OFF Plein-Aircon 12V air
conditioner is problem-free.
The method is easy and within the
reach of any workshop of minimum experience.
The roof hatch at the rear of the vehicle, above the sleeping area, is removed
and used for installation.
The air conditioning unit is inserted in
the 40x40 cm porthole.
The condensing unit is installed on the
roof of the camper van led inside by a
special diffuser, using a kit of gaskets
with a fixing bracket.
The thickness of the roof may vary from
a minimum 30 mm to a maximum of
70 mm.
If there is no porthole, the workshop
can cut a 40x40 cm square hole into
the roof.
The Plein-Aircon 12V works with 12 V
direct current so no inverter is needed.
The device is connected directly to the
auxiliary battery.
The electrical wires can run outside, either over the roof or inside the vehicle.
Plein-Aircon 12V
Installation scheme
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Bartolacci Design

Custom
transparency
The new department dedicated to methacrylate processing was launched: it is a significant
investment aimed at strengthening the supply of customized furniture that can be combined with
the lighting systems the company produces
Words Renato Antonini - photo Enrico Bona

B

artolacci Design’s production is mainly
focused on lighting systems, such as
spotlights and ceiling lights, but the
department dedicated to methacrylate furniture has been growing increasingly rapidly.
And it is precisely to enhance this business
that sizeable investments were made.

“We decided to expand the scope of our
business - says Andrea Bartolacci, owner
of Bartolacci Design - by investing heavily
in the methacrylate department, launching
the new Acrylic Division. We purchased a
new building and installed new machinery.
We want to create new product lines and
step up our production to both increase our
presence in the RV sector and enter new
sectors”.
The new department
According to Andrea Bartolacci: “The RV
sector will remain our main field of specialization, but we also want to diversify our
business into new markets, such as nautical,
furniture, fashion and automotive in general. Our RV-related production will also benefit from this diversification, as we will bring
in new ideas from the experience in other
sectors”.
Of the two laser-cutting machines that
we installed in the new building, one consumes 850 W of power, can cut up to 25
mm thick methacrylate and has a work table of 200x250 cm. This new and extremely performing machine is equipped with a
specific software for backlighting, which
allows maximum light transmission in a
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uniform and homogeneous way for precise
cuts and the creation of unique effects on
the material. This technology proves particularly useful when combining methacrylate
furniture with LED lighting, as it allows to
achieve the perfect direction of light in the
material with no shadow cones. Bartolacci
Design’s Acrylic Division also features a complex bending machine, which allows double
bending, and a gluing bench equipped with
a UV lamp to glue different parts together. Furthermore, a special machine allows
to round the edges of the sheets and make
engravings, i.e. all the processes affecting
the edge of the sheet and not its surface,
as well as grooving. This machine allows to
make precise bends, even small-radius ones,
and different types of countersinks. In the
new department there are two polishers:
a brush polisher and a flame polisher. The
latter allows to polish the plexiglas surfaces perfectly, even the parts that the brushes
cannot reach.
“We have also installed a 2-meter squaring machine that can be extended up to 4
meters, - continues Andrea Bartolacci - to
carry out major works. We are able to work
300x200 cm slabs, so we can cut parts of
considerable width, such as panels for
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to communicate with the ones used by our
customers: the customers generate the idea
and we do the rest”.
Obviously, owning elaborate software programs and cutting-edge machinery is not
enough: the human component is key. This
is why Bartolacci Design has hired qualified
personnel specialized in the processing of
sheet plastic materials.

shower boxes and exhibition panels, creating three-dimensional elements, cubes, parallelepipeds and complex shapes”.
Special processing
and customised products
Bartolacci Design has considerably expanded its range of processes thus offering
customers a wide choice of methacrylate
products, including custom-made solutions.
We can produce methacrylate sheets in different colours and levels of transparency, as
well as according to the customer’s design.
We offer an endless number of processes,
including the possibility of combining methacrylate with other materials, such as fabric.
“Customers can ask us to combine decorative elements made out of other materials
with methacrylate - explains Lorenzo Maggini, sales and marketing manager of Bartolacci Design - in order to create unique
decorative effects and customize their furniture. We focus a lot on customization
and we always try to establish direct communication with our customers’ designers:
new products are designed according to
customer specifications, but the production
process is developed by Bartolacci Design.
We are investing in new software programs

Methacrylate and lighting
Thanks to the investment made in the production of methacrylate parts, Bartolacci Design can offer significant advantages to its
customers of the RV sector. The main advantages are four: parts of larger size, complex
three-dimensional processing, higher quality and customization. We can make kitchen
and bathroom shelves, storage containers,
mirrors, frames, shower boxes and so much
more. We offer a wide range of products,
from special processing techniques, screen
printing and addition of logos, to pieces of
furniture of great visual impact, which can
also replace traditional materials. However,
one of our flagship products is the result of
the combination of lighting systems with
methacrylate parts. Indeed, Bartolacci Design has invaluable experience in the production of
lighting fixtures, and the
company’s core business
remains the production
of ceiling lights, spotlights
and light strips for the
passenger compartment.
Pieces of furniture made
out of methacrylate can
be connected to a LED
lighting system and illuminated in various ways:
on the back, on the edge,
by engravings created according to the customer’s design... and you
can use white or coloured lights, direct or
indirect lights.
“Our methacrylate and lighting departments work in close connection - explains
Lorenzo Maggini - and we can provide
manufacturers with finished products that
combine methacrylate furniture and a LED
lighting system”.
However, lighting remains a key part of
our business and we engage in it fully. Mr.
Maggini himself, who joined the company a
couple of years ago, has almost thirty years
of experience in the technical and design
lighting sector (he worked in world-class
companies, such as Fontana Arte, Targetti and Martinelli Luce). As for the lighting
of the passenger compartment, Bartolacci
Design has recently
been focusing on two
ranges of products:
a complex product
with
cutting-edge
LEDs and plexiglas
elements, and a lowcost line, called ECO,
whose strong point
is precisely its affordable price.

Lorenzo Maggini - Andrea Bartolacci

Company Profile
Bartolacci Design was founded in 2005 as
a LED lighting specialist in the recreational
vehicle sector. The company grew rapidly
but progressively: Andrea Bartolacci, the
owner, focuses greatly on product and
service quality. The LEDs are supplied by
leading international companies and the
criteria for selection are extremely exacting. “We make the difference between
LEDs and LEDs” is the company’s slogan,
precisely because of the great attention
that it dedicates to looking for ever more
advanced technologies and quality control systems. Bartolacci Design lighting
systems are fitted on vehicles from the
most important recreational vehicle manufacturers in Europe today, including the
Rapido, Trigano VDL, Pilote and Hymer
groups. In 2016 the company added, to
its range of spotlights, roof lights, outside lights and lighting integrated with
aluminium, an additional line of plexiglass accessories which, in combination
with the LED lighting, generate original
plays of light. In 2019 the transfer to the
new headquarters took place. Today the
company employs
15 people, plus
some
external
collaborators, and
is spread over a
covered area of
about 700 square
meters to which
are added large
outdoor yards.
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GreenAkku

Energy-charged
There are two new, innovative and industry-unique products for photovoltaic (PV) modules tailormade for use on caravans and motorhomes that will celebrate their premiere on the caravanning
market in 2021: AE Shade-Resistant Solar Modules and GreenAkku® LightAir Modules
Words Peter Hirtschulz

T

hese have been developed and marketed by the German company, Bosswerk GmbH & Co. KG. It also operates the online shop, GreenAkku.de, which
among other things, is a partner company
of LIONTRON®, the brand that has quickly
become a market leader in the lithium battery market throughout Europe.
The foundation stone for GreenAkku® was
laid in 2003 by Wolfgang Felzen who was
inspired to build a company that deals specifically with the environmentally-friendly
generation, sensible storage and practical
use of electricity after spending some time
sailing around the world, which made him
very familiar with limited use of power and
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natural power generation. Bosswerk with
GreenAkku® and LIONTRON® are still family-owned and managed by Wolfgang Felzen and his sons.
When GreenAkku® went online in 2012,
sales “exploded“ and it now has a turnover
of up to €3 million per month. Wolfgang
Felzen attributes this success to the enormous innovative power of his companies:
“People recognise our know-how and the
practice-proven and technically innovative
development of our products. We not only
develop existing components further, we
also invent completely new solutions.” In
particular, he is referring to his premiere
product GreenAkku® LightAir Module

where he succeeded in developing a module system that has all the capabilities of
a conventional (glass) module but is much
lighter and has improved performance.
While LIONTRON® has achieved market
leadership in the field of lithium batteries through strong performance, customer-friendly concepts, plus an intensive focus
on service and environmental compatibility,
GreenAkku® adds another attribute: technically customised products.
In addition to its products for domestic use,
GreenAkku® primarily concentrates on environmentally-friendly energy generation
through photovoltaic modules for caravans
and motorhomes and will introduce the AE
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Shade-Resistant Solar Modules and GreenAkku® LightAir Modules on the caravanning market in 2021.
AE Shade-Resistant Solar Modules
The module from AE Solar, which is marketed by GreenAkku®, is shade-resistant
and avoids so-called hotspots of individual
cells in the string. Thanks to the specially developed system of bypass diodes between all cells of the module, the electricity
in the string can continue to flow even in
the shade. As a result, this module class
achieves up to 30 percent more yield on
average compared to all conventional solar
modules.
The scientifically recognised institute
Fraunhofer CSP (Fraunhofer Centre for Silicon Photovoltaics CSP) has certified that
the product only loses three percent of
power when one cell is shaded, compared
to 30 percent lost with a standard module.
The trick: when it’s in the shade, the string
electricity takes the path via the bypass
diode while the remaining 12 cells in the
cell string continue to produce electricity. AE Solar offers a 30 year performance
guarantee and a 12 year product guarantee on its modules (165 Wp (Watt peak),
195 Wp, 320 Wp), which are developed
and produced according to German quality
standards.
GreenAkku®-LightAir modules
The newly developed GreenAkku®-LightAir
modules consist of a very thin, lightweight
and flexible module material which is integrated into an aluminium frame. The modules have the same stability as a framed
glass module but are much lighter. The
module material consists of ethylene-tetrafluoroethylene copolymer (abbreviated to
ETFE). ETFE is a light but weather-resistant
plastic that is very translucent and also
salt-water resistant. This means that the
modules can also be used in maritime areas
or similar environmental influences. ETFE is
very supple and flexible, but does not contain any additional plasticisers so is very durable and environmentally friendly.
Instead of standard solar cells, GreenAkku®
uses something called ‘shingle technology‘.
In contrast to conventional modules, with
this technology the cells are not connected
by conductor tracks, which inevitably always leave a gap of one to two millimetres
between the cells. With shingle technology, the cells are laid on top of each other
like shingles and connected with electrically conductive adhesive. This reduces the
unused area on or between the module,
which in turn increases module efficiency.
Smaller modules mean that otherwise unused space on a motorhome can be used
to generate energy so a comparably higher yield is achieved on the same area. The
framed but lightweight modules always
maintain a certain distance from the vehicle body due to their special design. The
special way they are mounted means the
modules are also ventilated from behind

which avoids extreme proximity of the
module to the body that can lead to heat
accumulation which usually leads to performance losses with conventional flexible
modules. This innovative concept and intelligent design means GreenAkku® offers
the advantages of flexible modules without
the disadvantages of conventional heavy
modules.
The special product material and construction method mean that the heavy glass
panel that is common with these modules
is obsolete. The new modules save at least
half the weight of conventional technology without giving up its torsional rigidity.
This means it has the same stability but
at a lower weight - a factor that plays an
important role in the weight restrictions
of caravans and motorhomes and makes
them particularly attractive for use in the
mobile sector where the 3.5 tonne limit
can easily be exceeded with just a few additional items fitted.
However, the new modules are not only
suitable for mobile use. There are also numerous possibilities for use in the domestic
environment. If the large modules, some of
which weigh over 20 kg, are not suitable,
the ultra-light LightAir modules from GreenAkku® can also be used on the balcony
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or the wall of a building.
Company boss Wolfgang Felzen is confident: “We plan to become the market
leader in Europe with our GreenAkku® PV
modules within 12 months, as LIONTRON®
has already achieved in the lithium battery
market.”
GreenAkku
LightAir 100W
back view

GreenAkku
LightAir 100W
side view
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Thetford

Thetford takes its RV compressor
fridges to the next level
Most companies have a policy of continuous improvement but few demonstrate it quite the way
Thetford is doing just now. Fresh from the launch of its T2000 series fridges (and the INDUS sanitation
system) last year it’s now launching the T2000 Mark 2 series
Words Terry Owen

W

hat could possibly be new after
such a short time? That was the
question we put to Dirk Valder,
Head of Product Management RV/OEM International. “That’s simple” he replied, “it’s
the compressor technology”.
Valder went on to explain that Thetford had
be sourcing its compressors from a major
supplier for many years. This was a supplier

who manufactured a wide range of hermetic
compressors and electronic controls for refrigeration solutions for commercial, domestic and mobile applications.
He went on to say that whilst their mobile
compressors were and are undoubtedly very
good, Thetford felt that technology advancements in recent years meant there was now
some room for improvement. Accordingly,

EFFECT OF NEW COMPRESSORS
Model

T2000 MK1
Wh/24h

T2000 MK2
Wh/24h

Change

T2090

340

339

-0.3%

T2152

590

470

-20.3%

T2138

559

504

-9.8%

T2160

623

550

-11.7%

T2175

647

559

-13.6%

T2156

649

544

-16.2%

Thetford has made significant improvements in compressor efficiencies
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Thetford had partnered with a new compressor company to develop a range of compressors employing the very latest technology.
The work has taken place over the last five
years or so, accompanied by extensive testing and backed up with patent applications.
The result is that all T2000 series fridges will
have upgraded compressors from the 2022

In partnership with
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LEISURE BATTERY LIFE – MK 2 FRIDGES
• 16/32 degrees standard test routine
• Using a Lead acid battery of 95-amp hours, 50 of which are useable
Model

Wh/24h

Wh/1h

Voltage

A/h

Hours

Days

T2090

339

14.1

12

1.18

42.5

1.8

T2152

470

19.6

12

1.63

30.6

1.3

T2138

504

21.0

12

1.75

28.6

1.2

T2160

550

22.9

12

1.91

26.2

1.1

T2175

559

23.3

12

1.94

25.8

1.1

model year with shipments to OEMs geared
to achieve this. Dealers will see them from
January 2022.
So how much more efficient are the new
models compared to those they replace?
Valder supplied the following table to illustrate the improvements. The tests were carried out using the new CECED standard at
16°C/32°C ambient with 4°C cabinet and
-12°C freezer settings.

The figures show energy savings of up to
20% with the T2152 fridge. The smallest
model, the 2090, shows much less of a saving due to the constraints of its small size.
Nevertheless, the average energy savings
represent a significant step change and one
that will make a noticeable improvement to
‘off grid’ campers in terms of battery life. The
following table gives an indication of this.

of the power is usable. The other assumption
is a night time ambient temperature of 16
degrees and a daytime one of 32 degrees.
As well as improved compressor efficiency
Thetford has also improved the control electronics to be more efficient. The standby and
controller current figures have been reduced
to very low milli-amp figures, providing a further enhancement to battery life.
The bottom line is a significant reduction in
the current taken by the control electronics.
Additionally, there is the ability to set the
battery cut in and out voltages. This is useful when off grid if the caravan is drawing
power from its tow car. It means there is less
chance of the car failing to start. Alternatively, if the caravan is fitted with a leisure battery
it means the occupants are unlikely to be left
with little or no power.
However, it’s not just efficiency where the
new compressors have an advantage, it’s
weight too.

See table: leisure battery life – Mk 2 fridges

See table: lower weights

For this example, it is assumed the battery is
lead acid and that only half of its capacity can
be used. However, with a lithium-ion battery,
this life would be almost doubled as so much

At between 0.3 to 2.3 kg the savings aren’t
massive but they are a step in the right direction and, as the saying goes, ‘every little
helps.’ Interestingly the biggest saving is with
the T2156, a model specially designed for the
Chinese market. Apparently, the Chinese like
relatively large freezer compartments so they
can take lots of frozen food with them, thereby reducing the need for shopping once away.
Needless to say, the Mark 2 models retain all
the advanced features of the T2000 Mark 1
series including:
• an independent freezer compartment that
can be switched off when not needed
• the smart ATC system where 3 measurement points are used for the performance
control

See table: effect of new compressors

Thetford T2152

Thetford T2138

• extended climate class (10°C to 43°C,
2090 is 16 to 38C).
• integrated air ventilation.
To make life easier for OEM’s Thetford has
been able to carry over the E -type approval
numbers from the Mark 1 series to the Mark
2. This means there will be no changes needed to the type approval registrations and paperwork for RV’s during manufacture.
Valder went on to explain that with fridges,
as with other products, Thetford sees itself
as on a journey to better things. That’s why
he likes the drawing of an ape transforming
in small but discrete steps until it becomes
a human. He’s understandably coy about
where Thetford is on that progression but he
does say that it’s a journey that still has some
way to go. He believes the important thing is
to keep one step ahead of the competition,
and that’s exactly what Thetford plans to do.
Watch this space!

LOWER WEIGHTS
Model

T2000 Mk 1 (kg)

T2000 Mk 2 (kg)

Difference (kg)

T2090

21.2

20.9

- 0.3

T2152

36.3

35.2

- 1.1

T2138

35.8

34.5

- 1.3

T2160

38.2

37.5

- 0.7

T2175

39.4

38.5

- 0.9

T2156

37.8

35.5

- 2.3

On the right: Thetford T2152 control panel
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Airxcel

A luxury
roof window fan

The MaxxAir MaxxFan Deluxe system is a roof ventilation system with some unique characteristics.
Although it fits into a standard 40 x 40 cm hole, it can be used in any condition, be it rain,
wind or even while travelling. It also features a temperature sensor for full automation
Words and photo Paolo Galvani

I

n the ventilation system of RVs, roof
window fans represent a key element,
as they guarantee natural light and
air exchange even with the side windows
closed. But when it comes to traditional
roof window fans, a structural limit has to
be taken into consideration: they cannot
be used in case of rain or bad weather, nor
while travelling. Airxcel, a US corporation
operating in the RV sector with several
brands, offers a line of products suitable
for both first-time installation and the aftermarket.
The brand specialised in ventilation is
MaxxAir. Since 1988, Airxcel has been
manufacturing high-performance roof

window fans and ventilation systems for
recreational vehicles of all types. Thanks to
the experience gained in the United States,
the company has decided to get into the
European market and has recently opened
a branch of Airxcel Europe in Bassano del
Grappa (Italy). They selected a series of
products to be included in the offer for the
European market and worked closely with
some RV manufacturers to optimise their
technical features. The current product
range includes the MaxxFan Deluxe roof
window with fan.
What makes this product particularly interesting is its unique design: it includes an
electrically controlled external shield cover-

ing the air slots installed in a protected position. This guarantees air exchange even in
case of rain and with the vehicle running.
The ventilation system of the MaxxFan Deluxe model allows both to push external
air inside the vehicle and to extract it, thus
increasing its versatility. If all this were not
enough, the integrated temperature sensor
automates the system according to the detected temperature, while the optional remote control allows to control the system
comfortably while sitting in the dinette or
lying in bed.

We reopened the wholes on the roof, and used
one for the MaxxFan Deluxe system.

We fixed the frame to the roof in the same way
as a traditional roof window fan.

Windshield available in three colours
To satisfy every need, the MaxxFan De-

Installation

To prepare the roof, we had to remove the
pre-existing large roof window.
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Our test
To test its effectiveness, we installed a MaxxFan Deluxe system on a motorhome. The
installation was more complex than usual
only because the MaxxAir product had to
replace a larger roof window fan, which required the reconstruction of part of the roof:
the original hole was 50 x 80 cm and had
to be reduced to 40 x 40 cm. This required
a few more hours of work, but we did not
face any major hurdle: once the whole was
of the right size, it took less than an hour to
complete the installation.
In everyday use, the MaxxFan Deluxe model proved to be practical, versatile and quiet, even with the fan running at the highest
speed. Its ability to extract air from the cell
or to introduce it, with an exchange that
can reach up to 26 m3 per minute, allows to
keep the internal temperature under control,
bringing it very close to the external one. If
the vehicle is parked in the sun, for example,
overheating is prevented and an acceptable
difference between external and internal
temperature is maintained. The most practical way to achieve this is by means of the
infra-red remote control, especially because
the ceiling tends to be too high and makes
it difficult to reach out for the keypad controls. However, the keypad controls contain
everything you need: you can use the keys to
change the temperature level triggering the
automation, which is set to 25 °C by default.

luxe model is available with a black, white
or smoky grey windshield. The standard
equipment includes a fixed insect screen,
so the internal frame with blind, with or
without LED lighting system, is available
on request. The standard fan, with transparent blades, is adjustable on 10 different
speeds, all characterised by silent operation
(even at maximum speed!). It is therefore a
comprehensive, high-level and very versatile system.
The installation is very simple. As for the
dimensions, the MaxxAir product requires
a 40 x 40 cm hole in the roof, just like most
standard roof window vans. From the aftermarket point of view this is crucial, because it allows to replace the existing product with the MaxxFan Deluxe model very
easily. The only other requirement for its
installation is a rear clearance slightly over
20 cm to make room for the windshield
when it is closed.
Suitable for any thickness
If you work on vehicles with no previous
ventilation system, you must provide a 12
Volt power supply with a minimum of 5
amperes. The thickness of the roof is not
a problem, as the product fits in roof sizes
ranging from 2.5 to 9 cm. The fastening
is exactly the same as traditional roof window fans, while the internal frame and the
blind are interlocked. The MaxxFan Deluxe

When the internal temperature reaches that
level, the MaxxFan Deluxe system opens automatically and the fan starts to extract the
hot air. If the temperature drops below the
set level, the fan switches off and the roof
window closes. However, the fan speed, the
window opening and closing (even in the absence of current, thanks to the internal knob)
and the air intake or output can also be controlled manually. With the window closed,
the product can also be used as a simple fan.
When the system works at maximum power, the energy required is equal to 5 A / 60
W, but the real consumption is clearly lower,
since the speed is adjusted according to the
target temperature and the difference between the internal and external temperature.

model can move up to 26 m3 of air per
minute and weighs around 6 kg. When
closed, it measures 585 x 417 x 127 mm,
while when it is open it reaches 236.2 mm
of height.

About Airxcel
and Maxxair
Founded in 1991 with the acquisition
of two business units of the Coleman
Company, Airxcel has grown to become
a leading designer and manufacturer of
climate control solutions and complementary products for a variety of end markets
throughout the world.
Airxcel has a long track record of success
and decades of supplier-of-choice recognition. The company is built on developing
industry-leading brands in recreation vehicle heating, cooling, ventilation, cooking
and decorative products as well as brands
in industrial cooling and environmental
control. The company designs, produces
and distributes market leading products
including: air conditioners, furnaces, water heaters, cooking appliances, rooftop
products, sealants, window coverings,
ventilation systems, Fiberglass Reinforced
Plastic (FRP), and composite panels for
RVs; and climate control equipment for
telecommunication shelters, schools and
the commercial/industrial industry serving
worldwide specialty markets.
MaxxAir, an Airxcel Brand, was founded
in 1988 and is the industry leader in recreational vehicles ventilation. MaxxAir’s reputation is built on innovative, high performance and superior quality. The covers are
constructed of high-density polyethylene
with maximum UV inhibitors for years of
worry-free protection. The company focus
is providing ventilation products that improve the RV lifestyle.
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CBE

The new PRM330 regulator
increases dramatically the
performances in the CBE’s
Solar System range

CBE has recently added an innovative
charge controller to the traditional range
of solar panel modules, test panels, kits and accessories. The device based on MPPT technology
can boost system efficiency by up to 20% compared to a conventional solution
Words Paolo Galvani

C

BE, the Italian quality leader in Europe
in the field of electrical and electronic
systems applied to caravanning, with
extensive experience in the solar energy sector, is part of the AL-KO Vehicle Technology
Group and member of Dexko Global
Inc. The company’s product catalogue features photovoltaic modules,
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charge controllers, test panels, mounting
systems and accessories. CBE specialises in
supplying electronic components and wiring
to OEMs in the RV sector making it a valuable partner also in the renewable energy
field.
The new PRM330 charge controller is the latest product to join the line-up and is the result of intense R&D work in the Italian company. Launched in 2020, the device is based
on MPPT (Maximum Power Point Tracker)
technology that continuously records voltage and current values, drawing the
maximum power available from
the photovoltaic module in every situation. With this technology, system efficiency can be
increased by up to 20% compared to traditional solutions with
PWM technology.
Although the PRM330 was already a highly
innovative and high-performance product,

CBE continued the technological development to hone its capabilities even more. The
2021 version of the PRM330 has been improved in terms of performance by adding
a forced ventilation system allowing optimal
use in all situations. The appearance has also
been changed with the use of a different
casing with a vent. Capable of managing total powers of up to 330 Watts, the PRM330
regulator can be connected to the PT642 test
panel to control battery voltage and the current supplied by the photovoltaic modules.
The PRM330 can automatically charge 12V
lead batteries (liquid, gel and AGM) and
lithium batteries by controlling and limiting
the energy supplied by the connected photovoltaic modules. It has an MPPT (Maximum
Power Point Tracker) system for drawing the
peak power that can be delivered by the
photovoltaic module in every situation.
Charging takes place automatically in three
steps:

In partnership with
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PRM330 - INPUT TECHNICAL DATA
Cell number

32÷40

41÷72

Max power

280W

330W

PRM330 - OUTPUT TECHNICAL DATA
Nominal voltage

12V

Maximum output current

20A

Charging line

IUoU

Charging line selector

4 positions (A - B - C - Li)

Thermal protection

Yes

Short circuit and polarity
inversion protection

Yes

Solar charge signal

12V ; 50 mA

PRM330 - GENERAL TECHNICAL DATA
Efficiency
Self-consumption
Auto turn-off
MPPT control
Room temperature
Ventilation
Number inputs

> 95%
0A*
If sunlight is not present
Yes
-10 a +50 °C
Gradual automatic regulation
2

Accessories

PT642 test panel

Dimensions

150 x 110 x 48 (W x D x H in mm)

Weight

• Step 1: Bulk - The battery is charged
with maximum current until the end-ofcharge voltage is reached. Note: The end
of charge is reached only if the battery is
efficient.
• Step 2: Absorption - The battery charging
is completed with constant end-ofcharge voltage for the time defined by
the charge line with progressive current
reduction.
• Step 3: Float - Charge is held at a constant voltage. High battery absorption
will restart the Bulk step.
PRM330 implements CL-BUS (CBE LIN BUS)
technology, a specific protocol developed by
the Italian company. The new charge controller, like the other devices in the CL-BUS
range, is designed to be expandable with
other protocols, such as the existing ones,
including the CI-BUS, and others that may
be introduced in the future, meaning that
the camper van manufacturer will not need
to change the product codes. The project is
based on the goal of providing a flexible system for connecting to any onboard equipment but the decision of which systems or
devices to interface with each other is left to
the manufacturer who has the highest level
of freedom. It is also possible to connect a
battery temperature sensor (mod. “CTCB”
L=3m) that adapts the charging voltage values according to the detected temperature
to PRM330.
CBE solar panel modules
The solar panels made by CBE are high performing, thanks to a special anti-reflection
treatment of the cells. The specially developed glass is tempered, has a high transmit-

About CBE
CBE, based in Trento (Italy), is a quality leader in Europe in the field of electric and electronic equipment applied to caravanning. A
staff of about 100 people working in three
different factories design, develop and manufacture complete systems adapted to suit
the specific needs of every recreational vehicles manufacturer. Its indisputable expertise
and know-how, developed over 40 years of
experience, united with the trust granted by
an increasingly higher number of European
and non-European manufacturers, enable
the company to supply control panels, distribution boxes, battery chargers and wiring
harnesses specifically designed to be used
on recreational vehicles. A wide assortment
of aftermarket accessories (switches, sockets, frames, test panels, inverters, photovoltaic modules etc.) completes the product
range. In 2018 DexKo Global Inc. (through
its subsidiary AL-KO Vehicle Technology
Group) signed an agreement which has led
to the acquisition of CBE.

250g

tance, is shock-resistant and weatherproof.
The back of the modules is protected by a
sheet of white Tedlar that prevents oxidation
and insulates the electrical contacts avoiding any infiltration of air and moisture. The
frame is made of anodised aluminium.
CBE currently offers three variants of photovoltaic modules, with powers ranging
from 100 to 165 watts. The catalogue also
features a Solar Booster kit, including the
MFB90 90 Watt module with 21 cells and a
dedicated PBS90 charge controller. Over the
course of the day, this system provides the
same output as a more cumbersome conventional 120-watt module. Owners of small
vehicles or struggling with a limited roof
area will find the right solution here. With
practicality for end-users in mind, CBE offers
standard photovoltaic modules in kits that
include everything needed to build a complete system including:
• An anodised aluminium fixing support

with an aerodynamic design, that is easy
to install because no drilling is required. It
can be mounted in a few minutes using
glue and applied even on surfaces that
are not perfectly flat.
• The PRS300 charge controller is suitable
for connecting 12 Volt solar panel modules up to a maximum total power of 300
Watts. This regulator can charge leadgel, lead-acid, AGM and lithium batteries
with integrated electronics using the appropriate charge line (selectable with the
switch inside the device). It implements a
desulphation function that is automatically activated when the battery needs it.
• A PT642 test panel with a digital display
and touchscreen for controlling system
operation.
• A CSB2 electronic device for recharging
the engine battery.
CBE also offers a wide range of accessory
products for completing the photovoltaic
system including roof ducts, sheaths and
wiring kits for the electrical connection. CBE
solar panels come with a 25-year warranty
on the declared power output, while accessories are covered for three years.

CBE PT642
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Whale and Webasto

Whale’s
new heaters
strengthen ties
with Webasto
Whale has updated its heating products for 2022 and further consolidated its
European partnership with Webasto

F

or many years the name of Whale has stood for quality, innovation and customer service. Based in Bangor, Northern Ireland, this long-standing supplier to the RV and marine industries became part of the Brunswick Corporation of America in June
2014. Six months later it struck up a marketing agreement with the
global automotive industry supplier, Webasto. In 2021, Whale was
integrated into Brunswick Corporation’s newly formed Advanced
Systems Group.
The basis of the agreement was simple. Whale had little by way of
marketing contacts in mainland Europe, where Webasto is strong,
and no diesel-powered products to compliment its excellent range
of LPG products. Webasto, on the other hand, had no LPG-powered
heaters to complement its excellent range of diesel products.
Since then, the two companies have worked closely together to integrate their respective ranges so that customers have more choice,
and sometimes the opportunity to directly swap a gas product for a
diesel one or vice-versa.

Words Terry Owen

Space heating
Whale entered the RV heating market with a blown air design based
on one it bought from Propex in 2009. Re-engineered and with the
addition of electric heating it quickly became a popular product because of its ability to be mounted under the floor, saving space and
weight. Whilst those models remain in production, they have more
recently been joined by the Heat Air range.

Whale
LPG Heat Air

Space heating (under floor mount)
Whale

Max Rating

Fuel

Weight

Heat Air 3 GT

3.3 kW

LPG

5.9 kg

Heat Air 4 G

4.7 kW

LPG

5.5 kg

Heat Air 5 GT

6.0 kW

LPG

5.9 kg

Heat Air 5 GTE

Gas 4.7 kW
Electric 3.0 kW
Combined 4.7 kW

LPG and
230 volts

8.7 kg

Heat Air 6 GTE

Gas 6.0 kW
Electric 3.0 kW
Combined 6.2 kW

LPG and
230 volts

8.7 kg

Max Rating

Fuel

Weight

Webasto
Air Top 2000 STC

2.0 kW

Petrol or Diesel

2.6 kg

Air Top Evo 40

4.0 kW

Petrol or Diesel

5.9 kg

Air Top Evo 55

5.5 kW

Petrol or Diesel

5.9 kg
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Webasto
diesel Air Top

Whale
LPG + electric Heat Air
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heat up, selectable temperature level, heat
retention and overall efficiency, put it in a
class of its own.
What’s more, the Expanse now comes with
CI-BUS connectivity as standard. It’s proving extremely popular in smaller touring
caravans and van conversions, where space
is at an absolute premium. But it’s not just
the conversion market that’s turning to the
Expanse. As an independent water heating
source, OEMs are realising it’s very hard to
beat.
Whale’s capacitive touch control shows the
water heat up progress and lights up just
before being touched. It has an auto dim
function along with max, eco and frost protection settings. A similar control is used for
Whale’s Heat Air products.

Whale
Expanse water heater

Contacts

What’s more Webasto’s extensive range of
global dealerships and service centres are
ready and waiting to help end users with
any issues they may have.
Whale also takes a proactive approach to
end user support. From its base in Bangor,
Northern Ireland, together with its worldwide distribution network, Whale always
strives to provide best in class service.

See table: Water heating

Whale
Heater control

These too are designed to be underfloor
mounted but have more advanced features
and are intended to be interchangeable
with Webasto’s Air Top heaters.

Combi heating
Those looking for a combined water and
space heater need look no further than
Webasto’s Dual Top. Diesel powered, and
designed with motorhomes in mind, two
models provide blown air and hot water up
to a maximum power of 8 kW. Offering precise, stepless, temperature control, the Dual
Top means that only one fuel is needed for
both space and water heating. There are
also mains electric options for those wanting more versatility.

See table: Space heating

Webasto
Dual Top ST combi heater

See table: Combi heating
All are fast to heat up, are quiet in operation, and their underfloor installation offers
designers great opportunities for interior
space saving plus almost a blank canvas for
creating new and innovative layouts. What’s
more, light weight and compact dimensions
mean minimal impact on vehicle build.
Water heating
Water heating is not forgotten with water
heaters, designed for inboard mounting
and one designed for underfloor or inboard
mounting. It’s the latter one, called the Expanse, that’s making the biggest waves at
the moment. That’s not just because it’s
the only water storage heater that can be
underfloor mounted. Its low weight, rapid

CI-BUS connectivity and remote control
Webasto’s products conform to their own
proprietary ‘W’ bus protocol rather than
CI-BUS, but it’s not difficult to get the two
talking to each other. Webasto’s engineers
can help with this. All of Whale’s products
are CI-BUS ready and Whale’s engineers can
help with integration if needed. Additionally, Webasto’s Air Top products can take advantage of the Thermo Connect app, which
allows control via smartphone.

Webasto
Dual Top ST combi heater control

Product support
High quality engineering backed up by innovation and sound customer service are what
make Whale and Webasto perfect partners.

Water heating (independent units)
Whale

Capacity

Power (LPG)

Dry weight

Mounting

8 litre
Rapid Heat

8 litres

1.25 kW

8.0 kg

Onboard

Expanse
(gas only)

8 litres

1.35 kW

4.0 kg

Underfloor or
Onboard

Combi heating (water + blown air)
Sanitary water
capacity

Max power
(diesel + electric)

Dry weight

Dual Top ST 6

9.8 litres

6.0 + 0.0 kW

23 kg

Dual Top ST 8

9.8 litres

6.0 + 2.0 kW

24 kg

Webasto

Mounting

External
/underfloor

Webasto
Thermo Connect app
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Konrad Baur GmbH

Small company, big targets
The young and active high-tech company, Konrad Baur GmbH, from Bad Schussenried in Germany,
entered the RV market 12 years ago and started a significant growth mainly in production of doors for
storage and gas compartments and entrance doors for caravans and motorhomes. Konrad Baur GmbH
is now launching a range of products with its customizable line of driver cabin doors for motorhomes

K

onrad Baur GmbH is a small company which thanks to its passion and
commitment to clear targets has
grown fast to a position of technological
leadership in the RV sector.
Its secret, in addition to its high level of
knowledge and experience, is that it is still
a family business. It was founded by Konrad
Baur, currently CEO Managing Partner, and
is now run by CEO Benjamin Baur, 37 years
old. This ensures the Baur family makes a
big difference in approaching the client’s
needs and listens to customer feedback.
Konrad Baur GmbH entered the RV market
in 2007 and started by producing and supplying an order for storage and gas doors
for the Hymer Group.
“We started from a garage with just three
people,” says Benjamin Baur; ”From that
small initial order, built without even a contract and only on the basis of a hand shake,
Hymer Group tested how well we worked
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Words Enrico Bona

and later we were given an official contract
from them, so we immediately started to invest in improving our knowledge in order to
offer the market other products and make

our business grow. The main point for our
success so far, was the core team at Baur
that performed strongly through many ups
and downs during the company´s history”.

In partnership with

From the beginning, the range of Baur’s
products expanded and raised its technological level with more and more innovation and design. Now the company is a
well-known European producer of entrance
doors (8,000 units delivered per year) and
storage and gas locker doors for mobile
homes and caravans (20,000 units). Konrad Baur GmbH can also boast a particularly green production process that recycles a
high percentage of raw material waste, with
an almost complete energy sustainability
thanks to photovoltaic panels that produce
over 400,000 kWh per year and even the
introduction of a totally reusable delivery
packaging that does not produce waste.
New range: driver cabin doors
A new division, created in 2021, launches
the Konrad Baur GmbH’s range of customizable driver’s cab doors.
Baur now employs 38 people, working in a
brand new 4000 m² facility and once again,
has invested in its future by introducing the
driver’s cab door. This is a technologically
demanding and competitive product that
will lay the foundation of a third important
pillar for the business after storage and gas
doors and entrance doors, and give more
stability to the business.
By starting to deliver driver cabin doors, Baur
can offer clients the advantage of providing
every exterior door for the motorhome from
a single, reliable premium supplier.
Doors and the driver cabin doors specifically,
are a very demanding and ambitious product to be engineered. The goal for Konrad
Baur GmbH when developing the system
was to offer the customer a product that is
totally customizable, from technical details
to the exterior design, plus durable over
time and cost effective for the production
process.
After more than one year in design by the
R&D division, Konrad Baur GmbH focused
on the main issues related to driver’s doors:
stabilization, rotation, running of the window, complete and customizable integration into client’s design with an eye on the
end user’s safety.
The new driver cabin doors will be on display for marketing and technical experts
from the manufacturer brands on the Konrad Baur GmbH booth at the Caravan Salon

Contacts

2021 in Düsseldorf.
Baur’s driver cabin doors have been engineered in order to be suitable for most
motorhomes by only a few fine-tuning for
sizes. The design and the assembly process
itself has also been designed for maximum
flexibility and simplicity during assembly.
Stock
In addition to significantly strengthening
its product range with the introduction of
driver cabin doors, Baur has also increased
its investments in stock, in order to prevent
any slowdown in deliveries of raw materials
or components from the network of reliable
suppliers that Konrad Baur GmbH has developed in both Europe and Asia.
According indeed to Benjamin Baur’s vision,
2021 will be a particularly engaging time for
the supply chain: ”Sales and enquiries confirm that the demand for RVs and outdoor
holidays is very high and our market is enjoying really good times and is optimistic for
the future. We are happy with our supply
chain, our partners and that we managed
the right expertise in 2020 to overcome difficulties in provisioning and collecting raw
materials and components”.
Market
Currently, some big groups are already interested in the driver cabin door system and
the company is now ready to supply the
whole market. The high demand for these
products goes together with the small number of premium and complete suppliers of
doors.
“This is the type of alternative supplier we
want to be for our customers: a smaller and
faster company which can enter the big
game and provide excellent service, knowhow, flexibility and innovation,” comments
Benjamin Baur.
”We have a high level of trust from our customers because we are able to manage our
business risks, in preventing ups and downs
in production and into our supply chain. We
really take care to always keep the dialogue
open with our clients at all times,” continued Benjamin Baur.
“With the driver cabin doors introduction
into our product range, we complete the
circle as a premium door supplier for the
global RV market. Now our company is

ready to face any challenge in this business.
Europe is, and always will be, our reference
market and the market, especially, we owe
our success and growth to. We know that
and we will stay focused on the European
evolution of our business and technologies.
We currently mostly work with Germany,
France, Slovenia, Netherlands, South Korea and Turkey. We are now structured and
ready to open to extra European markets
and some manufacturers from USA, Australia, Japan and UK have already made contact with us,” said Benjamin Baur.
Baur is sure that all its products are already
designed to easily overcome all European
certifications: “We are ready and want to
be part of the entire global industry, but
we also want to enter different markets just
when our presence will be really needed
and strategic.”
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Maller

Maurizio Sandei

Quality has solid foundations
As a manufacturer of melamine faced panels for the RV and mobile home sectors, Maller has been
growing constantly over the past four years: its strength lies in the industrial group to which it belongs,
that allows to control the entire production process, starting with wood supplies. Thereby customers
are offered not only considerable guarantees, but also good flexibility, as it is possible to meet different
requests within a short timeframe
Words Renato Antonini - photo Enrico Bona

N

owadays the procurement of raw materials is strategic, as is
the definition of well-conceived furniture at the right price and
an Italian company has managed to stand out in this regard,
achieving truly astonishing levels of growth. This company is Maller,
a leading brand in the manufacturing of melamine faced panels for
the RV industry. It can proudly claim almost fifty years of experience,
since its market entry in 1973, but the real breakthrough came in 2017,
when it was acquired by the Sandei Group, which in this way continued
its penetration in the RV sector and gained increasing market shares.
“We purchased Maller in 2017 within the expansion programme of
our group - the Chairman and owner of the Sandei Group Maurizio

Sandei explains - and we have the opportunity to develop the business
further. Despite the problems caused by the pandemic, the company
has experienced a significant growth and is continuing to do so. We
moved into the RV sector thirty-five years ago, with another company
of our own, Industria Compensati Colorno, but now we have decided
to separate the plywood and melamine productions. We wanted to
give Maller a specialised profile by focusing on outstanding workmanship, which could offer our customers an excellent surface finish and
a wide range of decoration options in accordance with the highest
quality standards”.
The strength of the group
Being part of the Sandei Group allows Maller to provide its customers with extreme reliability and considerable flexibility. It was thanks
to Industria Compensati Colorno that the product supply for the RV
sector began many years ago. Today, Industria Compensati Colorno has
specialized in the manufacturing of supports, while the production of
finished products is entrusted to Maller. In its Parma facility, Maller creates melamine faced panels to be used inside of motorhomes, caravans
and mobile homes, both for furnishing and wall panels.
“Being a member of a group with a direct control on the entire production cycle is what gives strength and value to Maller’s manufacturing - Maller’s General Manager Nicola Di Benedetto explains - from
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the purchase of trees to the creation of the
finished melamine panel, through the supply
of decor paper and various types of supports.
Everything takes place within the group and
this reassures our customers, while also guaranteeing good reactivity and remarkable flexibility. In the last two years Maller has proved
its value not only thanks to the quality of the
product, but also for the ability to reach high
production levels with an outstanding supply
guarantee. This is all supported and optimized
by an ISO 9001-2015 (TUV SUD) certified
management system”.
Maller now supplies almost all RV manufacturers in Europe, and there is every reason for
it to keep growing. It has also established its
presence on the Australian and New Zealand
markets. To continue along the already traced
path, Maller is intensifying its production: a
new machine will soon be installed for the
manufacturing of melamine faced panels, thus
providing the company with four production
lines. There is a strong synergy between Maller
and the two companies of the group manufacturing support panels. In addition to the
Italian Industria Compensati Colorno, Xuzhou
Hongwei Wood, the Chinese company of the
Sandei group, is also particularly active.
“Our company in China - Maurizio Sandei
explains - works according to European standards: we are able to create a high-quality
product that ensures Maller a stable supply of
raw materials. It is reassuring that we can make
products with alternative woods, not just poplar. New high-quality panels also arrive from
China, ready for facing. These thin panels,
made of poplar and processed with a special

technique, are mainly used to create the lining
of walls and ceilings inside the passenger compartment, giving vehicle manufacturers the
possibility to adapt to different situations and
to work with high tolerances. Our final goal is
to be always ready for the supply of panels as
well as of valid alternative solutions”.
Different products
Maller’s production for the RV sector is based
on the use of melamine faced panels to create
interior furnishings, such as wardrobes, chests
and hanging cabinets. Multilayer panels made
from different kinds of woods, poplar in particular, are mainly used as a support, while finish papers and Arkocell are used for the lining:
this ensures a good compromise between resistance, weight and costs. However, numerous alternatives are possible, such as PVC and
plastic laminate. For the support, in addition
to poplar plywood, Ilomba, Okumè, Ewood,
plywood combined with HDF and blockboard
with an HDF surface layer can be used. For the
companies in the RV sector, Maller continues
to be a trusted partner in the quest for new
solutions.
Elisabetta Sandei
CEO of Maller
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The Sandei Group
The industrial group controlled by the
Sandei family today owns four production
companies, all in the wood sector, but different from each other.
Sandei. Founded in 1962, it is one of
the main Italian companies committed to
the recovery and disposal of wood waste
(sawdust, shavings, packaging, crates,
pallets, construction waste...). It promotes
the green economy thanks to well-structured services for businesses.
Industria Compensati Colorno. Active
since 1970, it produces various types of
wood panels used in the RV sector, in
boating and in furnishing.
Maller. It was founded in 1973 and currently specialises in melamine faced panels for the RV sector and mobile homes. It
also produces semi-finished products for
the furniture industry.
Xuzhou Hongwei Wood. Established
in 2002, it’s the Chinese company of the
group. It is focused on wood material
solutions for automotive interior panels,
furniture and construction.

Nicola Di
Benedetto

Above and below: Xuzhou Hongwei Wood
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Most successful inventions

Words Terry Owen

The history of RV
heating systems in Europe - part 1
In this second feature on inventions that changed our world we look at the evolution of space and
water heating systems. This time we focus on Europe, next time we’ll look further afield

I

n Europe, caravans and motorhomes
first became popular for recreational
use in the early part of the 20th century. These tended to be the more expensive
luxury makes that relied on small solid fuel
stoves for heating and sometimes boilers
for hot water. In the 1930’s LPG became
available and led to gas geysers producing

instant hot water. These often vented to
the inside of the vehicle, which was less
than desirable, to say the least.
As time went on, better and more convenient solutions were sought, with inspiration initially sourced from the automotive
industry which was developing fuel fired
heaters for engine pre-heating or for use

when parked. However, up to 1960, very
few European RV’s had any form of heating or hot water.
Post war revival
As caravanning took off in the post war
years it was clear that something had to
change. Enter German company Truma in

On the right:
Truma-matic 1961; Truma ‘S’ 1963;
Below:
1935 - Webasto develops the first engineindependent heater for buses and cars. It
embodied a heat exchanger and became
known as the ‘Flüstertüte’ (megaphone)
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RV heater time line
5

From the left:
Alde Mk1 1966;
Alde Comfort
2920 boiler,
1978

1935

1953

Eberspächer begins mass production of fuel-fired heaters
for the VW Beetle.

1960

Webasto’s P10 heater brings
warm air into vehicle cabins.

1961
4

1961 with its revolutionary Truma-matic
gas stove (Image 2).
According to Truma, it became ‘the first officially recognised caravan heating system’.
Piezo ignition meant all it needed to work
was good supply of gas. Electricity was not
required and it was entirely safe thanks to
an enclosed system that kept combustion
gases outside the vehicle. It also proved
economical to run, due to an efficient heat
exchanger.
Later that year Truma founder, Philipp
Kreis, improved the design further by developing the ‘S’ shaped heat exchanger.
This still forms the core element of Truma’s
S heaters to this day (Image 3).
Philipp Kreis was not alone when thinking
about mobile heating. In Sweden, a certain Alde Rask was working on a hydronic
solution. He figured that using a liquid was

From the left:
TrumaService Bus 1972; Primus 1974

the best way to distribute heat evenly to
the corners of a vehicle, especially in the
severe winter weather that can affect that
part of the world. In 1966 his first mobile
boiler saw the light of day after an intensive period of development. The boiler
became renowned for its efficiency and
the Alde name synonymous with comfort
(Image 4).
To distribute heat, Kreis took a different
route and added warm air distribution to
his device, the first examples surfacing in
1968. These provided a lighter and simpler
solution, albeit needing slightly more power to move the heat around. The two main
types of space heating system – blown air
and hydronic, had now become established.
It’s worth saying that both Truma and Alde
were arguably years ahead of their time,

7

Webasto develops the first engine-independent heater for
buses and cars. It embodied
a heat exchanger and became
known as the ‘Flüstertüte’
(megaphone) because of its
appearance.

Truma lunches the Truma-matic, ‘the first officially recognised caravan heating system’. This is quickly followed
by the development of the ’S’
heat exchanger.

1966

Alde launches its first mobile
boiler.

1967

More powerful Trumatic S
3000 (3.5 kW) added to SB
1800.

1968

Warm air distribution added to
the Trumatic heaters.

1969

Alde’s first exports begin.

1974

Primus launch a hydronic heating system for the European
RV market.

1975

Eberspächer markets the first
fuel-fired heater for internal
mounting.

1975

Truma unveils its Trumatic E
heater, an electronically controlled, blown air device.

1976

Truma launches the Therme,
a heat exchanger that uses
warm air to heat water.

1978

Carver begins assembly of Truma ‘S’ space heaters for the
UK market.

1978

Carver launches its Cascade
MK 1 water heater. Powered
by LPG, it has an unusual
mushroom shape and electronic control.

1978

Alde introduce the 2920 heater, based on its first combi
boiler, thereby also providing
sanitary hot water.

1981

Carver drops assembly of Truma space heaters in favour of
its new Caravelle range, fea97
turing electronic control.
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From the left: Trumatic E -1975; Truma Therme 1976; Carver Cascade 1978

as winter caravanning was very much in
its infancy with few sites open and not
many well insulated vehicles to enjoy it.
Indeed, many caravans, particularly those
in mainland Europe, were just used for one
big summer holiday on a site with good
washroom facilities. In these circumstances, space heating and hot water were not
so important.
The author’s first caravan, bought new in
1974, had no water or space heating of
any kind. But expectations were changing
and, after recovering from the fuel crisis of
1973/4, when the price of oil rose nearly
300%, RV manufacturers began to offer
space heaters in some models.
1970’s boom years
But there was another requirement crying out to be met – that of water heating.
Alde Rask was already heating radiators
with his boiler, all that was needed was an
additional jacket to keep the fresh water
from that in the radiators. This came in
1973 with the introduction of the Comfort
range of boilers (Image 5).
Early customers included Adria and the
Swedish manufacturer, SMV. It marked the
start of rapid development for Alde with
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increases in both the size of the factory
and the number of employees.
With all forms of camping now firmly taking off Truma decided to set up its own
mobile service organisation in 1972. It was
a first in the market place and no doubt
greatly helped Truma’s market penetration
(Image 6).
Sensing the new optimism and spurred on
by Alde’s success, another Swedish company, Primus (famous for its paraffin camping
stoves), launched a hydronic heating system for the European RV market in 1974.
It proved quite popular with sales reaching 15,000 units per year by 1990. Unlike
Alde, it used a dedicated heat exchanger
on the radiator circuit to provide hot water. As standard, it vented to the inside of
the RV although a direct vent kit could be
specified (Image 7).
1975 saw the launch of Truma’s Trumatic E
heater, an electronically controlled, blown
air device. Powered by LPG and with a balanced flue, it could be installed in mobile
homes, boats or trucks (Image 8).
In 1976 Truma hit on the idea of using the
heat from its blown air system to heat water and the Truma Therme was born. For
summer use, the Therme was fitted with

Water heating gains ground
About this time British company Carver,
decided to get in on the act. They began
by assembling and selling Truma heaters to
the UK market whilst, at the same time,
developing their own water heater – the
Cascade. This launched in 1978 and featured an unusual mushroom shaped copper cylinder covered in a red insulating
jacket. It was heated by an underfloor
burner with electronic control (Image 10).
By 1980, space and water heaters were
becoming regular features on the options
list, particularly on British caravans. As the
decade progressed, many of those options
turned into standard items and the surge
in demand led to a wave of new products.
Truma’s ‘S’ series heaters became very popular for their efficiency and independence
from an electrical supply (Image 11).
In 1981 Truma launched its first water
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From the left: Truma ‘S’ series, 1980; Truma water boiler 1981; Carver SBT 1800 heater, 1981
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an immersion heater. It’s another successful idea that has stood the test of time, as
the Therme is still produced today (Image
9).

13

boiler in both gas and gas/electric versions.
Available with both 10 and 14 litre capacities, it came with a stainless-steel tank,
variable temperature control and electronic surveillance. It promised ‘pure showering pleasure – and not just for the little
ones!’ (Image 12).
The success of Carver’s Cascade water
heater, combined with the increasing demand for heating products, led Carver to
begin making its own space heaters, rather
than assemble those from Truma. Launched
under the Caravelle brand name, and with
electronic control, they appeared in 1981
and cornered the UK market. There was a
1.8 kW underfloor flued model (Image 13)
and a 3.0 kW roof flued model. Both were
similar to Truma models but sufficiently different to avoid patent
issues.
In the meantime, Carver updated its quirky Cascade water
heater by launching the Mark 2
in 1985. This featured the addition of electric heating and a
wall mounted flue, doing away
with the need to cut a hole in
the floor. It proved extremely
successful and, with minor modifications, became the prevailing
water heater for British caravans
for the next 16 years (Image 14).
By the time the 1990’s arrived space heating and hot water were becoming standard on all but the most basic caravans
and motorhomes in the UK. However,
in mainland Europe the demand for
hot water remained low, because of
the different way in which many of
the RV’s were used. It wasn’t until the
later 90’s that water heating became
standard.
Hydronic heating takes off
In 1993 Alde launched its Compact 3000
combi boiler. Weighing in at just 15.8
kg dry, it was small enough to fit inside
a bunk, yet provided 6 kW of gas heating
and up to 3 kW of electric. Compared to
the previous taller and heavier 2900 series
it was something of a game changer and
accelerated the adoption of Alde heating
by various RV manufacturers (Image 15).
By now, other companies were seeing the
growing market for RV heating and launching their own products. Belling launched
the Malaga, a rather large 13 litre gas/
electric water heater principally aimed at
the horse box and motorhome conversion
markets. Nevertheless, its 13-litre capacity
found favour with UK manufacturers Bailey and Fleetwood who fitted it to several
models in the mid ‘90’s (Image 16).
Spurred on by the success of the Therme,
Truma went on to launch the Trumatic C
in 1994. This was essentially an LPG fired
blown air heater with a 12-litre water jacket to provide warm water. Aimed at the
growing motorhome market, it was an
instant success, with many manufacturers

1981

Truma gas boiler launched.

1984

The Trumatic E heater gets a
smaller, more efficient heat
exchanger.

1985

Carver introduces the Cascade
MK 2 gas water heater, which
also has electric heating and
an improved design.

1993

Alde launches a revolutionary
new combination boiler, the
Compact 3000. Featuring LPG
and electric heating.

14

1994

1995
1997
2001
15

2007
2009
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From above:
Carver Cascade Mark 2, 1985; Alde Compact
3000, 1993; Belling Malaga, 1995

adopting it. Sales, especially in the UK,
were helped by the option of up to 1800
watts of electric heating (Image 17). This is
interesting because on UK campsites, electricity is usually included in the pitch fee.
In mainland Europe, it can be a significant
extra cost.
By 2000 the market for space and water
heating was strong across all markets.
Carver was doing really well in the UK and
was beginning to look at mainland Europe.
Truma decided it was time to act and purchased Carver’s RV water and space heating business, leaving Carver to focus on its
other interests.
In 2007 Truma launched its Combi series

2010

Truma responds with its first
combi heater – the Trumatic
C. Unlike the hydronic Alde,
the Trumatic C uses blown air
for space heating.
Malaga water heater - used in
Fleetwood and Bailey. Originally designed by Maxol, Propex
acquired the design when Belling sold out to Glen Dimplex.
Alde is purchased by the
owners of Truma.
Alde took over the Primus
heating division, taking over
responsibility for spare parts
and service of Primus heating
boilers throughout Europe.
Truma launches the Combi, its
new heating system for motor
homes.
Whale enters the water and
space heating markets with
updated designs of Propex
products.
Webasto launches its next-generation parking heater - the
Thermo Top Evo. With up to 5
kW of power it is the lightest in
its class at just 2.1 kg.

2012

Truma celebrate 50 years of its
caravan heaters with two new
versions of the S-heater.

2014

Truma launches the AquaGo
continuous water heater, specially developed for the North
American market.

2015

Whale Expanse launched - the
first under floor water heater
for RV’s.

2017

Truma replaces its E heaters
with the smaller and lighter
VarioHeat models.

2019

Whale launch the all-new LPG
Heat Air range of products,
designed to be interchangeable with similar Webasto diesel products.
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From the left:
Truma Trumatic C, 1994; Truma Combi, 2007; Whale’s Rapid Heat water heater, 2011

of combined space and water heaters,
replacing the Trumatic C series, of which
some 500,000 were built. The new unit
was smaller and lighter with the burner
chamber horizontal rather than vertical.
This allowed it to be mounted inside bed
bunks and the like. It was soon joined by
a diesel-powered version which, at 15.8
kg, claimed to be the lightest and most
efficient diesel combination heater on the
market (Image 18).
In the meantime, Propex had acquired
the Burco Maxol (Malaga) water heater
before selling the design rights to Whale,
who manufacture it today on their behalf. Whale took a long hard look at the
design and decided they could improve it.
The result was Whale’s first water heater,
which launched in 2009. Despite being engineered to an altogether higher standard
than its Propex sibling, its size and weight
limited take-up in the RV market.
In recognition of this Whale launched an
8-litre version in 2011 with the same gas
burner but more electrical power. Weighing 8 kg dry and christened the ‘Rapid
Heat’, it can raise 8 litres of water from 15
°C to 70°C in just 12 minutes, using gas
and electricity combined (Image 19).

Space saving underfloor designs
As well as buying the design rights to the
Malaga water heater in 2009, Whale also
bought the rights to the Propex range of
LPG blown air space heaters. Re-engineered, and with the addition of electric
heating, the new heaters launched Whale
into the RV space heating market. Their
slim design uniquely gave Whale the opportunity to offer them with an underfloor
mounting option. The first one appeared in
the Elddis Xplore 302 two berth caravan in
2010 (Image 20).
Early examples proved a little noisy and
could not use gas and electricity simultaneously but these problems were soon
overcome.
It soon became clear that Whale needed
an underfloor water heater to complement
its space heaters. This came in 2015 with
the launch of the Expanse product. Its gas
burner is entirely contained within a stainless-steel water jacket, which is surrounded by thick insulating foam inside a tough
polypropylene case. An immersion heater
allows for electric heating and rapid warm
up times. The whole arrangement is very

efficient and keeps the water warm for
long periods (Image 21).
In 2017 Truma replaced its popular Trumatic E series warm air heaters with the smaller and lighter VarioHeat range featuring
efficiencies up to 98% and an add-on electric heater for extra versatility (Image 22).
Whale’s Heat Air range of products
launched in 2019. Lighter and more convenient than the older Propex derived models
the new heaters are designed to be interchangeable with similar Webasto diesel
products (Image 23).
Next time
Next time we’ll look at North America and
Australasia, along with products from the
automotive industry and a glimpse into the
future.
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From the left, clockwise:
Whale under-floor heater, 2010;
Whale Expanse water heater, 2015;
Truma VarioHeat, 2017;
Whale Heat Air, 2019
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Words Craig Ritchie

RV manufactures grapple
with continuing supply chain challenges
A major supply chain disruption first reported by AboutcampBtoB.eu in March continues
to plague the North American RV manufacturing industry

B

y early March the supply of propylene
oxide – an essential raw material used
in the production of foam for seat
cushions – had reached critical levels in the
US, causing a number of RV makers and boat
builders in North America to cut production.
By early April seat foam remained in short
supply, with the expectation that shortages
could persist into June.
More recently, RV manufacturers and component suppliers alike have also had to contend with a new shortage of semiconductors.
Semiconductors are used in a wide range of
RV components, from engines in motorised
units to electrically-powered components
ranging from kitchen appliances to televisions and stereos to power jacks and even

window blinds. Yet a shortage of these critical components has had far-reaching impacts
on both motorhome and trailer production.
The current shortage of semiconductors in
North America results from a combination of
factors, including a US government attempt
to ban semiconductor sales to Chinese technology firms like Huawei and ZTE that caused
those firms to stockpile vast quantities of
chips as a safeguard. Washington simultaneously blacklisted Chinese semiconductor
manufacturers like Shanghai-based SMIC
citing security concerns, thereby prohibiting
US manufacturers from using their products.
Fires at a pair of Japanese manufacturing
plants that produces fibreglass for circuit
boards have further contributed to today’s
semiconductor shortage, while
the February cold snap in Texas
made matters worse by taking
at least three US semiconductor plants offline.
The resulting vacuum has left
RV manufacturers and component manufacturers alike
scrambling for semiconductors
and often being forced into
paying substantial surcharges
in order to guarantee delivery. Some manufacturers have
reported paying as much as
US$40 delivery fees per unit
for semiconductors that cost
just $5. Refusing to pay would
mean not getting chips at all,
and not being able to fulfil sup-

Hankook Tire Enters Trailer Market in US

H

ankook Tire America Corp. has announced that the company will begin
selling trailer tires in the US with the launch of
its new Vantra trailer tire line. The Vantra Trailer
will be released in nine sizes, while the Vantra
Trailer for high loads (TH31) will be released in
three sizes. The products are built specifically
for highway vehicles including travel trailers,
fifth wheel trailers and pop-up camper trailers
and trailers, according to the company, and
are engineered to deliver exceptional durability and stability under heavy-duty conditions.
“We’re committed to offering tire products
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that enable consumers to enjoy the freedom
of the open road – and the adventure of the
great outdoors.” said Curtis Brison, vice president of PCLT Sales. “We are eager to enter this
market segment and look forward to serving
the market with our new and innovative Vantra Trailer products.”
Headquartered in Nashville, Tennessee, Hankook America markets and distributes a
complete line of high-performance and ultra-high-performance passenger tires, light
truck and SUV tires as well as medium truck
and bus tires in the United States.

ply contracts to important customers and potentially losing that business to competitors.
“We’re running into shortages everywhere,”
says Katie Callahan, purchasing coordinator with South Carolina, US-based stereo
manufacturer, Prospec Electronics. “We’ve
had to pay tremendous surcharges for chips
because the factory that produced them
burned down and there’s just no more supply. It’s a significant cost increase driven by a
lack of supply.”
Automakers including Honda, Toyota, General Motors and Ford have cut production in
North America as a direct result of semiconductor shortages. It is not known when the
current situation will be resolved.
Beyond seat foam and semiconductors, RV
builders have also had to endure shortages
and substantial cost increases on even basic
commodities like plywood, aluminum and
stainless steel.
According to global data portal Index Mundi,
current supply levels of several major commodities used in the RV industry lag far behind market demand. In some instances the
gap is so great that material suppliers have
put customers on allocation arrangements or
invoked force majeure clauses in their supply
contracts.
The firm confirms significant price increases over the last six months for a number of
commodities resulting directly from a lack of
supply, including: a 20% jump in the cost of
raw aluminium; a 25% bump in price for plywood; and a 10% jump in the price of plastic
sheeting.

Dates Announced for the 2021 Elkhart Open House and Supplier Show

O

rganisers of the 2021 Elkhart Open House have announced
dates for the 2021 event as September 27 to 30 inclusive, with
organisers of the RV/MH Hall of Fame Suppliers Show confirming
their companion event will be held concurrently. Show times will be
Monday through Wednesday, 9 – 5, and Thursday, 9 – 1.
RV/MH Hall of Fame president Darryl Searer says that space for the
vendor supply show is already close to being sold out. “At this point
there are no indoor booths available for suppliers,” said Searer.
“Outdoor space is available, and it is possible to combine outside
booths to expand their size. Based upon the results of the first year’s
sellout event, it was quite apparent that the first show was a huge
success for exhibitors. Except for two exhibitors, all participants reserved their same space for the 2021 show and those two booths
were quickly sold to new exhibitors.”

THOR Industries Publishes 2020 RV Rental Study Results

E

lkhart, Indiana-based RV builder Thor Industries has published the
results of an RV rental study that the company conducted in 2020
to gauge consumer RV rental experiences and likelihood of purchase.
The study included feedback from consumers who rented an RV for
the first time during the Covid-19 pandemic, as well as responses
from consumers with previous RV rental experience.
Among its findings, the 2020 RV Rental Study found that 73% of
renters indicated a likeliness to purchase an RV after renting, with
a full 66% of survey respondents indicating the intention of buying
a unit within 6 to 11 months of their rental experience. A full 80%
of respondents said they would most likely purchase an RV similar
in style to the one that they rented, with 97% indicating they were
satisfied with the rental experience.

Among renters who indicated they would be unlikely to purchase a
unit following their rental experience, 52% said their decision was
based on not having enough time to use the RV frequently enough to
justify the purchase expense. When asked why they chose to rent an
RV, 51% of respondents said they wanted to try RV camping before
making the commitment to buy.
Additional survey findings include:
• 94% of renters reported having a general idea of the type of RV
they wanted to rent before they started shopping for rentals
• 60% of renters made a decision within two weeks of beginning to
shop for rentals
• 73% of consumer renting information was conducted online
• The size of RV was the most important factor in the rental decision
• Deciding where to stay (43%) and learning how to use vehicle
amenities (41%) were the top two challenges reported by renters
“As a leader in the industry, it is important that we pursue and share
data and insights about the evolving RV lifestyle. Our 2020 RV Rental Study is a good indicator of how consumers are spending more
time outdoors by way of RVing,” said Thor Industries president and
CEO, Bob Martin. “One of the most promising findings from the
study suggests that those who rent an RV have a high propensity to
purchase, making the rental consumer a key component for future
industry growth. This data will help better target renters to convert to
purchase and continue building loyalty for the THOR family of companies.”

RVIA Advocacy Day, RVs Move America Week Cancelled

T

he Recreational Vehicle Industry Association (RVIA) announced
that it has made the reluctant decision to cancel its 2021 Advocacy Day and RVs Move America Week, which had been scheduled
to run from June 6 to 10 inclusive.
The decision to cancel the annual government advocacy event was
made in response to continuing Covid-19 restrictions, as well as
heightened security measures in Washington following the storming
of the US Capitol on January 6.
In a communication to industry members the RVIA noted “RVIA’s
government affairs team will continue to monitor developments
around future access to House and Senate offices. If it is determined
that a modified version of Advocacy Day could be successfully held
in the fall of 2021, we will explore the possibilities of rescheduling
that portion of the event.”
RVIA’s annual Advocacy Day provides association staff and trade
representatives with an opportunity to visit the US Capitol and meet
directly with members of the House of Representatives, Senators,

and their legislative staff in order to communicate issues of concern
to the RV industry. In recent years approximately 120 RVIA members attend close to 200 different meetings with policymakers.
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China

Countdown
starts for All in
Caravaning

According to the organisers
of the All in Caravaning show
in China, this year’s event will
go ahead from 18 to 20 June,
and will include its first official
German pavilion

U

nder the theme ‘Explore a Better Life of
Travel’, China’s All in CARAVANING 2021
(AIC), a satellite show of CARAVAN SALON
Düsseldorf, will once again take place in
Beijing Etrong International Exhibition Convention Center from June 18-19 -20, 2021.
As the covid pandemic has been under control in China for quite some time, exhibitions
have been taking place successfully for some
months now, with high visitor numbers.
“All in CARAVANING has been developed as
a trend barometer for the Asiatic caravanning sector and we are very optimistic for this
year’s fair. We want to place the caravanning
experience centre stage and emphasise the
emotional character of this form of holiday.
This lifestyle strikes just the right chord with
Chinese families and allows us to ensure precisely the right blend of traditional trade fair
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and entertainment for the whole family,” said
Stefan Koschke, Project Director Caravaning &
Outdoor. AIC has also developed into a meeting point for specialists from the caravanning
and tourism industries, helping to foster a
national and international exchange of experience, particularly through its high-quality
presentations. As in previous years, the patron
of All in CARAVANING 2021 will be the German Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital
Infrastructure. There is 39,000 m² of exhibition space at AIC and more than 200 brands
will present a wide range of new caravans and
motorhomes as well as an extensive range of
accessories, awnings/tents, outdoor equipment, resorts and campsites. Thanks to the
active support and organisation of the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy and the Association of the German Trade
Fair Industry, the German Pavilion, with a fine
selection of Made-in-Germany brands, is celebrating its premiere at AIC. On the initiative
of the Caravaning industry association (CIVD),
eight German companies from the accessories sector will present their innovations and
top products on an area of around 350 m². In
addition, there will be the ‘Outdoor Products
Zone’ with manufacturers of outdoor equipment and products, plus a ‘Campgrounds
Zone’ with information about top camping
sites throughout the country.
This year, the organisers of the AIC have prepared exciting accompanying events in addition to the exhibitors’ presentations. The
current situation and future trends of the industry in China will be discussed in top-class
lectures and forums. There will be a special focus on the 1st International Industry Summit
on the Development of China’s Caravanning
Tourism. Experts will discuss how the caravan-

ning industry can grow and what measures
are necessary to promote this mobile leisure
holiday form. A technical programme includes
a matchmaking tutorial with the objective of
discussing new opportunities for Chinese RV
accessory export and foreign trade.
Given the precarious pandemic situation, it is
not easy for overseas buyers to come to AIC or
for Chinese accessory manufacturers to travel
to Europe. Therefore, the organisers will set
up an online matchmaking platform to actively promote international trade by connecting
supply and demand. These virtual meetings
are intended to facilitate contact between
exhibitors and their potential customers. The
lecture programme will be concluded with the
second Sino-German Dealer Seminar.
Visitors are invited to discover the fun of mobile travel, and for newcomers and first-time
visitors, AIC will again offer a Starter World.
All visitors who would like to find out more
about driving a motorhome or caravan and its
technical functions are welcome at the customer-oriented advice centre. Industry experts
will give practical tips and advice on vehicle
selection, planning travel routes and choosing
the right campsite. Visitors will also have the
opportunity to get personal advice on specific
questions. In the “Dream Tour Cinema”, visitors will have the opportunity to see exciting
travel destinations. Top experts will report on
their dreamland adventures in special talks, including fantastic routes, travel anecdotes and
camping tips.
European brands listed as exhibitors at the
show include Dethleffs, the Erwin Hymer
Group, Fendt, Hobby, and Coachman Caravans, plus European suppliers, including Brianza Plastica, Lippert, Eberspächer, Reimo,
Dometic, Thule, and Fiamma.

China sees boom in staycations
and RV ownership
AboutcampBtoB asked Yujia Du Blanchard, Project Director of
Messe Duesseldorf (Shanghai) for more details of the RV market
in China in 2020 and 2021

A

recent story in ChinaDaily.com reported
that as the COVID-19 pandemic has prevented travel to and from China, ‘self-driving
RV holidays’ in the country have boomed in
popularity. Just like many other countries
around the world the pandemic has seen a
growth in the popularity of staycations and
RVs in China as prefer travelling with their
own safe space and facilities.
AboutcampBtoB asked Yujia Du Blanchard,
Project Director of Messe Duesseldorf (Shanghai) for more details of the RV market in China
in 2020 and 2021, if the camping infrastructure was still growing, and how they will ensure All in Caravaning will be a safe far for
visitors and exhibitors.
The RV market in China
Yujia Du Blanchard: “In 2020, the pandemic
led to a significant reduction in the number
of RV trade shows in China (and around the
world). Campsite profitability and consumer
purchasing power were both on the decline
in China last year, with RV sales lower than
in 2019. However, as in other countries, the
pandemic raised awareness of the safety of
travel, and an increasing number of travellers
in China became attracted to RVs. By the end
of 2020, RV ownership in China exceeded
150,000 – an increase of approximately 50
percent since 2018. In June 2020, the General Office of the Ministry of Transport in
China released a Notice on the Work Related
to the Promotion of Consumption and Quality of Transport which proposed to integrate
transport, tourism, and sports industries. This
includes plans to improve connectivity among
highways and scenic spots, promote local
tourism and consumption in highway service
areas, and establish facilities and equipment
such as caravan parking spaces, gas filling stations and charging stations for new energy vehicles. As a result, the combination of RV and

self-driving tours are expected to rise further
in consumer awareness in 2021”.
About Campsites
Yujia Du Blanchard: “To promote the development of RV tourism in China, an objective
was set to create 2,000 campsites for various
types of RV by 2020. A survey by the China
Tourism Automobile and Cruise Association
shows that, as of the end of 2019, there were
three types of RV campsites. The first type fulfills the Quality Classification of RV Campsites
standard, and includes 750 in operation and
630 under construction. The second type refers to a number of campsites connected to
highway service areas, scenic spots car parks
and mobile travelling stations. The third type
includes small and micro-sized campsites as an
addition to farmhouse, fishermen’s house and
herdsman’s house tours. These three types of
campsites all offer camping facilities that meet
people’s needs for overnight stays. The total
number of campsites is estimated at 2,000
and more, which is line with China’s target
of completing 2,000 campsites for tourism by
2020.”
RV business and COVID-19
Yujia Du Blanchard: “All industries in China
have almost recovered from the effect of
covid-19 since it broke out, and the national economy recovered steadily, with employment and living standards ensured forcefully.
The main goals and tasks of economic and
social development have been accomplished
better than expected. Keeping visitors and
exhibitors at All in Caravaning safe is its top

Yujia Du Blanchard

priority. The show will follow China’s anti-epidemic policies and be fully prepared for all
visitors and exhibitors. Prevention measures to
ensure the health and safety of all exhibitors,
visitors, partners and employees attending AIC
2021 will be in accordance with the guidance
from the Chinese National Health Commission, the Ministry of Public Security, the Ministry of Commerce and COVID-19 Prevention
Guideline for Exhibition Industry. This includes
having to pre-register for tickers online using
verified personal identity documents, wearing
face masks at all times and observing social
distance measures. Attendees must have a
green Health Code certificate and itinerary
code proving that they are not from a medium
or high-risk area. If they have been to one of
these areas in the past 14 days the attendee
must present a negative test result taken within the last seven days. Every attendee must
pass a body temperature check and facial recognition software will be used to match their
identity against the original verified personal
identity document used to register for entry.
Any attendee without a Health Code certificate or has travelled from overseas countries
or non-mainland China regions will have to
comply with additional requirements.”

RV ownership in China 2012-2019 (unit: 10,000)
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First quarter registrations at +210%

T

he Ministry of Transport of the Czech Republic has released registrations data of new vehicles for March 2021, which makes it
interesting to compare this quarter with previous ones.
Motorhome registrations: Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4
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Motorhomes
In the first three months of the year, over 450 new motorhomes were
registered (not including caravans, only motor vehicles). Compared
to the first quarter of 2020, this is an increase to 220 percent. It is
also 116 percent more compared to the previous quarter from October-December 2020 - over double the registrations.
From January to March 2021, as many vehicles were registered as
usual for the second quarter (April to June), usually the strongest.
The most successful brands are:
Adria; Carado/Sunlight and Weinsberg
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The most popular body type is the semi-integrated body with more
than 40% share of the total number of registered motorhomes. Overcabs, integrated motorhomes and vans are almost equally popular in
the Czech Republic, each of them with a share between 17-19%.
Campers (e.g. VW California/Beach or MB Marco Polo): about 4%.
Caravans
Caravan registrations increased by 175 percnet compared to the same
quarter last year. The increased interest in caravans roughly copies the
rising interest in motorhomes, even though the number of registrations is about one third.

April 2021
Registration of new motorhomes

T

he increase in new vehicle registrations continues, although
not as steep as in record-breaking March. Even so, 251 vehicles registered solely during this month means an impressive
170% growth when compared to 93 registrations in April last
year. 704 new motorhomes have been added to the roads so
far this year. The number of new motorhome registrations increases each year (about 10%) but 2021 seems to break this
trend as the number of newly registered motorhomes seems
to double if compared to the same period in 2020. A similar,
albeit weaker, increase has also been observed for trailers. The
number of registered trailers increased by 113% year-on-year,
with 37 trailers registered last April and 79 in April this year.
For a long time, new trailers registered in the Czech Republic
have been in significantly smaller numbers compared to motorhomes: 198 units this year is less than a third of motor vehicle
registrations. Adria, the Slovenian manufacturer, maintains its
number one position on the domestic market for new motorhomes - 86 cars this year is a good result and there are still
eight months to the end of the year 2021. The second brand,
Sunlight/Carado, follows closely behind it with 84 vehicles.
Many other brands had to settle for about half the number of
registrations. For caravans, the customers’ favourites were the
Weinsberg and Hobby brands; Adria has a large gap behind
them in third place along with other manufacturers like Knaus,
Tabbert or Fendt.
2021
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The most successful brands are: Hobby; Weinsberg and Tabbert.
In the category of mini caravans, the domestic brand Inpro from
Cáslav was the most successful with its Kondor model. One Wingamm Rookie caravan was registered, which is a caravan with a
length of up to 5 m (including the drawbar) and a weight of 1000 kg.
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Caravan registrations: Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4
2019
2020
2021
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Conclusion
The popularity of motorhomes does not seem to be waning. In previous years, the growth rate of new motorhome registrations ranged
between 12-20 percent, which makes the current increase unprecedented. This article does not mention imports of used vehicles from
abroad at all - but they have not increased significantly. Not surprisingly, on the one hand, travel is restricted nowadays, on the other
hand the offer of used motorhomes in foreign markets was significantly reduced (roughly by half compared to the situation two years
ago) and the vehicles available became significantly more expensive
– so many people would rather stretch to a brand new vehicle.
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NOTE: The presented facts were obtained from freely available data
on registrations provided by the Ministry of Transport. The presented
numbers may not be completely accurate due to the nature of the data.
A vehicle actually registered for the first time is counted as new, imported
cars registered up to six months before import are not included.

